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ABSTRACT 
Name:  Kai Xu 
Thesis Title: Radio Resource Management for Satellite UMTS: Dynamic 
scheduling algorithm for a UMTS-compatible satellite 
network. 
Keywords: Satellite Networks, UMTS, Radio Resource Management, 
Quality of Service, Scheduling, Unified Functional 
Methodology 
The third generation of mobile communication systems introduce 
interactive Multicast and Unicast multimedia services at a fast data rate of 
up to 2 Mbps and is expected to complete the globalization of the mobile 
telecommunication systems. The implementation of these services on 
satellite systems, particularly for broadcast and multicast applications to 
complement terrestrial services is ideal since satellite systems are capable 
of providing global coverage in areas not served by terrestrial 
telecommunication services. However, the main bottleneck of such 
systems is the scarcity of radio resources for supporting multimedia 
applications which has resulted in the rapid growth in research efforts for 
deriving efficient radio resource management techniques. This issue is 
addressed in this thesis, where the main emphasis is to design a dynamic 
scheduling framework and algorithm that can improve the overall 
performance of the radio resource management strategy of a UMTS 
compatible satellite network, taking into account the unique characteristics 
of wireless channel conditions.  
This thesis will initially be focused on the design of the network and 
functional architecture of a UMTS -compatible satellite network. Based on 
this architecture, an effective scheduling framework is designed, which 
can provide different types of resource assigning strategies. A functional 
model of scheduler is defined to describe the behaviours and interactions 
between different functional entities.  
An OPNET simulation model with a complete network protocol stack is 
developed to validate the performance of the scheduling algorithms 
implemented in the satellite network. Different types of traffic are 
considered for the OPNET simulation, such as the Poisson Process, ON-
OFF Source and Self Similar Process, so that the performance of 
scheduling algorithm can be analyzed for different types of services.  
A novel scheduling algorithm is proposed to optimise the channel 
utilisation by considering the characteristics of the wireless channel, which 
are bursty and location dependent. In order to overcome the channel 
errors, different code rates are applied for the user under different channel 
conditions. The proposed scheduling algorithm is designed to give higher 
priority to users with higher code rate, so that the throughput of network is 
optimized and at the same time, maintaining the end users’ service level 
agreements. The fairness of the proposed scheduling algorithm is 
validated using OPNET simulation. The simulation results show that the 
algorithm can fairly allocate resource to different connections not only 
among different service classes but also within the same service class 
depending on their QoS attributes. 
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Chapter 1 :   INTRODUCTION 
1.1  Background 
Mobile phones are no longer viewed as a luxurious means for 
communication, but rather a necessity to support ubiquitous 
communication anywhere and anytime. It is playing an indispensable role 
in people’s lives. With its capability of supporting more and more 
advanced applications and services, the penetration of mobile phones will 
continue to rise [1].  
In the 1980s, the 1st generation (1G) mobile communication systems 
based on analogue technology were introduced into the market to provide 
voice communication services. The development of 2nd generation 
systems based on digital technology, started in the early 1980s and 
addressed the need for more spectrally efficient cellular networks. The 
pan-European 2G system is the Global System for Mobile Communication 
(GSM), which was first introduced as a standard in Europe by the 
European Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI) in 1990, followed 
by its commercialisation in 1991. In addition to providing circuit-switched 
voice communication services, the phase-1 GSM standard also supports 
international roaming and Short Message Service (SMS). Compared with 
1G, 2G made great improvement in combating interference, providing 
more security functions and offering wider service coverage. With the 
development of Internet, GSM itself cannot satisfy the requirements of 
customers to access data service. Therefore, General Packet Radio 
Service (GPRS) has been introduced to supplement the circuit-switched 
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based services offered by the GSM to provide packet data services. This 
is added into Phase 2+ standard of GSM, which is also called 2.5G mobile 
communication systems. GPRS allows information to be sent and received 
by using packet switching, complementing existing circuit-switched GSM 
networks to provide packet data services.  
As large storage devices appear and compression techniques are 
continuously improved, multimedia applications become popular. 
Recognising the need to support multimedia services, research on 3G 
systems began in Europe as early as 1988. In 1998, the 3G Partnership 
Project (3GPP) was formed with the aim of defining a global technical 
standard for the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) to 
support data rates up to 2 Mbps and to provide a wide range of multimedia 
services like voice, video and data services and wireless access to the 
Internet. In addition, broadcast and multicast services are also supported. 
However, these services are major consumers of network bandwidth.  
In parallel with the development of the terrestrial mobile communication 
technology, research effort has been made in integrating the terrestrial 
technology with the satellite technology in order to achieve a truly global 
coverage. The study of Satellite UMTS (S-UMTS) began in the early 
1990s with the aim of complementing services offered by the Terrestrial 
UMTS (T-UMTS), creating a new market opportunities for satellite 
operators to provide mobile communication services in addition to their 
more traditional role of providing broadcast services, such as the satellite 
TV. On the other hand terrestrial mobile networks may find new solutions 
which may decrease the cost and increase the range of services provided 
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to the terrestrial mobile user. Furthermore, the broadcast/multicast 
capabilities of satellites make it a good candidate to provide point-to-
multipoint services.  
1.2  Motivations and Objectives  
In Satellite-UMTS network, there are many challenges on the basic issues 
in the design of satellite communication systems, such as round trip 
propagation delay (RTD), atmospheric effects and channel losses due to 
signal shadowing and multipath fading. The scarcity of radio resource, 
together with the dynamically varying channel condition, remain the major 
obstacles in providing good quality multimedia services in S-UMTS 
systems.  
The efficient utilisation of common radio resources is an important aspect 
in satellite networking. The goal of radio resource management (RRM) is 
to optimize bandwidth utilisation and Quality of Service (QoS), in the 
presence of traffic flows generated by services with different requirements. 
Whenever resources or their modifications are requested, the goal of RRM 
is to optimise resource utilisation and at the same time satisfy the 
requested QoS requirements as well as to maintain a certain degree of 
fairness among all users [2]. Cross-layer RRM techniques that consider 
the cooperation of two or more protocol layers have been used to optimise 
the system usage in run time to guarantee good performance of the 
overall system in order to fulfil the user requirements [2].  
The main goal of this PhD project is to design a dynamic and real time 
scheduling framework, which can improve the overall performance of the 
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radio resource management strategy of the UMTS compatible satellite 
system, taking into account interactions between the different radio 
resource control functions, system specific parameters and the dynamic 
traffic state of the system. The fairness of services is a key factor to 
consider in the design. 
In order to achieve this goal, the following objectives have been set: 
• To identify a RRM framework for the satellite system, taking into 
account the following functionalities: 
o Scheduling 
o Call Admission Control (CAC) 
o Link Adaptation 
• To identify a signalling framework for the scheduling control 
functions including functional entities, interfaces and signalling 
flows. 
• To design suitable scheduling algorithms for use in the forward link 
and return link, taking into account the following: 
o Traffic characteristics 
o Transmission frame structures  
o The code rate  
o The satellite channel characteristics 
o Fairness of services 
• Modelling of the dynamic and real time scheduling framework and 
analysis of proposed scheduling algorithms in the UMTS compatible 
satellite system. 
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1.3  Contributions and Achievements 
The main contributions and achievements in this PhD project are listed as 
follows: 
¾ A real-time dynamic scheduling framework: The scarcity of radio 
resource, together with the dynamically varying channel condition, 
remain the major obstacles in providing good quality multimedia 
services in S-UMTS systems. A RRM framework, which concentrates 
on the real-time dynamic scheduling framework, is proposed to 
improve the overall performance of the radio resource management 
strategy of the system and at the same time maintaining a good degree 
of fairness for service provision. It is identified that the key part of the 
RRM framework is the scheduler, which is designed to consist of the 
sub-functionalities: queue manager, scheduling and layout. The Unified 
Functional Methodology (UFM) has been used for the characterisation 
of the scheduler functional entity, such as the scheduler functional 
architecture for providing services and addressing signaling 
requirements for service implementation. 
¾ A baseline scheduling algorithm with baseline return/forward 
layout algorithms: The baseline algorithms aim to satisfy the general 
RRM requirements and constraints of the S-UMTS system under 
consideration. In order to make use of radio resources more efficiently, 
it is desirable to schedule a group of packets belonging to the same 
connection continuously for transmission over the satellite air interface. 
The baseline scheduling algorithm interacts with the forward and return 
layout (in this thesis, term of layout is from BGAN specific terminology 
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to finally allocate resources according to the data transmission 
requests) algorithms to generate the scheduling plans for the forward 
and return direction. Priority queuing (PQ) and weighted fair queuing 
(WFQ) algorithms are combined in the baseline scheduling algorithm to 
maintain the service fairness not only among different service classes 
but also within the same service class. A connection priority order is 
defined based on the UMTS QoS classes and QoS attributes. 
¾ A threshold-based scheduling algorithm: The system performance 
in terms of resource utilisation efficiency may not be optimum when 
using the baseline scheduling algorithm because it does not take into 
account the characteristic of the radio channel in the satellite system. 
Therefore, a threshold-based scheduling algorithm has been derived 
by extending the functionalities of the baseline algorithm. The aim of 
the algorithm is to improve the system performances by efficiently 
utilizing the radio resources in the satellite system and at the same 
time still maintaining the fairness of the system when the network is 
lightly congested. The adjustments in the algorithm are based on the 
measurements of the current QoS performance against the service 
QoS guarantees to reflect the current service’s QoS satisfaction status. 
¾  A fuzzy scheduling algorithm: The threshold-based scheduling 
algorithm still has some shortcomings, which includes the inability to 
differentiate misbehaving traffic and inability to accurately detect the 
connection’s QoS satisfaction. Therefore, a fuzzy scheduling algorithm 
is proposed to make use of expert system knowledge to provide a 
more accurate estimation of the conditions (satisfaction factor, 
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misbehaving traffic) of the network, in comparison to the threshold-
based algorithm. The fuzzy algorithm was also proven to provide a 
flexible balance between the fairness of services and the system 
performance, whether the subband is lightly or heavily congested.  
¾ A complementary option with free assignment strategy for 
improvement to the scheduling algorithm in the return direction: A 
free assignment strategy has also been proposed in the thesis to utilise 
spare resources in the return direction, which have not been allocated 
during the scheduling interval, to further improve the resource 
utilization in the system. The spare resources are equally distributed to 
the inactive connections based on the assumption that some of these 
inactive connections will become active. This reduces the time taken to 
assign resources to those previously inactive connections, such as the 
time taken to complete the procedures in the control plane (system 
control signaling) and the application data transfer delay in the user 
plane. 
¾ A Specification and Design Language (SDL) validation model: A 
SDL model is created to design and validate the signalling architecture 
of the dynamic scheduling framework. The focus is on validating the 
system integrity and the system performance for both the control plane 
and the user plane. It provides a suitable way to accurately validate the 
behaviours of the dynamic scheduling framework and to evaluate the 
performance of the baseline algorithms (scheduling and layout) in the 
target system. 
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¾ An OPNET simulation model: A complete OPNET model of the S-
UMTS satellite network architecture has been created to simulate the 
communications between Mobile Terminals (MTs) and Radio Network 
Controller (RNC) via satellite. The proposed dynamic scheduling 
framework has been implemented in the model to compare and 
analyse the performances of the different scheduling algorithms. 
Various simulation scenarios can be carried out, because the model 
has the following capabilities: provision of different types of services 
according to the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, generation of 
different characteristics of traffic and emulation of the different fading 
conditions of the radio channel. The model also provides a way to 
validate the feasibility of the proposed dynamic scheduling framework 
with the real-time delay constraint.  
1.4  Organisation of Thesis 
The remainder of the thesis is organised as follow: 
In Chapter 2, an overview of the Satellite-UMTS system is provided to 
show the differences and advantages compare to Terrestrial-UMTS 
system. A thorough description of the S-UMTS system architecture, which 
consists of user segment, space segment and ground segment, is given. 
Finally, the protocol and fundamental layers used in the satellite air 
interface of the Inmarsat Broadband Global Area network (BGAN) system 
is briefly introduced in providing UMTS compatible services. 
In Chapter 3, the supported QoS attributes in UMTS are first highlighted 
as they are important for the design and evaluation of an optimum 
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scheduling algorithm. Then a general introduction on the fundamentals of 
the RRM is provided to introduce the most popular algorithms, strategies 
and classification for the RRM frameworks. Based on the provided 
background knowledge, a RRM scheme, which concentrates on dynamic 
radio resource allocation, is proposed for a UMTS-compatible satellite 
system (Inmarsat BGAN satellite system) in return direction. It also 
explains that a hybrid uplink radio access scheme is adopted by the 
system.  
Chapter 4 is focused on the design of the RRM function, and in particular 
the scheduler, which is responsible for dynamically allocating radio 
resources for the fast data transmission in the UMTS-compatible system. 
Firstly, the Unified Functional Methodology is adopted to give the design of 
the functional model of the scheduler to show how the scheduler 
integrates with the system using functional entity description, information 
flow and functional entity actions. Then, three novel scheduling algorithms: 
baseline scheduling algorithm, threshold-based scheduling algorithm and 
fuzzy scheduling algorithm, which are designed according to different 
requirements, such as service fairness and improvement of system 
performance etc., are presented. In addition, a supplementary return 
scheduling algorithm is proposed to add free assignment strategy into the 
hybrid resource allocation strategy used in the system. Finally, in order to 
complete the functionality of the scheduler, the return/forward layout 
algorithms are proposed to achieve high resource utilisation for resources 
allocation subject to the constraints of the system. 
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In Chapter 5, the SDL simulation tool is used to provide the platform in 
modelling the behaviours and signallings of the proposed RRM scheme in 
a UMTS-compatible system. In this chapter, the simulation scenarios 
configuration and performance parameters, such as throughput, queuing 
delay and packet discard ratio etc. are also presented. The SDL simulation 
results are presented to validate the behaviour of the dynamic scheduling 
framework and to evaluate the performance of the baseline scheduling 
algorithm.  
In Chapter 6, an OPNET simulation framework is created for analysing the 
proposed scheduling algorithms. The algorithms are implemented in the 
network architecture defined in the Chapter 2. The simulation is carried out 
under satellite channel environment which is modelled using a two-state 
Markov chain Gillert-Elliot model [3]. Different types of traffic are generated 
in the simulation by using different modelling method such as the Poisson 
Process, ON-OFF source and Self Similar Processes. The simulation 
results are presented and analysed to compare the performances of the 
proposed scheduling algorithms in terms of performance improvement and 
service fairness.  
Chapter 7 provides the conclusion of the thesis to summarise the 
contributions made by this research and to recommend additional 
research for future development. 
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Chapter 2 :   S-UMTS SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  
2.1  Introduction 
The concept of using satellites to provide world-wide radio communication 
services was proposed by Arthur Clarke in October 1945 [4]. However, the 
first artificial satellite (Sputnik I) was launched by former Soviet Union early 
in 1957; this was not a telecommunication mission, but marked the start of 
the space age [5]. Since 1960s, satellites have been used to provide 
telecommunication services [1]. Today, in general there are three main 
types of services being provided by satellite systems: Mobile Satellite 
Services (MSS), Fixed Satellite Services (FSS), and Broadcast Satellite 
Services (BSS), which are targeted at three types of market: maritime, 
aeronautical, and land. Because of the huge coverage of satellites, the 
maritime and aeronautical markets are mainly monopolised by satellite 
communications. For the land mobile market where satellite services 
cooperate with other terrestrial wireless communication systems in 
providing an extension of services [6].  
In recent years, satellite technology is seen more as an extension of 
terrestrial mobile network, rather than a direct competitor because of its 
ability to provide supplemental communication service between 
fixed/mobile users and to ensure worldwide connectivity through public 
and private switched telecommunication networks. Many satellite 
communication systems are currently operational or planned in the world, 
such as GlobalStar, Iridium and Inmarsat BGAN etc. [7]. The main 
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advantages and disadvantages of satellite systems are summarised 
below: 
Advantages: 
• Ubiquitous Coverage: The large coverage area is a very significant 
feature of satellite. A single geostationary satellite can cover up to a 
third of the Earth’s surface.  In particular scenarios, such as in areas 
with less density of users, over the sea, or in the aviation industry, 
where the realisation of terrestrial infrastructures is not economically or 
technically feasible, the use of satellites is the only viable possibility of 
communication. 
• Link Cost Uniform within Coverage: With satellite communications, the 
cost of a satellite link may be less dependent on the distance, 
compared to terrestrial communications networks, where the cost of a 
link is proportional to the distance from the service provider in 
terrestrial systems. For example, a voice call via terrestrial systems 
between two countries may cost more when roaming into a different 
country, whereas for satellite system, this may not be priced differently, 
depending on the coverage areas of the satellite system. 
• Broadcast / Multicast Capability: The unique location of satellites in 
space enables satellites to efficiently distribute to and collect signals 
from a very large population (theoretically infinite users). Variety of 
connectivity, such as point-to-multipoint and broadcast 
communications, can be provided in a simple and economic way. 
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• Suitable for Long Range Mobility: Due to very large coverage areas, 
the satellite is very suitable for providing a long range mobile service, 
such as required in maritime and aeronautical scenarios. 
• Rapid Deployment: As soon as a satellite is launched, it can 
immediately be used to provide services to a large number of users. 
• Availability: Terrestrial infrastructures can be easily damaged or 
destroyed in case of natural disaster or war, but satellite system is 
usually more resilient due to its large geographical coverage, when 
enables the deployment of  infrastructure in disaster or war zone.  
• Suitable for Localization Services: Satellites are efficient for providing 
localisation and navigation services. 
Disadvantages: 
• Cost: In order to enable global coverage, a satellite system 
incorporates many satellites. It is quite expensive to launch a satellite 
into space.  Huge investment is required to deploy the entire satellite 
network before it can start providing services.  
• Propagation Delay: In satellite system, the linear distance of link, which 
includes both Uplink and Downlink transmission, is much longer than 
the linear distance of a link in a terrestrial system, which causes long 
propagation delay when data is transmitted over a satellite system. The 
long propagation delay can badly affect the performance of the system 
to achieve the applications’ QoS requirements, especially for real time 
applications. In the case of bent-pipe Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) 
satellite, the minimum bound for the end-to-end delay of packet 
transmissions, which involves the double hop (from Earth to satellite to 
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Earth), is about 240 - 270 ms, which indicates the minimum round trip 
delay of about 480 - 540 ms. This becomes a challenging issue for 
providing good QoS to delay sensitive applications. 
• Limited Capability: If the satellite system is considered to provide only 
point-to-point services, the capacity of establishing connections is 
limited because of the radio bandwidth limitations. 
• Complex Development: As soon as the satellites are launched, it is 
almost impossible to physically modify their configuration. Therefore, a 
successfully planned and carefully designed system is required before 
the satellite system is deployed. It is difficult to plan ahead and predict 
the requirements of communication services in the future. Therefore, 
this makes the development of satellite system very complicated.  
Multimedia broadband services have been widely provided by terrestrial 
communication system. UMTS is the 3rd generation mobile 
communication system. UMTS network uses a high bit rate radio 
technology - Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) as the 
air interface, which is standardised by the 3GPP. Both circuit switched 
connection and packet switched connection can be supported. The key 
purpose of UMTS is to deliver broadband services to mobile users anytime 
and anywhere. The UMTS network architecture is introduced in Figure 2-1. 
3GPP is currently standardising the Multimedia Broadcast Multicast 
Services (MBMS) framework which provides the broadcast/multicast mode 
of service in terrestrial mobile communication. Since satellite systems 
have a good broadcast/multicast capability, the integration of satellite 
system with the UMTS network is of particular importance.  
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Figure 2-1 UMTS network architecture  
Inmarsat BGAN is a UMTS-compatible satellite system. It is the first 
service to provide guaranteed data rates on demand. It is also the first 
mobile communication system to provide both voice and broadband 
mobile communication services through the BGAN MT on a global area, 
where two GEO satellites of BGAN system will cover 85 percent of the 
earth’s surface.  
 
Figure 2-2 BGAN coverage map [8] 
The generic satellite system architecture basically consists of three 
entities: user segment, space segment and ground segment. The details 
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of each segment will be discussed in later sections of this chapter, 
however the roles of them in brief are:  
• The user segment consists of user terminal units, which are related to 
the application and operational environment. Via the terminal units, 
different users can access the services provided by the satellite 
system. 
• The space segment comprises one or more active and spare satellites. 
They perform data transmission with the user segment and ground 
segment via the satellite air interface. 
• The ground segment contains all ground facilities, which monitors and 
controls the satellites.   
Figure 2-3 shows the BGAN satellite system network architecture for the 
provision of circuit switched and packet switched services. These high 
bandwidth services will include video streaming, video conference and 
Internet access. End users can use the services provided by the satellite 
the same way as in the UMTS system.  
 
Figure 2-3 UMTS-compatible satellite network architecture [9-11] 
The main difference between BGAN network architecture and the UMTS 
architecture is the Radio Access Network (RAN): In UMTS, the RAN is 
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composed of Base Stations (BSs) and Radio Network Controllers (RNCs) 
with WCDMA radio access technology on the radio interface. In the 
satellite network architecture, the RAN is composed of satellites and 
RNCs, and Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) radio access 
technology is implemented for the radio interface. The satellites act as 
UMTS’s BSs in the sky. The Core Network (CN) consists of all network 
elements for switching and subscriber control. Two main domains, the 
Packet Switched (PS) and Circuit Switched (CS), are covered by the CN. 
The CN in turn is connected to various public networks including the 
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) and the Internet. A MT has to 
pass its subscription information to the CN before it can be offered 
services for connecting to these networks.  
The satellite network architecture shown in Figure 2-3 is derived from the 
UMTS network architecture. It is very similar to the architecture for 
terrestrial cellular systems. Nevertheless, there are some similarities and 
differences between satellite and terrestrial cellular systems [12].  
Similarities: 
• Satellite systems use spot beams to play the role of “cell” in terrestrial 
cellular systems. 
• Satellite systems also have the same concept of frequency reuse 
among spot beams. 
• Above the physical layer, the layers are very similar in both satellite 
and cellular systems. 
• They both support circuit and packet switched technology for data. 
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Differences:  
• A satellite spot beam can cover a larger area than a cell of a cellular 
system. The distance between MT and RNC in satellite systems is 
much larger than the distance between MT and base station in cellular 
systems. 
• The propagation delay of satellite systems is larger than terrestrial 
cellular systems. 
• Satellite systems can provide optimal call routing. A call can be routed 
to a gateway that is the nearest to the called party. 
2.2  User Segment 
The user segment comprises of user terminal components. It is 
responsible for interfacing the user terminal components to the CN in 
order to access the services provided by satellite system. The user 
terminal components can work cooperatively to provide services to a 
single end user (people, car) or group end users (ship, train or aircraft).  
From Figure 2-4, it can be seen that the user terminal components are 
categorised into two main classes: user equipment and satellite terminal. 
The user equipment is the device running the user applications, whereas 
the satellite terminal acts a bridge between the user equipments and the 
satellite air interface and core network. The satellite terminal converts the 
protocols of the user applications into the protocols used in satellite 
systems, so that data of the user applications can be transmitted via 
satellites. These satellite terminals can be of different sizes, ranging from 
a few centimetres (for users with portable type of devices) to tens of 
meters (for users located in a huge building or big area).  
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Figure 2-4 Basic user segment of satellite system 
Communication between the user equipments and the satellite terminals 
can be achieved through different access technologies. Depending on the 
constraints of the user applications, user hardware and system 
environment, one or more suitable access technologies can be chosen to 
connect the user equipments and satellite terminals within the user 
segment, so that the users can receive the services from a range of 
service providers. Some basic access technologies are listed: 
• 2G/3G Access: The standard user equipments of wireless mobile 
communication system (GSM/GPRS/UMTS) are required to access 
the services (circuit-switched services and packet-switched 
services) via satellite system, which is similar to the terrestrial 
system. In the case of 2G and 3G access network, additional 
considerations are required to integrate the use of 2G/3G data on 
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the satellite link. This may involve the placement of nanocell or 
picocell with core network functionalities in the user segment. 
• Local Area Network (LAN) Access: A group of computers and 
associated devices can share a common line. It offers very fast and 
reliable connections to end users. The most common technology 
currently available is Ethernet which is suitable for providing IP 
services. 
• Wireless LAN Access: Wireless has become very popular. By using 
wireless devices, a group of computers can be easily linked 
together without using wires. The most popular wireless LAN 
technology which is standardized by Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11.  
• Bluetooth Access: This technology aims to connect the portable 
devices (laptop, PDAs. etc.) from different manufacturers using 
short-range wireless link. Bluetooth is an ad hoc wireless system 
which makes it very simple to discover and set up services between 
devices. 
• The user equipment and satellite terminal can be integrated into a 
single unit. This is normally the case if the system requirements 
state that devices should be easily carried and moved. For 
example, in satellite navigation system, the terminal which is 
running the application can also receive satellite signals. 
As the supplement and extension of terrestrial network systems, satellite 
systems can inherit most application services in addition to native satellite 
services. The application services, which can be provided by a specific 
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satellite system, will depend on many factors, such as the target market, 
user requirements, system environment, etc. Different types of service will 
decide the characteristics of traffic transmitted via the satellite system. The 
application services are mainly categorised into several classes and briefly 
listed below: 
• Telecommunication services: The services provided in mobile 
telecommunication system (2G/GPRS/3G) and fixed 
telecommunication system (PSTN), such as voice, fax and SMS 
(Short Message Service) etc..  
• IP services: VoIP, web browsing, FTP and Email etc.. 
• Broadcasting services: Radio broadcast and Digital Video 
Broadcast (DVB) etc..  
• Other services: Satellite positioning, air surveillance and remote 
sensing etc.. 
The Inmarsat BGAN system is a mobile satellite system, which is capable 
of providing broadband data and voice services simultaneously through 
one satellite terminal for a global area network. The lightweight, portable 
satellite terminals, which are easy to carry and simple to setup for use, can 
deliver data rates of up to half a megabit per second. This makes it 
possible to provide complementary services to users who travel to the 
area where the coverage of the terrestrial networks is poor or non-existent. 
A lot of services can be provided by the BGAN system: telephony, ISDN 
calls, Internet/Intranet connection, and mobile telecommunication services, 
etc. Figure 2-5 shows the architecture of the user segment in the BGAN 
system. 
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Figure 2-5 Inmarsat BGAN user segment interfaces [9, 11, 13] 
The BGAN user segment consists of a transportable satellite modem 
terminal (the Mobile Terminal ‘MT’), a Terminal Equipment ‘TE’ (e.g. 
laptop, PDA etc.) and a UMTS Subscriber Identity Module (USIM), which 
contains the BGAN subscriber’s detail for authentication to BGAN system. 
The MT works as a communication bridge between the TE and the 
external networks via the BGAN satellite network. The Cu interface means 
that the MT provides the provision of insertion of a USIM which must be 
inserted in the MT prior to use. The TE is the device on which the user 
applications are running. The connections between TEs and a MT can be 
setup via different wire line and wireless interfaces (R interface), such as 
Universal Serial Bus (USB), Ethernet and Bluetooth. Both control plane 
signalling traffic and user plane data traffic are supported on the R 
interface. The Uu Interface is the radio interface between the MTs and the 
RNC via Inmarsat-4 satellites. In order to achieve high transmission 
efficiency and flexibility, it is possible to adapt the bandwidth and coding 
rate according to the MT’s class and channel conditions. In the BGAN 
initial system, 3 classes of MTs are supported with maximum transmission 
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rates of 432 kbps, 432 kbps, and 216 kbps respectively when receiving 
data and maximum transmission rates of 432 kbps, 144 kbps and 72 kbps 
respectively. All MTs have the capability of allocating bandwidth 
dynamically in each direction. At present, the number of MT classes is 
being extended to support additional services in the BGAN-X project [7, 9, 
11, 14].  
2.3  Space Segment  
The space segment consists of one or more active and spare satellites, 
where it is to provide the connections between the user segment and 
ground segment. The star or mesh topology as used by the latest 
generation of satellites allows more interconnections, such as direct 
connections between users and connectivity between satellites. Each 
satellite has its own specific characteristics. The following subsections 
concentrate on the three aspects of satellites: orbit, frequency band and 
transponder. 
2.3.1  Satellite orbits 
Every satellite is launched to a suitable orbit around the Earth. According 
to eccentricity, orbits can be classified into circular (eccentricity of 0) and 
elliptic (eccentricity greater than 0 and less than 1). For elliptic orbit, there 
are two focuses and the Earth is on one of the two focuses. In general the 
orbits of telecommunication satellites are circular. According to their 
inclination angle with respect to the equatorial plane, they can be 
classified into equatorial, polar and inclined [15]. Satellite systems can be 
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classified into three primary categories based on their orbital altitude [1, 2, 
6], as described in the following: 
Low Earth Orbit (LEO) 
LEO satellites orbit at the lowest altitude, typically at the height between 
500 km and 2000 km above the surface of the Earth, below the Inner Van 
Allen radiation belt [16]. The orbit period of a LEO satellite is around 90 
minutes and the satellite visibility time is about 15 minutes. Because of the 
low altitude, LEO satellites have the smallest propagation delay (less than 
10 ms from Earth to satellite). Due to the significantly low propagation 
delay, for packet switched communication over long distance, low end-to-
end delay values can be achieved. LEO satellites provide relatively good 
performance in the provision of real time interactive services. To achieve 
global coverage and continuous satellite access, a large number of 
satellite are required in the network. The management of the network is 
very complex. These fast moving satellites require frequent handovers 
between them, so they must be able to communicate with each other via 
Inter Satellite Links (shown in Figure 2-4) or an earth station.  
Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) 
MEO satellites have orbits at the height between 8000 km and 12000 km 
above the surface of the Earth, between the two Van Allen radiation belts. 
The orbit period of a MEO satellite is 5 - 12 hours and the satellite visibility 
time is about 2 - 4 hours. Compared with LEO satellite, MEO satellites 
have higher altitude, so the propagation delay is about 20 - 40 ms, with 
about 10 - 12 MEO satellites to provide global coverage. MEO satellites 
are mostly utilized for localization and navigation system.  
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Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) 
GEO satellites orbit the Earth on the equatorial plane at a height about 
36000 km with an orbit period of 24 hours. They are able to provide 
continuous communication to users within the coverage area. Therefore, it 
is very suitable for providing telecommunication services. With a simple 
architecture comprised of just three satellites, nearly the entire Earth can 
be covered excluding Polar Regions. The complexity in managing a GEO 
network is reduced compared to a LEO or MEO satellite system. A major 
disadvantage of GEO satellites is the high propagation delay (120 – 135 
ms) from earth station to satellite because of their high altitude. This is 
noticeable in interactive applications.  
A satellite communication system, which aims to provide services for a 
regional or global coverage, normally comprises a number of satellites 
with the same orbit type. These satellites as a whole are normally known 
as a constellation. The different orbit type satellites can also be combined 
to form a hybrid constellation to achieve better performance [17, 18].  
2.3.2  Satellite frequency bands 
A band is a small portion of the electromagnetic spectrum in the 
microwave range of frequencies. The higher frequency bands generate 
more propagation losses but have larger capacity providing transmission 
bandwidth. With the development of technology and the increased 
requirements for new services, it is not enough to just use low frequency 
bands (L/S bands) for satellite system. A greater range of operating 
frequency bands is required. In each band, the higher frequencies are 
used for uplink (Earth to satellite), because the transmit power is more 
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limited at the satellite than at the Earth. The main IEEE frequency bands 
used for satellite communications system are listed below [19-21]: 
• L band is the range of frequencies between 1 and 2 GHz. Around 1.6 
GHz is used for the uplink and 1.5 GHz for the downlink. This is mainly 
used for Mobile Satellite Service (MSS).  
• S band is the range of frequencies between 2 and 4 GHz, and is 
mainly used for Broadcasting Satellite Service (BSS). 
• C band is the range of frequencies between 4 and 8 GHz, where 
around 6 GHz is used for the uplink and 4 GHz for the downlink. These 
bands are occupied mostly by traditional system, and are mainly used 
for Fixed Satellite Service (FSS). 
• X band is the range of frequencies between 8 and 12 GHz. Around 8 
GHz is used for the uplink and 7 GHz for the downlink. These bands 
are reserved for military use and are mainly used for FSS.  
• K-under band (Ku band) is the range of frequencies between 12 and 
18 GHz. Around 14 GHz is used for uplink and 12 GHz for the 
downlink. These bands are under current development, and are manly 
used for FSS and BSS.  
• K band is the range of frequencies between 18 and 26 GHz.  
• K-above band (Ka band) is the range of frequencies between 26 and 
40 GHz. Around 30 GHz is used for the uplink and 20 GHz for the 
downlink. These bands are receiving much attention because of their 
large available bandwidth and little interference due to little use. Mainly 
used for FSS and MSS.  
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• V band is the range of frequencies between 40 and 75 GHz. Around 50 
GHz is used for the uplink and 40 GHz for the downlink. These bands 
are mainly used for military FSS.  
Because the lower frequency bands (L, S and C bands) are already 
congested, there are more interests in the use of Ka band now.  
2.3.3  Satellite transponders 
A transponder is a unit regarded as a distance repeater on a 
communication satellite. Its main function is to transfer information which is 
received on an uplink channel (from the Earth) back onto a corresponding 
downlink channel (to the Earth). A satellite may have many transponders 
in its payload. Two main types of transponders are introduced as follows 
[2]: 
• Bent-pipe transponder is also known as a transparent transponder. 
On board a satellite, it acts as a simple repeater. The uplink signals are 
filtered from unwanted interference from adjacent channel, amplified 
and translated into different frequency on the downlink channel. There 
is no improvement in the quality of signals, because during the 
amplification the back ground noise is amplified too. Majority of GEO 
satellites have a bent-pipe transponder.   
• Regenerating transponder is often referred to as On-Board 
Processing (OBP) satellite. Different level of functionality can be 
provided by this type of satellites. In the simplest OBP case, a 
transponder demodulates/decodes and modulates/encodes to 
regenerate digital signals at the satellite. Thus signal recovery can be 
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provided before transmission. Signal regeneration can also benefit the 
satellite link budgets in reducing transmit power, increasing date rate 
and reducing antenna size. In more complex OBP case, satellites can 
provide additional functions such as packet switching and traffic routing 
between spot beams. In many of LEO satellite systems, Inter Satellite 
Links (ISLs) are employed to establish links between satellites of the 
same constellation. Thus the traffic can be routed in the sky without 
going through the Earth station. A mobile-to-mobile call may have 
different delays depending on the chosen routing method. Despite the 
significant advantages of the regenerating transponder, the use of the 
architecture has some financial risks. For example, if the requirements 
of satellites services are changed, the capabilities of the satellites’ 
payloads limit the provision of new services after they are launched.  
In December 1999, Inmarsat’s Board of Directors approved the 
development of fourth generation of satellites for the BGAN project. The 
Inmarsat-4 satellites will comprise two GEO satellites which are located 
over the Indian Ocean Region (64ºE) and Atlantic Ocean Region (53ºW) 
respectively. A third satellite was launched in 2008. Each Inmarsat-4 
satellite weighs 3 tonnes and supports approximately 200 spot beams. It 
provides transparent amplification for the BGAN communications (user 
plane and control plane). Transmission between the RNC and satellite is 
via the C band, whereas transmission between the satellite and mobile 
users is via the L band. The air interface of Inmarsat-4 satellites is based 
on TDM and TDMA/FDM schemes in forward direction and return direction 
respectively [1, 11].  
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2.4  Ground Segment 
The ground segment of a satellite system includes facilities which are 
responsible for monitoring/controlling the satellites, providing services and 
distributing information to the users. There are three main elements in the 
ground segment: gateway, also called Fixed Earth Station (FES), Network 
Control Centre (NCC) and the Satellite Control Centre (SCC) [1]. The 
gateway is the interconnection point between satellite access network and 
core network. Its basic function is to work as a radio modem of a terrestrial 
base transceiver. More advanced functions can be assigned to it, such as 
the RRM and switching functions, in cooperation with other ground 
components. The NCC performs the functions of network management 
and control based on the customers’ information. The SCC is in charge of 
monitoring the performance of the satellite constellation and controlling the 
satellite behaviours. 
The core network of the satellite system can consist of different network 
components, depending on the architecture of the system being 
considered. One possible configuration is the S-UMTS architecture, which 
forms the basis of the work in this thesis. S-UMTS is the extension of the 
T-UMTS and will cover the areas where T-UMTS is neither technically nor 
economically available. S-UMTS is specified to be extended based on 
UMTS standard. The radio access network of S-UMTS should be 
connected to T-UMTS core network through the Iu interface. The air 
interface of S-UMTS should be fully compatible with WCDMA based T-
UMTS system [22-24]. Figure 2-6 shows the S-UMTS network 
architecture: 
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Figure 2-6 S-UMTS network architecture (3GPP R99) [25, 26] 
From Figure 2-6, it can be seen that the ground segment of S-UMTS 
system includes two domains: UMTS Satellite Radio Access Network 
(USRAN) and the core network. The main task of USRAN is to create and 
maintain Radio Access Bearers (RABs) for the data transmission between 
TE and core network via satellites. This is very similar to the function of 
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN). The core network 
shown in Figure 2-6, which is shared by S-UMTS system and T-UMTS 
system, presents the first version of UMTS Specifications, 3GPP R99. In 
the figure there are several interfaces: Iub interface is used to connect 
RNC and Node B within UTRAN for T-UMTS; the same interface is used 
to connect satellite gateway and RNC within USRAN for S-UMTS; Iu 
interface is the interface between RNC and GSM/GPRS; Iu-CS is for 
circuit switching data; Iu-PS is for packet switching data. These interfaces 
are all based on the transmission principles of asynchronous transfer 
mode (ATM).  
The functional entities in the network architecture are introduced below: 
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Base Station (BS): This functional entity is also known as Node B. It is 
located between the User Equipment (UE) and RNC. The BS provides 
radio access physical channels and transfers data from transport channels 
to the physical channels according to the RNC’s configuration. It is in 
charge of error handling and power control, etc. 
Radio Network Controller (RNC): This entity connects the base station 
with core network. Its responsibility is to route the data in the access 
network and to manage radio resources, channel allocation, admission 
control and handover control.  
Mobile-services Switching Centre (MSC): The MSC has the switching 
and signalling function for UEs located in its coverage area. MSC can 
route calls to the appropriate RNC, perform handover and communicate 
with other fixed networks.  
Gateway MSC (GMSC): It is a special type of MSC. It connects to the 
telephone networks and route the call to the MSC where the UE is located. 
Home Location Register (HLR): This functional entity is a database in 
charge of the management of UEs. Each UE has an associated HLR. HLR 
has the UE’s subscription information (for example IMSI information) and 
location information. 
Visitor Location Register (VLR): Each MSC has an associated VLR. 
When a UE is switched on or roams in a new area covered by an MSC, it 
has to register with the VLR. The VLR will get the UE’s IMSI and assign a 
Mobile Station Roaming Number (MSRN) and a Temporary Mobile 
Subscriber Identity (TMSI) to the UE. At same time these, information are 
forwarded to the UE’s associated HLR, so that the HLR can know where 
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the UE is located for routing purpose. VLR will get additional information 
from the HLR in order to provide the correct services to the UE.  
Authentication Centre (AuC): This functional entity is associated with a 
HLR. It stores an identity key for each UE registered with the associated 
HLR. These identity keys are used for authentication.  
Equipment Identity Register (EIR): This is a database for storing the 
International Mobile Equipment Identities (IMEIs). The IMEI can uniquely 
represent a UE’s mobile equipment.  
Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN): This node is a new network 
element which plays a major role in GPRS. It monitors the UE’s location 
and set up connection between UE and packet data networks using 
Packet Data Protocol (PDP).  
Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN): This node is another new 
network element which plays a major role in GPRS. It connects external 
packet switched networks to SGSNs. 
In Figure 2-6, the core network is shown to be divided into two domains: 
the CS domain and the PS domain. Different switching technologies can 
be chosen to send data based on the different application requirements in 
the UMTS network. A switching technology supports special connections 
to be set up on networks. Different type of connection will carry different 
types of traffic. Therefore, the switching technology chosen for a network 
will ultimately decide on the type of services that can be supported by the 
network. The two main switching technologies [27, 28] are described 
below: 
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• Circuit switching technology is used in 2nd generation voice cellular 
systems (GSM). Circuit switch provides a physical, dedicated path for a 
voice call when it goes through the switching map. Because this path is 
dedicated to the call, no other callers can use this switched path until 
the call has ended. Since the call has an end-to-end dedicated circuit 
for the duration of the call, the switch is called a circuit switch. Circuit 
switching is used for voice switching and to support data services that 
have a constant bit rate (CBR). When a person places a voice call, a 
dedicated path is established before the person being called hears the 
telephone ring. The dedicated path guarantees high quality, almost 
error-free transmission for the call. When the call finishes, network 
resources, which was used to set up the path can be reused for other 
requests. Circuit switching is called synchronous switching since it will 
transmit user's data in a specific time slot, and only in that time slot. 
• Packet switching technology is used in 2.5 generation cellular 
systems (GPRS). It is an upgrade to supplement a circuit switched 
network with packet switching. Packet switching breaks a user's data 
stream down into smaller segments, called packets, add network 
control information, and then transmit the packets through the network. 
With packet switching routers dynamically determine a path for each 
packet and try to make them use any path available to get to the 
destination. Other users’ packets compete for these paths as well to 
make the most use of each path. Packet switching is unlike the circuit 
switching in that calls occupy a single path shared by others. All packet 
switching traffic comes in bursts with a variable bit rate (VBR), so 
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resources are shared. For example, if a user has any data packets to 
send, this packet make use of resource on the network. Once the 
packet is sent, the resource is available for other users' data. Packet 
switching is called asynchronous switching since a user's data can 
arrive at a switch at any time.  
In [1], the first version of UMTS specification, known as 3GPP R99 is 
introduced, which offers the same services as in GSM Phase2+. The 
major new task is the wideband radio access. The development for UMTS 
after 3GPP R99 is 3GPP R4. The major changes in 3GPP R4 is the 
separation of connection, control and services for the CS domain. 
Multimedia services should be provided in 3GPP R4. The architecture of 
the core network in 3GPP R4 is represented in Figure 2-7: 
  
Figure 2-7 UMTS core network (3GPP R4) [25, 29] 
In Figure 2-7, it can be seen that the major differences are in the CS 
domain for 3GPP R4. The MSC/VLR is replaced by MSC Server and 
Media Gateway (MGW), so that the separation of connection can be 
achieved. The MSC Server provides the control functions. The MGW 
provides the bearer switching and network interworking functions. The 
actual user data will go through MGWs; and the control information will go 
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through MSC Server. A single MSC Server can control numerous MGWs. 
Many MGWs can interconnect with each other. When the network of 
3GPP R4 is implemented, the CS domain in core network is freely 
scalable: if the network requires more control functionalities, MSC servers 
can be added; if the network requires more switching capacity, MGWs can 
be added. 
Further developments for UMTS have been specified by 3GPP up to 
Release 8 [30]. Each release concentrates and improves the particular 
area for UMTS. For example the 3GPP R5 introduces the IP Multimedia 
Sub-system (IMS), which will provide the new multimedia services and 
applications. The whole UMTS network will use IP, which means the 
emphasis is on packet switching.  
The ground segment of Inmarsat BGAN system, which composes two 
main parts [11]: core network and Radio Access Network, is very similar to 
the ground segment of S-UMTS system. 
The core network of BGAN system is designed based on the 3GPP R4 
architecture, so it consists of a number of UMTS network nodes. Because 
of the similarity in the core network architecture, the BGAN system has the 
capability to provide UMTS compatible services and both circuit and 
packet switching services are supported. Therefore, Media Gateway 
(MGW)/MSC Server nodes (for user and control plane transmission 
respectively) are used in circuit switching domain and SGSN and GGSN 
nodes are used in packet switching domain. 
The RAN of the BGAN system can be divided into a number of Radio 
Network Subsystems (RNS). Each RNS includes one BGAN RNC and 
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associated Radio Frequency Subsystem. The RNC interfaces to core 
network via Iu interface for user and control plane traffics. It is also in 
charge of all radio related functions, such as RRM functions. It has the 
same behaviours as the RNC in T-UMTS. The BGAN system adopted the 
same UMTS architecture in the core network but uses an Inmarsat 
proprietary air interface, “Inmarsat Air Interface 2 (IAI-2)”. IAI-2 is based on 
a TDM-TDMA/FDM physical layer. In order to provide the compatible 
UMTS services, the communication protocol has to be adapted to support 
the services via the Inmarsat-4 satellites. Further information on this will be 
introduced later. 
2.5  Protocol and Functional Layers 
2.5.1  Overview 
Inmarsat BGAN system provides UMTS compatible services. The 
WCDMA air interface technology is split into the Non Access Stratum 
(NAS) and the Access Stratum (AS) functionalities in the standard T-
UMTS network. The NAS is a functional layer running to support traffic and 
signalling messages between the UE and the CN. The AS is to support the 
NAS to transport information across the UTRAN and air interface. In order 
to seamlessly integrate the BGAN AS functionalities to the UMTS NAS 
entities, an Inmarsat proprietary air interface, “Inmarsat Air Interface 2 (IAI-
2)”, is used. The communication protocol used in the satellite air interface 
comprises a number of layers, as follows [11]:  
• Adaptation Layer (AL layer) 
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• Bearer Connection Layer (BCn Layer) 
• Bearer Control Layer (BCt Layer) 
• Physical Layer 
The entities in each protocol layer communicate with the entities in the 
peer layer, the layer above and also the layer below. In each layer, a set of 
interface are defined for the transmission of control signals and user data. 























Figure 2-8 BGAN control plane protocol stack 
The control plane for the CS and PS domains is illustrated in Figure 2-8. 
Standard UMTS NAS layer control plane signalling is supported over IAI-2 
air interface. For the CS domain, the control signalling, Mobility 
Management (MM), Call Control (CC), Supplementary Services (SS) and 
Short Messaging Servicing (SMS), are passed between the MT and the 
MSC/VLR server via the RNC. MM is to support the mobility of MTs. CC 
decide whether a voice call can be established. SMS is more known as 
text messages to used data application on mobile phones. SS is 
supported by GSM to complement the telephone and data services. For 
the PS domain, the control signalling, GPRS Mobility Management (GMM), 
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Session Management (SM), and GPRS Short Messaging Service (GSMS), 
are passed between the MT and the SGSN via RNC. GMM is to support 
the mobility of GPRS services. Radio Access Bearer Manager (RABM) 
provides interface between the RAB management in the AS and the PDP 
context control procedures in the NAS. Radio Access Network Application 
Part (RANAP) is a standard UMTS protocol for user plane signalling.  
Figure 2-9 presents the protocol stack for the user plane in the PS domain. 
The IP traffic is carried by Packet Data Protocol (PDP) context between 
MT and CN. Support of PDP context between MT and SGSN is offered by 
two protocols: Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) is used to 
transfer IP packets over air interface, and GPRS Tunnelling Protocol 
(GTP) is used to encapsulate IP packets between RNC and SGSN.  
 
Figure 2-9 BGAN packet switched user plane protocol stack 
In CS domain, the user plane protocol is very similar to the protocol used 
in PS domain. The PDCP and GTP are replaced by the CS User Plane 
Handler and Iu User Plane (Iu UP) protocol, respectively, to provide the 
services in CS domain.   
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2.5.2  Adaptation Layer 
In the BGAN system, the lower layers of UMTS between MT and RNC are 
replaced by the Inmarsat air interface (IAI-2). In order to offer UMTS 
compatible services via the satellite air interface, an Adaptation Layer is 
designed to provide an interface between the UMTS higher layer (NAS) 
and the BGAN specific lower layer. It performs many similar functions 
provided by the UTRAN Radio Resource Control (RRC) [11]: In summary, 
the Adaptation Layer is responsible for the following tasks: 
• Handling of system information related to the AS layer and the NAS 
layer; 
• Spot beam selection; 
• Establishment, maintenance and release of a UE Specific 
Signalling (UESS) Connection between the MT and the RNC; 
• NAS layer message transport; 
• Establishment, reconfiguration and release of radio bearer 
connections; 
• Connection mobility functions, Paging; 
• Integrity protection and control of ciphering. 
2.5.3  Bearer Connection Layer 
The BCn Layer is designed to provide a number of different data transport 
services to upper layers. Three main data transport modes are supported 
in this layer: Acknowledged Mode (AM), Transparent Mode (TM) and 
Unacknowledged Mode (UM). The control plane and user plane 
information can be carried by these data transport services. The BCn 
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Layer has similar functionalities as the UTRAN Radio Link Control (RLC). 
The main functions provided in the BCn layer are listed below [11, 31]: 
• Buffering and flow control of information from/to the interfaces of 
above layer; 
• QoS policing; 
• Segmentation and reassembly of information; 
• Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ); 
• Ciphering. 
2.5.4  Bearer Control Layer 
The BCt Layer is responsible for the management and set up of physical 
bearers to transport data from each established connections. A single 
component of the BCt Layer - the Bearer Control process is responsible 
for the physical resource allocation in a spot beam. Each spot beam needs 
at least one BCt process in operation. The physical layer characteristics of 
MT need to be monitored and collected. In order to guarantee the fairness 
between established connections and optimise physical resources 
utilization, RRM functions are also provided in the BCt Layer. Finally the 
BCt Layer has the duty of maintaining an appropriate level of resource 
within the RNC. The major functions performed in BCt Layer include the 
following [11]: 
• Selection of the appropriate Primary Shared Access Bearer for 
initial access to the RNC; 
• Traffic monitoring and trend analysis; 
• Requesting and releasing physical resources in RNC; 
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• Perform link adaptation to optimise data rate of the system; 
• Perform radio resource management control, such as admission 
control, scheduling and link adaptation, to maintain the QoS of each 
connection;  
2.5.5  Physical Layer 
The physical layer is responsible for transferring information bit stream via 
the satellite link. In order to optimize the resource management, the radio 
channels utilises the Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) technology in the 
forward direction, and Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) technology in 
the return direction. Because of the capabilities of MTs and the limitation 
of the channel allocation functions, the radio channels are limited in 
bandwidth which are utilised on the Frequency Division Multiple Access 
(FDMA) technology in both directions. There are different functions in 
physical layer at the transmitter and at the receiver [11]. 
At the transmitter, the physical layer is responsible for the correct 
encoding, scrambling and interleaving of the blocks of data, modulating 
and filtering the sequence of symbols and transmitting these at the correct 
frequency, time and power level. 
At the receiver, the physical layer is responsible for the correct reception, 
filtering, demodulation, timing and power measurement of received bursts, 
and the subsequent decoding, frame-level descrambling and 
deinterleaving of the symbol stream into a correctly received blocks of 
data. This is then passed with an entire frame or block to the BCt layer.  
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Chapter 3 :   RADIO RESOURCE MANAGEMENT  
3.1  Introduction 
There are many challenging needs to be considered in the design of 
satellite communication systems, such as the long round trip delay (RTD) 
and the satellite channel characteristics. The former varies depending on 
the type of satellite orbits, the type of satellite and the user’s position on 
the earth [1]. For example in the case of GEO bent-pipe satellites the 
value of RTD varies in the range 480 to 558 ms which is very high in 
providing services to the applications with delay sensitive requirements. 
The attenuation of the electromagnetic signal affected by atmosphere can 
be summarised as: atmospheric gasses, rain attenuation, fog and clouds 
[1]. These atmospheric effects, combined with multipath fading and 
shadowing effects can cause rapid degradation of the satellite link, 
resulting in high bit error rate (BER). Fade countermeasures techniques 
such as adaptive channel coding schemes are deployed in order to 
overcome fading and propagation attenuation. In the satellite network 
architecture under consideration, the Radio Bearer Service connects an 
MT with the RAN and supports all radio interface functionalities, including 
fade countermeasures functions, between them to provide end-to-end 
QoS service in the UMTS QoS architecture [32]. Failing to provide QoS on 
Radio Bearer Service may result in failure to provide end-to-end QoS 
guarantees and efficient utilisation of common radio resources is an 
important aspect in satellite networking. 
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Given these issues, the goal of RRM is to optimize bandwidth utilisation 
and QoS, in the presence of traffic flows generated by services with 
different requirements. Whenever resources or their modifications are 
requested, RRM functions are used to satisfy the users’ QoS requirements 
and to maintain fairness among all users as much as possible [2].  
An efficient dynamic RRM schemes performed on the Radio Bearer 
Service can optimise the system usage in run time to guarantee good 
performance of the overall system by maximising some performance 
indicators, such as the overall network throughput, the resource utilization 
and total network earning, and at the same time to minimise other 
indicators, such as the end-to-end (ETE) delay, the packet discard rate 
(PDR), the call dropping rate and the signal-to-noise ratio. RRM schemes 
can include a set of service control functions, which are categorised into 
network based functions and connection based functions. Network based 
functions include admission control (AC), load control (LC), packet 
scheduler (PS) and resource manager (RM); whereas connection based 
functions include power control (PC) and handover control (HC). Figure 
3-1 shows the interactions between these service control functions.  
 
Figure 3-1 Interactions between RRM control functions  
The objectives of the RRM scheme are to achieve acceptable QoS levels 
for the user application traffics and to design an efficient radio resource 
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utilisation. In order to achieve this, it is very important to clearly identify the 
QoS requirements of services and the characteristics of user traffics. 
Based on these, the overall performance can be improved by efficiently 
combining different RRM functions. AC is the function that handles all new 
incoming traffics and checks whether new connection requests can be 
admitted to the system subject to a set of admission criteria such as the 
QoS requirements and the subscriber profile. The AC sends the most up-
to-date system load information to the LC function, which monitors the 
load condition of the system. LC also provides system load information 
that will enable AC to decide whether to admit a connection request 
without violating the system load limit. When the system load exceeds the 
threshold, LC may decide to release existing connections to other lightly 
loaded coverage areas or to divert the connection request to another 
lightly loaded coverage region or to ‘borrow’ resource from other resource 
pools in order to accommodate new connections. PS decides when a 
packet is to be transmitted and the bit rate that is to be used based on the 
connections QoS parameters provided by AC. RM is responsible for the 
logical radio resource configuration and status, such as the available 
resources and codes. It reserves the proportion of the available radio 
resources according to the resource request from AC for each connection. 
PC maintains the radio link quality to minimise and control the power used 
and to satisfy the target BER and SIR specified by the AC. HC is the 
function to handle and make handover decisions. The HC is also tightly 
integrated to the LC function. 
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3.2  Quality of Service 
QoS can refer to the capability of a telecommunication system to provide 
required services to user traffic. Users are normally not interested in the 
way how a particular service is provided, but in the final service quality 
level. So the goal of QoS is to provide priority, including dedicated 
bandwidth, control jitter and latency, and improved loss characteristics [2].  
Since the system is based on UMTS, the services being offered will be the 
same as those in UMTS. The UMTS service architecture is introduced in 
the following subsections. 
3.2.1  UMTS QoS Architecture 
 
Figure 3-2 UMTS QoS Architecture [33] 
From the users’ perspective, the UMTS network is a network of services. 
UMTS networks can provide QoS so that users will be satisfied with the 
end-to-end services provided by these networks. The end-to-end services 
are performed with several network bearers. A network bearer is a service 
providing QoS between two points. Therefore, the end-to-end service’s 
QoS is mapped to the next bearer level: Local Bearer Service, UMTS 
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Bearer Service and External Bearer Service. In turn, the UMTS bearer 
service level’s QoS can be mapped onto the next level and so on. If the 
QoS of the bottom level can be guaranteed, then the QoS of the top level 
will be guaranteed. 
The UMTS bearer service offered by the UMTS operator provides the 
UMTS QoS. The UMTS Bearer Service consists of two parts, namely, the 
Core Network Bearer Service and the Radio Access Bearer Service. The 
Core Network Bearer connects the edge node with the CN Gateway to 
control and utilise the backbone network. The Radio Access Bearer 
Service connects the MT and the Edge Node to transfer user data and 
signalling. This service provides the requested QoS based on the 
condition of the radio interface. The Radio Access Bearer Service consists 
of two parts, RAN Access Bearer Service and Radio Bearer Service. RAN 
Access Bearer Service provides different bearer service transport for a 
variety of QoS between the RAN and CN. Radio Bearer Service connects 
the MT with RAN and provides all radio interface transport. Since the radio 
interface is the bottleneck of the whole UMTS network, the role of the 
Radio Bearer Service is very important. Whether the UMTS Bearer 
Service’s QoS can be guaranteed will depend on the Radio Bearer 
Service. The scope of this research is restricted to the Radio Bearer 
Service as highlighted in Figure 3-2. The RRM schemes are proposed to 
be implemented in the Radio Bearer Service in order to guarantee QoS 
requirements [33].  
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3.2.2  QoS Service Class 
All bearer services have their own QoS characterises, which are translated 
from negotiation between the original user’s QoS needs and the network’s 
negotiated response, in order to provide end-to-end QoS guarantee. In 
UMTS, four QoS classes are defined [33]: 
Conversational Class: This class is for the most delay sensitive traffic. 
This class is used for voice over IP, video conference or any type of real-
time interactive traffics. The transfer delay and delay variation are very 
strict. However, there are loose requirements on error tolerance. 
Streaming Class: This class is used for real-time voice and video 
streaming applications. Because it is unidirectional, it does not have 
stringent transfer delay compared with the Conversational Class. 
However, a maximum bound on delay variation is given to this class. 
There is no strict upper limit for the packet loss rate. 
Interactive Class: This class is used for web browsing, database retrieval 
and any kind of human interaction with remote equipments applications. A 
short response time is expected for interactivity thus the round trip delay 
time is important in this class. This class requires low bit error rate 
transport.  
Background Class: This class is reserved for most delay insensitive 
applications. This is because the destination does not have to accept data 
within a certain time limit. The class is mainly used for email and database 
download. It requires low bit error rate transport. Table 3-1 summarises 
the UMTS classes defined by 3GPP. 
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Table 3-1 Four UMTS service classes  




Conversational • Preserve time relation 
between entities 
• Conversation pattern 
• Real time 
• Voice over IP 
• Video 
conferencing 
• Interactive game 
• Low jitter 
• Low delay 
Streaming • Preserve time relation 
between entities 
• Unidirectional continuous 
stream 
• Real time video 
• FTP 
• Still image 
• Low jitter 
 
Interactive • Bounded response time 
• Preserve the payload 
content 
• Web browsing 
• E-commerce 
• Round trip 
delay time 
• Low BER 




• Low BER 
 
 
The RAB service attributes defined in UMTS are listed as follows [33]: 
• Maximum bit rate (kbps): Defines the maximum bit rate the UMTS 
bearer may use to transport data between the end points of the 
UMTS bearer. 
• Delivery order: Indicates whether the UMTS bearer shall provide in 
sequence delivery for Service Data Unit (SDU) or not. 
• Maximum SDU size (octets): The maximum SDU size for which the 
network shall satisfy the negotiated QoS. 
• SDU format information (bits): List of possible exact sizes of SDUs.  
• SDU error ratio: indicates the fraction of SDUs lost or detected as 
erroneous.  
• Residual bit error ratio: Indicates the undetected bit error ratio in the 
delivered SDUs.  
• Delivery of erroneous SDUs: Indicates whether error SDUs shall be 
delivered or not.  
• Transfer delay (ms): Defines the maximum delay limit the UMTS 
bearer may use to transfer a packet between the end points of 
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UMTS bearer. This parameter is the main distinguishing factor 
between the UMTS QoS classes. 
• Guaranteed bit rate (kbps): Defines the bit rate the UMTS bearer 
must transport between the end points of UMTS bearer. This 
parameter is only for conversational class and streaming class. 
• Traffic handling priority: Specifies the relative importance for 
handling different SDUs belonging to the different RABs. 
• Allocation/retention priority: Specifies the relative importance of the 
RAB service compared to other RABs for allocation and retention of 
the RAB.  
• Source statistics descriptor: Specifies characteristics of the source 
of the submitted SDUs. 
• Signalling indication: Indicates the signalling nature of the submitted 
SDUs. 
The RAB attributes and their relevancy for each bearer service class are 
summarised in Table 3-2.  
Table 3-2 RAB attributes defined for each service class 
Service class Conversational Streaming Interactive  Background 
Maximum bit rate (kbps) X X X X 
Delivery order X X X X 
Max SDU size X X X X 
SDU format Information X X ― ― 
SDU error ratio X X X X 
Residual bit error ratio X X X X 
Delivery of erroneous SDUs X X X X 
Transfer delay (ms) X X ― ― 
Guaranteed bit rate (kbps) X X ― ― 
Traffic handling priority 
(1,2,3) 
― ― X ― 
Allocation/ Retention priority X X X X 
Source statistics descriptor X X  ― 
Signalling indication ― ― X ― 
 X Available 
―  Not Available 
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3.2.3  Resource Allocation  
There is a growing interest in providing broadband service in satellite 
networks due to their attractive features such as the wide coverage area. 
However satellite networks not only suffer from similar limitation of 
terrestrial wireless networks such as the limited bandwidth, power 
limitation, bursty and location dependent channel errors, they also have 
their own unique drawbacks such as the long propagation delay 
(especially for geostationary satellites). A RRM scheme, involving channel 
allocation, scheduling, load control and bandwidth allocation, needs to be 
consistent, controllable and flexible in managing the users’ packet traffic, 
which have different QoS requirements and dynamically varying channel 
conditions.  
RRM functions operate mainly in the Media Access Control (MAC) layer, 
although current research work also concentrates on cross-layer RRM 
functions. MAC protocols have the responsibilities for achieving radio 
resource utilisation efficiency and providing acceptable user QoS. They 
are used to resolve the problems such as transmission/retransmission of 
packets, resolutions of collisions among users during the contention 
period. For satellite systems, the MAC protocols are used to manage and 
schedule packet transmissions for both forward and return directions. Here, 
the forward direction consists of both an uplink (ground earth station to 
satellite) and a downlink (satellite to satellite terminal equipment) and the 
return direction consists of an uplink (satellite terminal equipment to 
satellite) and a downlink (satellite to ground earth station). The uplink and 
downlink constitute a half hop. 
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3.2.4  Resource Access Strategies 
The MAC protocols play a significant role for bandwidth assignment in the 
return frame. Many research works have been carried out to investigate 
suitable MAC protocols for efficient radio bandwidth assignment [34-38]. 
Four primary radio resource assignment strategies [39, 40] are identified: 
fixed assignment, demand assignment, free assignment and random 
access. The first three strategies are contention-free strategies using 
either static or dynamic resource allocation. The last strategy is a 
contention-oriented strategy. The advantage of a contention-free strategy 
is the ability to control the transmission delay for packet compared to the 
contention-oriented strategy. A brief introduction of the strategies is 
described below: 
Fixed Assignment [34]: In fixed assignment (FA), the bandwidth 
allocation is statically assigned and guaranteed for a user connection 
regardless of whether the connection has any data to send. This strategy 
includes pure static multiple access techniques such as FDMA, TDMA and 
CDMA (see Appendix B). The advantage of this strategy is that it can 
provide strong QoS guarantees, as each user is assigned with a specific 
portion of the satellite bandwidth. The disadvantage is that the bandwidth 
assignment is not adaptive to traffic changes and the bandwidth is wasted 
during the user’s idle period. The fixed assignment strategy is more suited 
to connections with CBR traffics. 
Demand Assignment [40]: For demand assignment (DA), bandwidth is 
only allocated upon user requests. It is desirable to dynamically assign the 
radio bandwidth in response to a user request based on its queue status. 
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Therefore, for demand assignment, bandwidth requests from the user are 
required before the actual channel assignment and data transmission can 
take place. A representative demand assignment scheme is Demand 
Assigned Multiple Access (DAMA), a technology that is used to assign 
bandwidth to clients that do not need to use it constantly. DAMA systems 
assign communication channels or resource based on requests issued 
from user terminals. The allocated communication channels will be 
dedicated to the pair of communicating nodes until their session is 
completed. Channels are typically a pair of carrier frequencies (one for 
transmit and one for receive) in a FDMA system (DA/FDMA), but can also 
consists of other fixed bandwidth resource schemes such as timeslots in a 
TDMA burst plan (DA/TDMA).  When the resource or channel is no longer 
in use, they are then released to the central pool for reuse by others.  
The drawback of this strategy is the long initial delay (almost 0.25s/0.5s 
over satellite-based/ground-based geostationary satellite link) because of 
the bandwidth request signalling. The demand assignment strategy can 
efficiently use the satellite bandwidth when the characteristic of traffic is 
random and unpredictable and thus is more suited to variable bit rate 
(VBR) applications. 
Free Assignment [34]: This assignment strategy allocates bandwidth to a 
user without any form of request. Unlike the fixed assignment strategy, the 
availability of bandwidth allocation is variable and unknown to the users in 
the free assignment strategy. This strategy often allocates the spare 
bandwidth to a group of users on a freely assign basis, for example 
allocating minimum resource unit to each user in a round robin manner. 
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This strategy can help reduce the end-to-end delay by allocating the free 
capacity to the newly arrived traffic and increasing the overall throughput.  
Random Access [39]: In this strategy, the satellite  bandwidth is available 
to all users. Each user decides when to transmit traffic on the channel 
without making any requests. Unlike the strategies described so far, 
random access strategy cannot guarantee successful transmission. 
Collision happens when more than one user transmit traffic in the same 
bandwidth slot. Each collision adds at least one round trip delay to the 
packet transmission time. This strategy is not suited for real time 
applications or for applications requiring guaranteed QoS. 
Many hybrid resource allocation strategies, such as combined 
random/fixed scheme [36], combined fixed/demand assignment [37] and 
combined free/demand assignment [38] etc., have been proposed by 
combining the good advantages of the different strategies in order to 
improve QoS while at the same time efficiently using the bandwidth. 
3.2.5  Scheduling Techniques 
In packet switched wireless networks, packet scheduling is a very 
important aspect of radio resource management. It interacts with other 
RRM control functions in order to ensure that the user QoS requirements 
are respected. The nature of a scheduling framework can greatly impacts 
the QoS levels that can be provided in the system.  
At the very basic level, three scheduling algorithms are referred to: 
• First In First Out (FIFO): The earliest arrived packet is transmitted 
firstly. 
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• Priority Queuing: Packets are slotted into different queues 
according to their QoS requirements. These queues have different 
priorities and packets in the higher priority queues have a higher 
chance to be transmitted than the packets in the lower priority 
queues. 
• Round Robin: Packets are stored in different classes. Packets of 
each class have the same chance to be transmitted in a scheduling 
period. 
A lot of study and research have been done in the scheduling area [41-
53]. Examples of some of the most widely used or referenced scheduling 
algorithms are presented below. 
• Modified Earliest Deadline First (MEDF) [47]: This is a modified 
version of the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) algorithm [48]. MEDF is 
easy to be implemented and can distribute services to different 
traffic classes according to their QoS requirements to optimise the 
utilisation of resources. 
• VirtualClock [49, 50]: This scheduling algorithm is designed for high 
speed packet switched networks. It monitors the average 
transmission rate of statistical data flows and provides each flow 
with a guaranteed throughput and low queuing delay. 
• Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [51, 52]: Is a packetised version of 
Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) (described in A.1.4) and tries 
to simulate GPS [53] on a packet by packet basis. A WFQ 
scheduler assumes an error free link and specifies how traffic flows 
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should share the link capacity. It provides each flow with bandwidth 
guarantees and delay guarantees according to their requirements. 
These scheduling algorithms are fit for error free environment. In this 
sense, they are more suitable for wireline networks. One of the differences 
between wireline networks and wireless networks is the channel error 
characteristics. Channel errors in wireless networks are bursty and 
location dependent [54, 55]. Location dependent channel errors may lead 
users to situations in which a session receives less service than they are 
supposed to when they are in different locations. The performance of 
these algorithms have been evaluated in wireless networks and compared 
with scheduling algorithms specifically designed for use for wireless 
networks. Results show that in general they are not as good as the 
algorithms designed specifically for wireless environment [54, 56-62] as 
summarised below: 
• Fair Packet Loss Sharing (FPLS) [60]: This scheduling algorithm 
does not directly consider the channel errors of wireless networks. 
Instead, it monitors the packets drop due to channel errors. With 
FPLS, packet losses are shared fairly among all users according to 
each user’s QoS requirement. The objectives are to provide QoS 
guaranteed services in terms of transmission delay and to maximise 
the number of supported users and resource utilisation. 
• Wireless Differentiated Service Packet Scheduling (WDSPS) [61]: 
This algorithm considers the wireless network condition and 
overcomes location dependency and burst errors that characterise 
a wireless network. It provides the required QoS differentiation 
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between traffic classes and enhanced the service throughput under 
various wireless network conditions. 
• Effort Limited Fair (ELF) [62]: This is an extended algorithm of WFQ 
with dynamic weight adjustment. ELF guarantees that all flows 
experiencing an error rate below a per-flow threshold receive their 
expected service. It provides fair distribution of resource to data 
flow according to their QoS requirements and prevents some data 
flows from monopolising the whole bandwidth. 
The details of above scheduling algorithms are described in Appendix A. 
Within last two years much research related to scheduling techniques has 
been done focused on the latest wireless technologies to support diverse 
QoS requirements for a wide range of applications. [63] conducts a 
comprehensive performance study of scheduling algorithms in IEEE 
802.16 network (commercialized name WiMAX) and demonstrates that an 
efficient, fair and robust scheduler for WiMAX is still an open research 
area. [64] proposes a fair uplink scheduler to maximize the fairness of the 
system while taking into account the account the network guarantees 
required by different multimedia application in WiMAX. Three different 
resource allocation algorithms are proposed in [65] to show a significant 
improvement in system performance by considering the QoS constraints 
and channel conditions in comparison with static allocation in an 
Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) wireless 
system.  In a shared-medium wireless network, the efficient heuristic 
scheduling algorithms are proposed by [66] to minimise the energy 
consumption while providing the required guarantees. In order to resolve 
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the issue of unfairness for the per-flow throughput in IEEE 802.11 multihop 
wireless LANs, [67] proposes a probabilistic packet scheduling scheme 
achieving better per-flow fairness than the existing schemes in networks of 
not only chain topologies but also random topologies. Cross layer design 
technology is used in [68] to propose a new packets scheduling algorithm 
to guarantee the QoS of a wireless network. 
3.3  Power Control 
Power control in wireless communication systems refers to the 
computation of the optimal transmit power setting of the terminals both in 
the downlink and uplink direction. Power control is required so as to 
transmit the signal with the lowest possible power level, but at the same 
time, maintaining the required signal quality to maximise network capacity. 
Power control plays an important role in wireless communication systems 
in eliminating the interference between different signals received at the 
receiver.  
Determining the transmitter power level is quite a challenging task due to 
the dynamic variation of the radio channel. The power of every transmitter 
is adjusted to the level required to meet the requested QoS without any 
unnecessary increase in the transmitted power. In order to set the optimal 
power allocation, the key task is to know the channel condition between 
the transmitter and receiver. To achieve this, power control functions have 
been well investigated and many efficient algorithms have been developed 
to accurately control the transmission power. These include centralised, 
distributed, synchronous, asynchronous, interactive and non-interactive 
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methods. Most of them use either signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) or 
transmit power as a reference point in the power control decision making 
process [25]. The centralised power control (CPC) schemes keep all 
power control functions centralised. A central controller should have 
knowledge about the signal strengths of all radio connections and is 
capable of commanding the affected terminals to adjust their transmit 
powers. CPC is referred to as the optimum power control method, but the 
approaches add control latency, increase complexity and are more 
complicated to be implemented. In contrary to CPC methods, distributed 
power control (DPC) schemes do not utilise a central controller. Therefore 
the power control is distributed to all terminals in order to reduce the 
control delay and complexity.  
Normally, two power control methods are considered [69]: 
• Open Loop Power Control (OLPC) 
• Closed Loop Power Control (CLPC), including inner and outer loop 
power control functions. 
3.3.1  Open Loop Power Control 
In the OLPC method, the transmitting entity is required to measure the 
channel condition and adjusts its transmission power. There is no 
feedback from the receiving entity. In this process, one terminal estimates 
its transmission power level by measuring the received power level, and 
adjusts the strength of the transmission signal to be inversely proportional 
to its received power level, for example the stronger the received power 
the lower the transmission power.  
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The OLPC technique can provide a quick response for adjusting the 
mobile terminal’s transmission power in a variety of channel condition. 
This is very suitable for cases when fast moving mobile terminal suffers 
from a sudden change in channel condition because of an obstruction. 
The OLPC method is effective for systems in which the uplink and 
downlink channels operate on the same frequency bands since the uplink 
and downlink fast fading is correlated. In the case when the uplink and 
downlink operates at different frequencies, OLPC is responsible for 
providing the initial setting of the uplink and downlink transmission powers 
when the terminal accesses the network. 
3.3.2  Closed Loop Power Control 
In the CLPC technique, the signal quality measurements are performed by 
the receiving entity and the results are then continuously sent back to the 
transmitting entity so that it can adjust its transmitted powers accordingly. 
For example, for the uplink power control in the UMTS, the Base Station 
(BS) directs the User Equipment (UE) by sending a Transmission Power 
Command (TPC) to either increase or decrease its transmission power 
based on the received SIR. The CLPC method gives much better results 
than the open loop method but it cannot react to rapid changes in channel 
conditions. The CLPC method can be further divided into two parts: inner 
loop power control and outer loop power control. 
The inner loop power control is also known as the fast closed loop power 
control. In this method, the transmitting end of the link receives the 
feedback information from the receiving end and adjusts its transmission 
power to maintain the received SIR at a target value. The receiving end of 
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the link performs the SIR measurements by comparing the measurements 
to the target SIR. Then power control commands are sent to the 
transmitting end to instruct it to either increase or decrease power. If the 
SIR of transmission power exceeds the target SIR, the transmitting end 
receives the decrease power control commanded. Otherwise, it increases 
its transmission power. The power control command can also be used to 
indicate the change of power by a certain amount (power control step 
size).  The optimum power control step size can be chosen depending on 
the channel condition. For example, a high speed mobile terminal will 
experience a faster fading channel, where a bigger power control step is 
desirable in order to match the changing speed of the channel.  
The outer loop power control is responsible for generating the desired 
target SIR for the inner loop power control in order to satisfy QoS 
requirement in terms of the Bit Error Rate (BER) under power control [70]. 
The target SIR is fixed by this method according to the change of mobile 
terminal speed or the radio channel environment. The setting of the target 
SIR should be just necessary to maintain the desired QoS for the channel 
without any unnecessary power increase. The target BER specified in the 
QoS requirements can be provided by the AC entity of the RRM functions.  
3.4  Admission Control 
The duty of the AC scheme is to grant/deny connections’ access to the 
network based on whether there are sufficient free resources by taking 
into account predefined criteria (QoS requirements). A new connection 
establishment request can be accepted if there are sufficient resources to 
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guarantee the QoS of all existing connections and the new requested 
connection. The AC process occurs when new connection is set up, as 
well during handovers and bearer modification. It is especially important in 
congestion control and in QoS provisioning for wireless networks due to 
the features of a wireless network. In satellite networks, there are several 
reasons for using AC schemes [2]: 
• To control the handover failure probability.  
• To limit the network traffic level to guarantee packet level QoS 
parameters (packet delay, delay jitter and throughput).  
• To ensure a minimum transmission rate.  
• To guarantee the stability of the network. 
• To achieve high network capacity.  
A number of AC rules have been derived for resources sharing [2]: 
• Complete Sharing (CS): This is the simplest AC rule. A connection 
is admitted without considering its importance if sufficient resources 
are available. This rule may cause delay or even block high priority 
requests and causes poor resource utilisation. 
• Complete Partitioning (CP): This is the opposite of the CS rule. A 
set of resources is allocated to each traffic class. Every traffic class 
can only use the specific resources. This method is not efficient if 
the reserved resource for a particular class is not used by any 
services belonging to that class.  
• Trunk Reservation (TR): This scheme distinguishes between 
different priority classes of traffics or users. A particular class may 
use the resources as long as a particular part of the resources 
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remain available. The threshold of specified available part of the 
resources for low priority classes is higher than higher priority 
classes. TR provides a way to avoid overloads by rejecting the 
requests of lower priority classes when the available resource is 
less than a specified threshold.  
• Guaranteed Minimum (GM): Reserves a minimum amount of the 
resources for each traffic class, where the remaining resources are 
shared by all traffic classes. Once a traffic class uses up its own 
resources, it can attempt to use resources from the share pool. The 
reserved minimum amount of the resources for each traffic class 
has the same efficiency problem like CP scheme. 
• Upper Limit (UL): Specifies different limits on the maximum amount 
of resources that can be used by the different priority classes. 
There is no limit for the highest priority class. The UL provides a 
way to limit the overload within a certain degree in each class. 
Many AC algorithms that have been proposed are focused on resource 
allocation. Conventional algorithms are not adaptive and use a fixed set of 
input parameters, such as peak bandwidth allocation [71], effective 
bandwidth allocation [72], measurement based [73, 74], reservation 
schemes [75] and optimal schemes [76]. Fuzzy logic based AC algorithms 
are proposed in [77, 78] to resolve the resource allocation problem by 
using a knowledge of expert systems. Other examples of intelligent 
predictive/learning algorithms are presented in [79-81], which uses 
directed random search techniques to look for optimal solution for the AC 
problem. 
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3.5  Handover 
In wireless networks, an important requirement of the user devices is the 
ability to change their access methods to another network when required, 
known as handover (also referred as handoff) in order to maintain 
connectivity when their environment changes. In cellular communications, 
handover is the process for transferring a user connection (such as 
ongoing call or data session) from one channel to another. In satellite 
communications, it refers to end users being switched between radio 
frequencies, spot beams and satellites without loss or interruption of their 
services. Handover management is a very important RRM function for 
providing low call dropping probability and for keeping high radio resource 
unitisation [2]. There are several reasons for using handover management 
strategies: 
• When a user is leaving from one service covered area and entering 
another covered area because of user or satellite mobility. 
• When the quality of the cannel used by a user becomes poor 
because of interferences from other users. 
• When the capacity of a given radio frequency/spot beam is 
overloaded and services of its associated users are transferred for 
load balancing purpose.  
• When different wireless access segments (such as GPRS, UMTS 
and mobile satellite) are available and users are transferred to a 
more appropriate access segment in terms of signalling power, 
service provision and QoS etc. 
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Several approaches for handover proposed for terrestrial systems have 
been studied for satellite system. Two main handover types can be 
distinguished for stand-alone satellite systems [1]: 
• Intra-Fixed Earth Station (FES) handover: This refers to the 
handover of a service within a fixed earth station caused by the 
motion of the satellite. This category can be further divided into 
inter-beam handover and inter-satellite handover. Inter-beam 
handover happens between neighbouring beams of the same 
satellite. Inter-satellite handover happens between two satellites. 
This is more common in LEO satellite constellation. 
• Inter-FES handover: Refers to the change from one FES to another 
during a service. This type of handover is normally experienced by 
the mobile terminals with high speed mobility, such as plane.  
There are three main phases in handover: handover initiation, handover 
decision and handover execution. Based on the location of the functional 
entities which control the handover initiation and decision phase, there are 
four types of handover: 
• Mobile control handover: The MT performs the link measurement 
and makes the handover decision. 
• Network control handover: The network performs the link 
measurement and makes the handover decision. 
• Mobile assisted handover: Both the MT and the network are 
involved in the link measurement for downlink and uplink 
respectively. The network makes the handover decision based on 
the periodically reports from the MT on the link measurement. 
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• Network assisted handover: Both the MT and the network are 
involved in the link measurement. In contrast to mobile assisted 
handover, the MT makes the handover decision based on the 
downlink measurement and uplink measurement (reported by the 
network). 
Two types of handover strategy can be distinguished for transferring the 
user traffic channels in the handover execution phase:  
• Hard handover: With this scheme, the old traffic channel is released 
before the new one is established during a handover. Thus the 
connection is broken before the new connection is made. This is 
also known as “break-before-make” handover.   
• Soft handover: With this scheme, the old traffic channel is retained 
until the new one is established. Hence it is called “make-before-
break” handover.  
Handover strategies try to minimise the Call Dropping Probability (CDP) 
and AC techniques aim to minimise the Call Blocking Probability (CBP). 
Any efforts to reduce one of these two probabilities normally results in the 
increase of the other [2]. Therefore, it is essential that the AC and 
handover control functions can cooperate with each other in order to 
overall improve the QoS performance.  
3.6  Load Control 
The purpose of the load control functionality, which is also called 
congestion control, is to optimise the capacity of the system and to prevent 
overloading situations. When the system is overloaded, the LC model acts 
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quickly and controllably to reduce the load to bring the system back to the 
target load. Possible load control actions include [82]:  
• Actions carried out in the base stations 
o Deny downlink power-up commands (Transmission Power 
Command) from the mobile terminals in the downlink load 
control. 
o Lower the target BER and SIR for the uplink inner loop 
power control in the uplink load control. 
• Actions carried out in the RNC 
o Lower the throughput of packet data traffic. 
o Reduce the codec of data traffic in order to decrease the bit 
rates. 
o Use inter-frequency handover and inter-system handover as 
load balancing, for example handover to different WCDMA 
frequencies and to different communication systems, such as 
from UMTS to GSM. 
o Drop active connections, such as real time user speeches or 
circuit switched calls in order reduce the load of system. 
The above load control actions are based on the estimations on the 
system load status which is updated by the measurements from the 
relevant entities: base stations periodically report the measurements on 
the total received power; the RRM in the RNC, which is responsible for 
admission control and packet scheduling, update the current load status in 
the cell. Correct estimation is very important for load control to guarantee 
that the system is not overloaded and remains stable. Overestimation can 
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cause overloading situation, which results in unacceptable QoS. In 
contrast, underestimation can lead to lower system estimation and may 
cause unnecessary call blocking. 
3.7  A RRM Framework for a UMTS-Compatible 
Satellite System 
A UMTS-compatible satellite system such as the Inmarsat BGAN system 
can provide global broadband data and voice services simultaneously 
through satellite terminals. Both circuit switching and packet switching are 
supported for both CBR traffics and VBR traffics.  
3.7.1  BGAN RRM Functional Architecture 
 
Figure 3-3 RRM functional architecture  
In Figure 3-3, a generic RRM functional architecture is presented in 
relation to the UMTS architecture. This RRM architecture provides the 
basis for the research work being carried for this PhD work. The RRM 
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scheme is centralized in a RNC. The boxes in coloured indicate the RRM 
functional entities which are mainly implemented in the BCt layer of BGAN 
communication protocol.  
Connection Admission Controller (CAC): Is a functional entity that 
decides whether a connection can be established. When a subscribed MT 
sets up a connection, the request will first go to the CN to check whether 
the MT has the right to set up the connection. If the MT has the correct 
permission to set up the connection, a request for connection 
establishment will be sent to the RNC. The CAC will check the current 
resource status in the RNC. If the RNC has sufficient resources to 
accommodate the connection according to its QoS requirements, the CAC 
will establish the connection queue for the MT in the BCn layer and 
relevant information is generated to be used by other RRM functions, for 
example the QoS parameters used by the scheduler. If there are 
insufficient resources, the establish request is rejected. 
Link Adaptation: This is the functional entity to monitor the MTs’ link 
condition, which are useful for power control and transmission coding rate 
control, in both the forward and return directions. The capability of 
transmissions for a MT can be different because of its link condition. When 
data is transmitted from/to a MT, the appropriate code rate of transmission 
has to be calculated based on the link quality. The information of the link 
quality status can be collected by measuring the received data in the 
return direction in the RNC and when receiving reports about the forward 
link condition from MTs. The link adaptation function will keep updating the 
link information and feeding this information to the scheduler periodically. 
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Scheduler: The scheduler plays a very important role in guaranteeing the 
QoS of the connections due to its responsibility for allocating radio 
resources for all connections in the system. As a centralized dynamic 
scheduling framework is implemented for the system, the outputs of the 
scheduler are forward and return schedules representing the resource 
allocation plans for a specific time slot in the forward and return directions 
between the RNC and the MTs. In the physical layer of the satellite system, 
a forward frame is periodically created and sent out on a forward subband 
based on its forward schedule. Each forward frame consists of a number 
of Forward Error Correction (FEC) blocks. Data allocated to the same FEC 
block is assigned with the same FEC code rate, but different FEC blocks 
can have different FEC code rates based on the link quality of the users 
allocated to them. The return schedule of a return subband is always 
carried by the forward frame of the associated forward subband. It is 
allocated in the first FEC block which is broadcasted to all the MTs 
listening to the forward subband. Each MT can create the return burst 
frame based on the received return schedule for a particular time slot. The 
scheduler consists of three RRM sub-functionalities: Queue Manager, 
Scheduling and Layout.  
• Queue Manager is the function to handle the queue status reports 
sent by MTs as well as the BCn inside RNC. It updates the latest 
information about the queuing status (such as queue size) and 
statistic results (such as average queuing delay and discard ratio) 
of the connections’ queues in the BCn layer.  
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• Scheduling is the functional entity which schedules the data 
transmission requests from different connections based on their 
queue status and QoS requirements. As the information of the 
connections’ queues is varying, the dynamic decisions are made by 
the scheduling function. It produces an output carrying scheduled 
data in a special priority order. The scheduling resolves problems 
involving the connections chosen by the system and the amount of 
data sent over the link within a specific time slot. The main purpose 
of the scheduling function is to provide a good performance for the 
system, but at the same time, maintaining fairness of the system 
and respecting the QoS requirements of the connections. When 
different packet scheduling algorithms are implemented in the 
function, varied order lists of data transmission requests are 
delivered to the layout function, which results in the frames carrying 
different data being created and sent out in the physical layer. In 
other words, different packet scheduling algorithms can produce 
different performance for the system.  
• Layout has the responsibility to assign suitable FEC code rates to 
the scheduled data in the order list (provided by the scheduling) 
corresponding to the MTs’ link condition and to reserve radio 
resources for them on the physical frames. As different radio 
resource access technologies: TDM (forward direction) and MF-
TDMA (return direction) are utilized in the physical layer for the 
BGAN system, two different layout operations (forward layout and 
return layout) are performed. The outputs of layout function are the 
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final scheduled plans. All the forward frames and return bursts must 

























































Figure 3-4 Block diagram of BGAN RRM scheme [83] 
Figure 3-4 shows the interaction of the different RRM functional entity 
blocks and their associated functional components. Each functional entity 
can update/access the corresponding data stored in the database tables. 
A direct communication link is also provided between the scheduling and 
layout functions, as these two functional entities should closely cooperate 
with each other. The results of scheduling for a specific subband are fed 
into the layout function. The layout function will allocate resources to the 
connections according to their requirements in the sorted list. When the 
layout process completes, the scheduling function is then triggered again 
for the next subband. 
The functional blocks for scheduling as shown in the diagram are: 
• Subband Information: Indicates the current subband that the 
scheduling function is working on. 
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• MT Information: Provides the information of all MTs registered on 
the active subband mentioned above. It also provides information 
on the active connections established for the MTs. 
• Active Connection Information: Gives the QoS requirements and 
the current queue status information for each of the connections. 
The information indicates a specific service request of a connection 
to the scheduling.   
• Sorting Criteria: Defines the rules and constrains for scheduling. 
The purpose is to fairly and efficiently schedule the transmission of 
connections and to maintain the QoS satisfaction level at same time. 
• Scheduling Controller: Receives the information from the four 
blocks mentioned above to create a sorted list which indicates the 
amount of requests for transmission of each connections and the 
priority of each connections.  
The functional blocks for layout are: 
• Connection Requirements: Represents the output of scheduling to 
indicate the transmission requests and the priority of connections. 
The layout function should allocate resources to satisfy the 
transmission requests with the highest priority. 
• MT Capability: Gives the transmission capability of a particular MT, 
for example a set of suitable bearer types and a range of supported 
code rates. 
• Link Quality: Provides the link condition (forward or return link) of a 
MT. This value indicates a suitable and efficient code rate (keeping 
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the packet error rate of the forward or return link at a level of 10-3) to 
be used for the MT. 
• Current Layout Resource: Provides the current available resources.  
• Layout Criteria: Defines the rules and constraints which are 
followed by the layout function to achieve efficient resources 
allocation. An example is to avoid assigning resources to more than 
one connections belong to the same MT within the same slot period 
in the return direction. 
• Layout Controller: Receives the information from the blocks 
mentioned above to generate a layout plan to create a return 
schedule or a forward frame. 
3.7.2  Uplink Resource Access Scheme 
A centralized dynamic scheduling framework is implemented in the system. 
In the current design for the scheduler, a hybrid resource access scheme 
has been adopted by combining random access, demand assignment and 
fixed assignment to allocate the satellite bandwidth to multiple mobile 
users in the uplink of return direction. An example of the random access 
strategy is the use of contention slot. The scheduler first schedules a 
number of contention slots in every return frame. The contention slots are 
available to all users. Each user makes its own decision regarding the 
access of the contention slots. Most contention slots are used to transmit 
connections’ queue status reports (bandwidth request messages), which 
link into the first phase of the demand assignment strategy. When they are 
successfully received by the scheduler, the satellite bandwidth can be 
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allocated to the connections for data transmission in the second phase. 
The fixed assignment strategy is applied for bandwidth allocation for circuit 
switching applications, since CBR traffic is generated. The scheduler can 
periodically and regularly schedule time slots to this type of connections.  
3.8  Summary 
In this chapter, the UMTS QoS architecture has been summarized. This 
QoS architecture is used for designing the RRM scheme for the UMTS 
compatible satellite system under consideration in this research work.  
Radio resource management service functions, such as resource 
allocation, power control, AC and handover are presented. Various 
algorithms, strategies and classification for the RRM frameworks have 
been reviewed in order to provide the background knowledge for the 
design of RRM scheme for the UMTS-compatible satellite system.  
Finally the proposed RRM framework, which concentrates on the dynamic 
radio resource allocation, is introduced for the satellite system under 
consideration. In the framework, the RRM functional architecture 
consisting of the scheduler, CAC, link adaptation and their sub-functional 
blocks are provided. A hybrid uplink resource access scheme combining 
random access, demand assignment and fixed assignment is also 
introduced. 
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Chapter 4 :   DYNAMIC SCHEDULING FRAMEWORK 
4.1  Introduction 
The scheduler in the RRM functional architecture identified in Chapter 3 
plays an important role in ensuring that resources are allocated fairly and 
utilised efficiently to meet the QoS requirement of active connections. The 
three functional modules: the Queue Manager, the Scheduling module and 
the Layout module interact closely with each other to accomplish the 
scheduler functions, which aims to satisfy the following RRM general 
requirements specified for the RRM requirements of the BGAN satellite 
system [31]:  
1) The RRM algorithms shall support simultaneous operation of different 
types of service to the same terminal and to different mobile terminals 
with different capabilities; 
2) The software architecture in which the RRM algorithms are deployed 
shall allow support for different physical bearer types, and the 
introduction of new bearer types without requiring a complete 
redesign; 
3) The scheduling algorithms shall be able to operate in real-time on a 
reasonably dimensioned processing platforms; 
4) The scheduling algorithms shall be scalable and support distributed 
processing and distributed storage of information, for instance 
queues of user data; 
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5) The RRM algorithms shall only send data to a mobile terminal on one 
forward bearer at a time; 
6) The RRM shall not schedule resources for a mobile terminal on more 
than one frequency at a time. 
7) The RRM shall only schedule resources for a mobile terminal on 
physical bearer types that can be supported by that mobile terminal 
class; 
8) The RRM shall schedule all broadcast signalling units in the forward 
direction with FEC coding rate sufficiently close to the link for the 
mobile terminal classes supported on this forward bearer at the edge 
of the beam; 
9) The RRM should attempt to minimise the number of return schedules 
utilised in any scheduling interval, consistent with meeting the QoS 
requirements of the active connections; 
10) The RRM algorithms for each Bearer Control process should be able 
to operate within a single CPU of reasonable performance; 
11) Streaming unicast class connections shall be allocated resources up 
to the capacity specified by the guaranteed rate within the Radio 
Access Bearer (RAB) assignment request; 
12) Any connection requesting additional resources may be honoured up 
to the maximum rate specified for that connection; 
13) When resources are oversubscribed in any scheduling interval, 
resources shall be distributed fairly among those connection whose 
requested rate cannot be satisfied; 
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14) If there are insufficient resources to service all active connections in 
any scheduling interval, the connections that have not been serviced 
will be given priority over connections with the same type during 
subsequent scheduling intervals; 
15) Any residual resources shall be distributed fairly among the active 
background connections; 
16) The Forward Bearer code rates to be used in any scheduling interval 
shall be dynamically calculated based upon the Received Signal 
Quality Parameters from the MT, considering the actual requirements 
for scheduling of forward resources in each scheduling interval; 
17) The RNC shall support the transmission of a Single Return Schedule 
per forward bearer, combination of 5ms and 20ms slots as configured 
in a slot plan, with a periodicity as defined in the slot plan; 
18) The RNC shall support the operation of up to four T1 Return Bearers, 
two T2 Return Bearers or one T4 Return Bearers per channel unit in 
any scheduling interval (See section 4.4.1.1 on the definitions of 
return bearers); 
19) The RNC should select the optimal Return schedule to meet the 
requirements of active connections. 
4.2  Scheduler Functional Model Design 
The overall service function description for the scheduler is introduced in 
the previous section. This section gives the design of the scheduler 
functional architecture for providing services and addressing signaling 
requirements for service implementation. The Unified Functional 
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Methodology (UFM), which has been used for the characterization of 
telecommunication services and definition of the needed network 
capabilities in a communication system, is adopted in designing the 
function architecture for the scheduler. The UFM allows creation of 
functional descriptions of services, e.g. Information Flows, Functional 
Entity Actions (FEA), and Specification Description Language (SDL), 
starting from a single unified functional architecture [84].  
4.2.1  Functional Model and Functional Entity Description  
 
Figure 4-1 The functional model for the scheduler 
Figure 4-1 shows the generic functional model, which defines a set of 
functional entities (FEs) and the relationships between them, of the 
scheduler located in the RNC. The relationships (assigned a unique 
identifier r1, r2, r3, etc.) identify specific sets of information and 
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interactions among different functional entities. The functions of the FEs 
are described as follow: 
TC - Timer Control (FE8): This serves as an external trigger to activate 
the scheduling and layout procedures periodically for both forward and 
return directions.  
RSH - Return Scheduling Handler (FE6): This FE is located in the 
Scheduling module and is the controller for the return scheduling process. 
The RSH receives a trigger from the TC or RLC to start the scheduling 
process on a return subband. The scheduling process will generate an 
ordered list (FE15 RSOrderList) of the active connections according to the 
MT connection information contained in the Return BCn Information Table 
(FE14 RetBCnInfo) and a set of QoS criteria. The ordered list will be used 
by the Return Layout Controller (RLC) to generate the return schedule for 
a return subband. 
RLC - Return Layout controller (FE7): This FE is located in the Layout 
module of the scheduler. Upon receiving a trigger from the RSH, it will 
interrogate the RetCSList for information on all forward CS connections 
associated with the target return subband. It is also responsible for 
allocating frequency and time slots to different return bearer types to each 
MT connection in the RSOrderList according to their QoS requirements in 
order to generate the return frame layout plan, which will be stored in the 
RSLIST.  
FSH - Forward Scheduling Handler (FE1): This is the controller for the 
forward scheduling and is located in the Scheduling module of the 
scheduler. The FSH receives a trigger from the Return Scheduling 
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Handler (RSH) or the Forward Layout Controller (FLC) to start the 
scheduling process on a forward subband. The scheduling process will 
generate an ordered list (FE12 FSOrderList) of active connections 
according to the MT connection information contained in the Forward BCn 
Information Table (FE10 FwdBCnInfo) and a set of QoS criteria which will 
be discussed later. The ordered list will be used by the FLC to construct 
the forward frame.  
FLC - Forward Layout Controller (FE2): This FE is located in the Layout 
module of the scheduler. It will receive information from the FwdCSList on 
all forward CS connections associated with the target forward bearer. It is 
also responsible for allocating suitable code rates to each MT connection 
in the FSOrderList according to their QoS requirements in order to 
generate the forward frame layout plan, which will be stored in the 
FSLIST.  
OH - Output Handler (FE9): This creates the final forward frames from 
the FSList and RSList for every 80 ms. 
RQH – RNC Queues Handler (FE3): This receives information on the 
queue status and statistical measurement reported by the BCn 
connections in the RNC.  
MQH – MT Queues Handler (FE4): This receives information on the 
queue status and statistical measurement reported via queue status report 
messages from the BCn connections in the MTs.  
QM - Queue Manager (FE5): This is a functional entity to receive the 
latest information about a specific connection from the RQH and MQH. It 
updates the relevant database tables such as FwdBCnInfo or RetBCnInfo. 
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Databases Tables: These database tables contain necessary information 
that is required for the FSH, FLC, RSH and RLC to carry out their 
functions. 
• MTInfo (FE11): This stores information, such as MT class, link 
quality and number of established connections, about all MTs 
associated to a BCt.  
• FwdBCnInfo (FE10): This stores the information, such as BCnID, 
MTID, FwdSubbandID and QoS requirements, about all forward PS 
connections belonging to the MTs in the MTInfo database table.  
• RetBCnInfo (FE14): This stores the information, such as BCnID, 
MTID, RetSubbandID and QoS requirements, about all return PS 
connections belonging to the MTs in the MTInfo database table.  
• FwdCSList (FE17): This stores the information, such as BCnID, 
MTID, FwdSubbandID and QoS requirements, about all forward CS 
connections belonging to the MTs in the MTInfo database table.  
• RetCSList (FE18): This stores the information, such as BCnID, 
MTID, RetSubbandID and QoS requirements, about all return 
direction CS connections belonging to the MTs in the MTInfo table.  
• FSOrderList (FE12): This stores the sorted PS connection lists 
(order list) when the FSH has completed the scheduling process for 
a forward subband. In this table, the information, such as BCnID, 
MTID and requests data size, is used by the FLC to create a 
forward schedule plan for a forward subband. 
• RSOrderList (FE15): This stores the sorted PS connection lists 
(order list) when the RSH has completed the scheduling process for 
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a return sub-band. In this table, the information, such as BCnID, 
MTID and requests data size, is used by the RLC to create a return 
schedule plan for a return subband. 
• FSList (FE13): This stores the final forward schedule plan for each 
forward subband allocated to a BCt process.  
• RSList (FE14): This stores the final return schedule plan for each 
return subband allocated to a BCt process. 
4.2.2  Signalling Procedures for the Scheduler 
Signalling procedures are described by Information Flows (IF) and 
Functional Entity Actions (FEAs). An Information Flow (IF) refers to an 
interaction occurring between functional entities. The Functional Entity 
Action (FEA) contains descriptions of actions required for each functional 
entity from the reception of each information flow to the transmission of the 
next resulting information flow. In the signalling diagrams that follow, the 
conventions used in the IF diagram and FEAs are explained below [85]: 
• An IF will be characterized in the signaling diagram as being 
associated with the terms request/indication (req/ind) or 
response/confirmation (resp/conf). It is shown by solid line and 
arrow head. 
• Emission and reception of IF are shown by horizontal lines across 
the relevant functional entity columns. Conversely, the absence of a 
line indicates neither receipt nor emission of an IF.  
• Vertical columns are functional entity columns that contain the 
functional entities identified in the functional model for the service 
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and associated information flow numbers according to their order of 
occurrence in a particular functional entity.  
• In a particular functional entity column, the actions shown above a 
line representing the emission of a user output; the actions shown 
below a line representing the receipt of a user input. A brief 
description of the functional entity actions may also appear on the 
relevant part of the information flow diagrams. 
• A reference number is uniquely assigned in the form XYZ to each 
point in the overall sequence at which functional entity actions are 
shown. It also serves as a pointer to a description of the actions 
required at this point in the sequence. X in the FEA number must 
be "9" (reserved for the service actions). Y is the number of the FE 
where the action is executed. Z enumerates the actions in a single 
FE (Z=1, ..., 9, A, ..., Z, a, ..., z).  
• The relationships between FEs may also be shown on the diagram. 
Information flows (IF) are defined for interactions among different 
functional entities for the following service functional procedures: 
• Queue Management 
• Return Scheduling and Layout 
• Forward Scheduling and Layout  
4.2.2.1 Queue Management 
Figure 4-2 shows the IFs between FEs involved in the queue manager 
including forward queues updating and return queues updating within the 
BCt, with the corresponding table detailing the FEAs shown in Table 4-1. 




























Figure 4-2 Information flow of queue manager 
Table 4-1 Functional entity actions of queue manager 


























































Figure 4-3 Information flow of return scheduling and layout 
FE FE No. FEA No. FEA Description 
RQH FE3 931 • Sends return queue information to QM 
MQH FE4 941 • Sends forward queue information to QM 
QM FE5 951 • Receives queue information 
• Identifies the database table to update 
952 • Send database update request to 
FwdBCnInfo or RetBCnInfo 
FwdBCnInfo FE10 9101 • Update database table 
RetBCnInfo FE14 9141 • Update database table 
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Figure 4-3 shows the information flow when a return schedule plan is 
created which involves both scheduling and layout. The details about the 
functional entity actions can be found in Table 4-2. 
Table 4-2 Functional entity actions of return scheduling and layout 
FE FE No. FEA No. FEA Description 





961 • Receives trigger from TC to start 
Scheduler function 
962 • Sends request for information about the 
MTs on a return Subband  
963 • Receives information about the MTs from 
MTInfo 
964 • Sends request for information about the 
PS connections on a return Subband 
965 • Receives information about the PS 
connections from RetBCnInfo 
966 • Combines information about the PS 
connections and MTs to create one 
connection list 
• Sorts the connection list using scheduling 
algorithm 
• Sends the sorted connection list to 
RSOrderList 
967 • Sends trigger to start the return Layout 
function 
968 • Receives trigger from the RLC to start 
Scheduler function for next Subband 
RetBCnInfo FE14 9141 • Receives request for information about 
the PS connections on a return Subband  
9142 • Finds all information about the PS 
connections on the return Subband 
• Sends the information to RSH 
MTInfo FE11 9111 • Receives request for information about 
the MTs on a return Subband 
9112 • Finds all information about the MTs on the 
return Subband 
• Sends the information to RSH 
RSOrderList FE15 9151 • Receives the sorted connection list from 
RSH 
9152 • Receives request for the sorted 
connection list from RLC 
9153 • Sends the list to RLC 
RLC FE7 971 • Receives trigger from RSH to start Return 
Layout function 
972 • Sends request for the CS connection list 
to RetCSList 
973 • Receives the CS connection list from 
RetCSList 
974 • Sends request for the sorted connection 
list to RSOrderList 
975 • Receives the sorted connection list from 
RSOrderList 
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FE FE No. FEA No. FEA Description 
  976 • Applies return layout algorithm on the 
ordered connection list to assign the 
connections resources on the return 
Subband 
• Creates return schedule plan and sends it 
to RSList 
977 • Return layout function is finished. 
• Send trigger to RSH.  
RSList FE16 9161 • Receives the return schedule plan from 
RLC  
RetCSList FE18 9181 • Receives request for the CS connection 
list from RLC 
9182 • Sends the CS connection list to RLC 
 
4.2.2.3 Forward Scheduling and Layout 
Figure 4-4 shows the information flow between entities when a forward 
schedule plan is created (involving both scheduler and layout 
functionality). Table 4-3 gives details about the functional entity actions 



































































Figure 4-4 Information flow of forward scheduling and layout 
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Table 4-3 Functional entity actions of forward scheduling and layout 
FE FE No. FEA No. FEA Description 
RSH FE6 961 • Return scheduling for all return Subbands 
is finished 





911 • Receives trigger from the RSH to start 
forward scheduling function 
912 • Sends request for information about the 
MTs on a forward Subband  
913 • Receives information about the MTs from 
MTInfo 
914 • Sends request for information about the PS 
connections on a forward Subband 
915 • Receives information about the PS 
connections from RetBCnInfo 
916 • Combines information about PS 
connections and MTs to create a 
connection list 
• Sorts the connection list using scheduling 
algorithm 
• Sends the sorted connection list to 
FSOrderList 
917 • Sends trigger to start Forward Layout 
function 
918 • Receives trigger from the FLC to start 
forward scheduling function for next 
Subband 
FwdBCnInfo FE10 9101 • Receives request for information about the 
PS connections on a forward Subband  
9102 • Finds all information about the PS 
connections on the forward Subband 
• Sends the information to FSH 
MTInfo FE11 9111 • Receives request for information about the 
MTs on a forward Subband 
9112 • Finds all information about the MTs on the 
forward Subband 
• Sends the information to FSH 
FSOrderList FE12 9121 • Receives the sorted connection list from 
FSH 
9122 • Receives request for the sorted connection 
list from FLC 
9123 • Sends the sorted connection list to FLC 
FLC FE2 921 • Receives trigger from FSH to start forward 
layout function 
922 • Sends request for the return schedule plan 
information to RSList 
923 • Receives the return schedule plan 
information from RSList 
924 • Sends request for the CS connection list to 
FwdCSList 
925 • Receives the CS connection list from 
FwdCSList 
926 • Sends request for the sorted connection list 
to FSOrderList 
927 • Receives the sorted connection list from 
FSOrderList 
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FE FE No. FEA No. FEA Description 
  928 • Applies forward layout algorithm on the 
sorted connection list to assign the 
connections resources on the forward 
Subband 
• Creates forward schedule plan and sends it 
to FSList 
929 • Forward layout function is finished 
• Send trigger to FSH 
RSList FE16 9161 • Receives request for the return schedule 
plan from FLC 
9162 • Sends the return schedule plan to FLC 
FSList FE13 9131 • Receives the forward schedule plan from 
FLC  
FwdCSList FE17 9171 • Receives request for the CS connection list 
from FLC 
9172 • Sends the CS connection list to FLC 
4.2.2.4 Data Structure and Message Format 
The table (shown in Appendix C) gives the data structure, message format 
and parameters carried in each message. 
4.3  Scheduling Algorithms Design 
4.3.1  Baseline Scheduling Algorithm 
4.3.1.1 QoS Classes and Priority 
In order to make use of radio resources more efficiently, it is desirable to 
schedule a group of packets belonging to the same connection 
continuously for transmission over the satellite air interface [86]. Classical 
scheduling algorithms such as the FIFO, RR, PR and WFQ will not be 
suitable for scheduling a group of packet for transmission over the satellite 
connection because these algorithms schedule on a packet by packet 
basis. In this section a dynamic scheduling algorithm for group packets 
scheduling in both the forward and return directions is proposed.  
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In a BCt process, the Queue Manager (QM) is an event-driven functional 
entity which maintains the queue status of the connections for both 
forward and return directions. Whenever the status of a connection’s 
queue is changed or a packet in a connection’s queue is discarded, a new 
status report, which may come either in the RNC or from the MT, is sent to 
the QM to update the corresponding queue status value of the connection 
maintained in the BCt. Based on these queue statuses, the same 
scheduling algorithm can be applied for both forward and return directions. 
At the time of connection establishment, all data connections and signal 
connections admitted by the CAC are assigned a set of QoS parameters. 
Four UMTS QoS classes, which are also referred to as service classes, 
are considered, namely Conversational, Streaming, Interactive and 
Background. Conversational class always has the highest priority; this is 
followed by streaming class, then interactive and finally background class. 
The UMTS QoS attribute, known as Traffic Handling Priority (THP) for 
Interactive class, is used to identify the priority of connections within the 
Interactive class. The THP Parameter is present only for the Interactive 
class, where the priority is as follows: THP1 > THP2 > THP3. However, 
class THP1 is actually given a higher priority compared to the 
conversational class since the signalling connections are always mapped 
onto this class. Both Conversational and Streaming classes have 
guaranteed bit rate requirements and maximum bit rate requirements. 
Connections belonging to these two classes will first be allocated with their 
guaranteed data rates in order to satisfy the QoS requirements of the 
connections. If there are residual resources left after resource is being 
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allocation for each of these connections, they will then be allocated with 
the maximum data rates. In setting the priority of the connections, it is 
important to ensure that the algorithm is as fair as possible among 
different QoS classes. Therefore conversational and streaming 
connections specified with maximum data rates are given lower priority 
than interactive and background connections, which in turn have lower 
priority than conversational and streaming connections specified with 
guaranteed data rates so that every connection is given an equal 
opportunity to use the satellite resources. Therefore, the connection 
priority order is listed as below: 
1. Interactive THP 1 
2. Conversational class guaranteed data 
3. Streaming class guaranteed data 
4. Interactive THP 2 
5. Interactive THP 3 
6. Background class  
7. Conversational class maximum data 
8. Streaming class maximum data 
4.3.1.2 Procedures for the Baseline Scheduling Algorithm 
In order to provide a fair scheduling framework within a service class but 
also taking into account the priority order among different service classes, 
a combination of priority queuing (PQ) and weighted fair queuing (WFQ) 
algorithm is proposed to schedule the connections in an ordered list 
according to QoS class priority and queues status. The idea of using PQ is 
to provide different priority services among different service classes. 
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Meanwhile WFQ can maintain the fairness of service within the same 
service class by considering different QoS requirement, such as different 
guaranteed bit rate requirement. The order list is sorted in descending 
order according to the connection priority indicated in previous section. If 
two connections have the same QoS priority, the expected delivery time of 
the first packet, which hereafter is referred to as TimeFront, of a 
connection queue will be used determine their order in the list. The 
expected delivery time is assigned to each packet when it joins a 
connection queue and is calculated in similar way to the WFQ. The 
connection that has a smaller value of TimeFront will have a higher 
priority. Within a connection queue, FIFO is used. 
 
Figure 4-5 Diagram of baseline scheduling algorithm  
A diagram of the baseline scheduling algorithm is shown in Figure 4-5. 
The ordered list generated by the Scheduling module is passed onto the 
layout module. The layout tries to allocate resources to the connections 
according to the ordered list and the indicated amount of data.  
Figure 4-6 shows a flow chart that illustrates the operation of the proposed 
scheduling algorithm. 
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Figure 4-6 Flow chart for the baseline scheduling algorithm
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The scheduling procedure is as follows: 
1. Both the forward and return scheduling processes are triggered by 
SCH_TR message. For return scheduling, the message SCH_TR 
can come from TC (FE8) or RLC (FE7) whereas for forward 
scheduling, the signal can come from RSH (FE6) or FLC (FE2). 
When the scheduling function receives the trigger signal, it checks 
whether there are Subbands that need to be scheduled. If such 
Subbands exist, then the scheduling handler (FSH/RSH) will 
determine which Subband the scheduling process is to handle. If 
there are no Subbands left which should be scheduled within the 
current scheduling turn, the controller either sends a SCH_TR 
signal to trigger FSH (FE1) in the case of the return scheduling or 
just terminates itself in the case of forward scheduling.  
2. By using the Subband number, the FSH/RSH can search the 
RetBCnInfo (FE14) or FwdBCnInfo (FE10) to discover all the 
connections on the Subband and supply a list of the connections. 
3. First, one empty connection lists (OrderList) are created. Each 
connection in the list is given a priority as previously described 
based on its traffic class. The useful information about the 
connection is extracted and stored into OrderList. There are three 
kinds of process for a connection depend on its priority 
a) For priority 1 connections: if QueueSize of the connection is 
smaller than Maximum_Bit_Rate (maximum bits to be sent for 
the connection during the scheduling period), the connection 
chooses QueueSize as the DataSize parameter, TimeFront as 
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the Time parameter and this is pushed into OrderList. 
Otherwise the connection chooses Maximum_Bit_Rate as the 
DataSize parameter, TimeFront as the Time parameter and this 
is pushed into OrderList. 
b) For priority 2 or 3 connections: if QueueSize of the connection 
is smaller than Minimum_Bit_Rate (guaranteed bits to be sent 
for the connection during the scheduling period), connection 
chooses QueueSize as the DataSize parameter, TimeFront as 
the Time parameter and this is pushed into OrderList. 
Otherwise the connection chooses Minimum_Bit_Rate as the 
DataSize parameter, TimeFront as the Time parameter and is 
pushed into OrderList. When QueueSize of the connection is 
greater than Minimum_Bit_Rate, there is a further process to 
push the second transmission request from the same 
connection into the OrderList:  
a. If QueueSize of the connection is greater than 
Maximum_Bit_Rate, the connection chooses 
(Maximum_Bit_Rate minus Minimum_Bit_Rate) as the 
DataSize parameter, TimeEnd as the Time parameter, 
(Priority + 5) as the Priority parameter (according to the 
connection priority order defined in section 4.3.1.1) and is 
pushed into OrderList. Otherwise, the connection chooses 
(QueueSize minus Minimum_Bit_Rate) as the DataSize 
parameter, minus TimeEnd as the Time parameter, (Priority 
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+ 5) as the Priority parameter and this is pushed into the 
OrderList.  
c) For connections with priority greater than 3: if QueueSize of the 
connection is smaller than Maximum_Bit_Rate (maximum bits 
to be sent for the connection), the connection chooses 
QueueSize as the DataSize parameter, TimeFront as the Time 
parameter and is pushed into OrderList. Otherwise connection 
chooses Maximum_Bit_Rate as the DataSize parameter, 
TimeFront as the Time parameter and is pushed into OrderList. 
4. Once all connections have been extracted and pushed into the 
OrderList, using a top down approach, the priority queuing 
algorithm can sort the OrderList based on the Priority and Time 
parameters included in each connection’s information field into the 
right order. For example to find the connection entry for the nth 
element of the list, the algorithm will traverse from the nth position 
down the list until a connection with the highest priority is found, 
then the connection information in the nth element position and the 
position of the highest priority connection will be exchanged. The 
algorithm then chooses the (n+1)th position to start the search and 
the same process will be performed.  
5. Once the sorting of OrderList is completed, it is updated in the 
database which will be used by the layout process. A signal is sent 
out to trigger the appropriate layout algorithm.  
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4.3.2  Threshold-Based Scheduling Algorithm 
The baseline scheduling algorithm is designed to satisfy the general RRM 
requirements of the BGAN system. Fairness of radio resources allocation 
among the user connections is a major criterion considered in the 
algorithm. The services are strictly provided to the connections according 
to their QoS requirements. The algorithm does not take into account the 
characteristic of the radio channel in the satellite system. In this section a 
new scheduling algorithm is proposed to improve the performance of 
system by considering the radio channel characteristics.  
Algorithms such as CSDPS, IWFQ, SBFA and WDSPS (described in 
Appendix A.2) only consider sending out data belonging to connections 
with good link quality. In such cases, when a connection’s link quality is in 
a bad condition, high bit error rate will result and the connection stops 
sending data. However, in the BGAN system, even if a connection’s link is 
in the bad condition, it can always be assigned a suitable code rate 
through the link adaptation function to maintain a very low error level. 
Therefore, to stop sending data completely from erroneous connections is 
not a suitable methodology for BGAN. However, the algorithm can be 
designed to efficiently utilise the radio resource. It is more efficient to send 
the data from the connections with higher code rates. The proposed 
scheduling algorithms can therefore give higher priority to the transmission 
request from the connection assigned with higher code rate. The premise 
is that the QoS of the connection must be satisfied. The idea, which is 
similar to FPLS introduced in the literature review, is to re-allocate residual 
resource from the QoS satisfied connections to the connections that can 
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make more efficient use of the resources. If the QoS of a connection is 
unsatisfied, no resources can be given up from it. Based on this idea, the 
active connections, which are queued up with packets waiting for 
transmission in the same direction, are categorised into two groups: high 
priority group and low priority group.  
The high priority group contains the connections of which the guaranteed 
QoS services have not been met, for example a connection’s assigned 
data rate is less than its guaranteed data rate. Fairness of radio resource 
allocation is the most important requirement in the group.  
The low priority group contains the connections in which the QoS provided 
to the connections have exceeded the QoS requirements specified by the 
connections. They can temporarily tolerate a shortage of assigned 
bandwidth. The performance of system is improved in terms of system 
throughput within the low priority group. The proposed scheduling 
algorithm, which performs the same behaviours of scheduling connections 














Figure 4-7 Diagram of threshold-based scheduling algorithm  
In Figure 4-7, a new functional entity – the QoS Satisfaction Scalar (QSS) 
is defined inside the scheduler (in BCt layer). Its responsibility is to 
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measure the QoS information received from each active connection (in 
BCn layer) and to decide whether the connection is over satisfied. The 
location of the QSS can be assigned to the Queue Manager, as it is the 
corresponding functional entity in the BCt layer that receives and 
maintains queuing information in the BCn layer. Three types of QoS 
parameters are received: throughput, queuing delay and packet drop rate 
(PDR). A method of threshold-based is used in the QSS. The QoS 
satisfaction for a connection is decided by the value of Ω (QoS satisfaction 







∗ ⋅⋅=Ω                                                      (4-1)                
Where λ  is the mean throughput 
 τ   is the mean queuing delay 
 δ  is the mean PDR 
 λ*  is the target throughput 
 δ*  is the maximum acceptable queuing delay 
  τ*  is the acceptable PDR 
λ , τ  and δ  are the statistical information for the transmission of a 
connection’s queue, they are periodically received from the connection in 
the BCn layer. λ* , δ* and τ* are the Service Level Agreement (SLA) 
parameters indicating the connection’s QoS requirements. From the 
formula, when Ω > 1, the connection’s QoS is regarded as over-satisfied 
and will be put into the low priority group. Otherwise it is included in the 
high priority group. When a connection’s QoS is getting better, which may 
be represented by higher λ  or/and lower τ  or/and lower δ , it causes Ω 
higher by using the formula. There is a special situation: connections 
belonging to the Interactive or Background classes do not have a 
guaranteed data rate requirement which is treated as the target throughout 
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for connections belonging to the Conversational or Streaming classes. In 
this case, the value of λ /λ* is always assigned to 1. In other words, the 
value of Ω is only calculated based on the other two criteria: queuing delay 
and packet drop rate. 
For connections belonging to the high priority group, the baseline 
scheduling algorithm that combines PQ and WFQ is implemented for 
deriving a part of the ordered list (1, 2 ... J) to ensure that services can be 
fairly provided as defined in the service level agreement. In this group, the 
ability to provide services fairly to each connection is more important than 
to ensure the guaranteed QoS. For example, if one of the connections 
cannot be provided with guaranteed QoS service, the other connections in 
the same QoS class should not be provided with guaranteed QoS either. 
In the extreme situation when all connections are not provided with 
guaranteed QoS, all connections will then be assigned to the high priority 
group. For this case, it is required that the radio resources should be fairly 
distributed to the connections. The baseline scheduling algorithm can fairly 
distribute resource according to their QoS requirements to achieve this 
purpose.  
For connections in the low priority group, connections with better link 
quality will have higher priority to be assigned resource whereas WFQ is 
performed when the link qualities of the connections are the same in order 
to provide a more efficient utilization of the radio resource. As the 
connections in this group can temporarily tolerate a shortage of assigned 
bandwidth, the radio resources will be borrowed from the connections in 
bad link quality and assigned to the connections in good link quality. If a 
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connection in this group is not allocated in the current time frame by the 
Layout, it will be put into the active queues and go through the QSS again 
along with other connections in the active queues. If it is detected by the 
threshold-based measurement that this connection’s QoS is in danger of 
deteriorating below the specified QoS requirements, it will be moved to the 
high priority group in order that it will have a better chance of being 
allocated the required resource and be put into the current time frame in 
order to meet the QoS requirement.   
The order list of the scheduling algorithm is sent to the layout function. The 
layout will process the requests in the lists in order. The part of the order 
list (1, 2 ... J) from the high priority group has a higher priority to be 
processed than the part of the order list (J+1, J+2 ... M) from the low 
priority group.  
4.3.3  Fuzzy scheduling algorithm 
With the threshold-based scheduling algorithm, there are some issues that 
cannot be solved when scheduling a connection. Two major issues are 
introduced there. Firstly the threshold-based scheduling algorithm can be 
easily manipulated by misbehaving traffic1 and may unfairly allocate more 
resources to them. For example if the mean PDR of the misbehaving 
traffic becomes very high, this may cause the Ω (Equation 4-1) to become 
less than 1. The misbehaving traffic will be placed into the high priority 
group by the threshold-based algorithm. Hence it can earn more 
                                            
1 Misbehaving nodes aggressively generate excessive traffics in order to require more bandwidth than their faire 
share. 
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bandwidth, which is unfair to normal traffic. Secondly it cannot provide a 
flexible balance between fairness and system performance improvement 
when the system is heavily loaded, as it is designed to provide the fairest 
services by using the baseline scheduling algorithm in a heavily loaded 
condition. In addition, it is also difficult to choose a suitable threshold value 
for each QoS parameter. In order to overcome the shortages of the 
threshold-based scheduling algorithm, a new scheduling algorithm based 
on fuzzy logic is proposed to make use of expert based knowledge in 
determining the QoS satisfaction factor.  
The main idea of the fuzzy scheduling algorithm is similar to the threshold-
based scheduling algorithm: it can dynamically allocate satellite resources 
according to the varying satellite channel condition of each MT in order to 
improve the overall performance of the RRM in the UMTS-compatible 
satellite system while at the same time maintaining fairness among the 
users. The satellite resources can be fairly allocated to different 
connections not only among different service classes, but also within the 
same service class depending on their QoS requirements. Compared with 
the threshold-based scheduling algorithm, the fuzzy expert system has the 
following advantages: 
• It offers more flexibility by operating with imprecise data to solve the 
problem by allowing the degree of truth of a statement to be 
assigned a value between 0 and 1 instead of two constrained 
precise values (true, false or 0, 1).  
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• Human expertise knowledge can be applied by defining the fuzzy 
rules to make a difference between the input QoS criteria in terms 
of their weightiness.  
• The algorithm can correctly detect that good QoS service has been 
provided to a connection, when its actual bandwidth requirement is 
satisfied, even if it is less than the guaranteed bandwidth 
requirement (service level agreement), because other QoS 
requirements are satisfied. For the same case, the Threshold-based 
scheduling algorithm may treat the connection as having a bad QoS 
service since the actual bandwidth is less than guaranteed 
bandwidth.  
• Fair services can be provided between the misbehaving and 
general traffic. If the misbehaving traffics have been allocated 
deserved bandwidth they should be in the low priority group. This 
can prevent selfish nodes attempting to manipulate their traffic 
parameters, which are utilized by the RRM functions, to gain more 
access to the radio resources, and hence provide a higher 
performance.   
 
Figure 4-8 Diagram of fuzzy scheduling algorithm  
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The block diagram describing the methodology and criteria used in the 
fuzzy scheduling algorithm is shown in Figure 4-8. Its main structure is the 
same as the threshold-based scheduling algorithm. The main difference 
between these two algorithms is the way the QSS is derived. Again the 
active connections are divided into two groups by the QSS. The high 
priority group contains the connections of which the guaranteed QoS 
services have not been met. The low priority group contains connections 
in which the QoS provided to the connections have exceeded the QoS 
requirements specified by the connections. A final order list contributed by 
the two groups is provided to the layout function. 
The fuzzy scheduling algorithm utilizes the fuzzy logic concept [87] to 
derive the QSS. The core part of the fuzzy expert system is the Fuzzy 
Logic Controller (FLC). It periodically collects the information of each 
connection on its user profile and perceived QoS. Based on the 
information, a decision can be made by the FLC to identify whether a 
connection belongs to a high priority group or a low priority group. Three 
different criteria are used: throughput, queuing delay and packet drop rate. 
The functional entities inside the FLC are introduced as follows: 
Fuzzifier: is a membership function to map the input real values of QoS 
criteria into fuzzy sets which have a varying degree of each membership in 
a set. 
Fuzzy rules: gives the definition of the appropriate fuzzy operation based 
on the fuzzy sets by using IF-THEN rules.  
Inference: perform the appropriate fuzzy operation based on the fuzzy 
rules to obtain a set of resultant fuzzy decisions.  
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Defuzzifier: converts the fuzzy decision set into a precise quantity. This 
crisp value can be used for deciding whether a connection’s QoS is 
satisfied. 
In order to identify a connection’s QoS satisfaction, the operation of the 
FLC is separated into three different stages: Fuzzification, Inference and 
Defuzzification. In the first stage, the values of QoS criteria are fed into the 
fuzzifier, which maps the periodical measurements into fuzzy sets. Fuzzy 
sets contain elements that have a varying degree of membership in a set. 
This converts a crisp value into imprecise values. For example, queuing 
delay can only be presented as either good or bad in a crisp set, whereas 
in a fuzzy set it can be presented as good, medium and bad. The values of 
the fuzzy sets can be obtained by mapping the measurements onto a 
membership function, which is a curve or line. An example of how 
membership functions for throughput, queuing delay and packet drop rate 
can be defined is shown in Figure 4-9 a, b and c respectively. Three 
membership sets are defined for each membership function, namely the 
good set, the medium set and the bad set. In all the figures, the vertical 
axis represents the membership value, which lies in the range between 0 
and 1, and the horizontal axis represents the measured values of the QoS 
parameters (throughput, queuing delay and packet drop rate. Values of 
the threshold points (for example, guaranteed throughput, maximum 
throughput) can be extracted from a connection’s user profile.  
In terms of throughput as shown in Figure 4-9a, the lower the measured 
value, the higher its membership value will be in the bad set and the lower 
its membership value in the good set.  Thus, in Figure 4-9a, when the 
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measured throughput value T1 is less than the guaranteed throughput 
value, the membership value of T1 in the bad set is 0.7 but the 
membership value of T1 in the good set is 0. This indicates that there is a 
high probability that the measured throughput value belongs to the bad set 
but a low probability of it belonging to the good set. In contrast to Figure 4-
9a, the membership functions of the three different membership sets in 
Figure 4-9b for the Queuing delay are defined in a different manner. As a 
result, the higher value the measured queuing delay is, the lower its 
membership value in the good set but the higher its membership value in 
the bad set.  
 
Figure 4-9 Membership function 
Table 4-4 shows the membership values assigned to T1, Q1 and P1 in 
each of the membership set. 




Bad (B) Medium (M) Good (G) 
Throughput (T) 0.7 0.3 0 
Queuing Delay (QD) 0 0.6 0.3 
Pack Drop Rate (PDR) 0 0.5 0.5 
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The second stage involves feeding the fuzzy sets (membership values) 
into an inference engine by applying the fuzzy rules to obtain the fuzzy 
decisions. The fuzzy rules can be defined as a series of IF-THEN rules, 
which decides whether a connection’s QoS is satisfied. The decision could 
be classed into four different sets: yes (Y), probably yes (PY), probably no 
(PN), and no (N). An example table of IF-ELSE rules (used in simulation 
model) is shown in Table 4-5. If the decision criterion is based on three 
QoS parameters, a total of up to 27 fuzzy rules can be implemented. The 
higher the number of rules, the more complex the algorithm is. It may be 
more appropriate to implement fewer rules as long as the results are 
within the system’s requirements. 
Table 4-5 Examples of IF-ELSE rules for the inference engine 
Throughput Queuing Delay Packet Drop Rate Decision 
Bad Bad Bad N 
Bad Bad Medium N 
Bad Bad Good N 
Bad Medium Bad N 
Bad Medium Medium PN 
Bad Medium Good PY 
Bad Good Bad PN 
Bad Good Medium PY 
Bad Good Good Y 
Medium Bad Bad PN 
Medium Bad Medium PN 
Medium Bad Good PN 
Medium Medium Bad PN 
Medium Medium Medium PY 
Medium Medium Good PY 
Medium Good Bad PY 
Medium Good Medium PY 
Medium Good Good Y 
Good Bad Bad PY 
Good Bad Medium Y 
Good Bad Good Y 
Good Medium Bad Y 
Good Medium Medium Y 
Good Medium Good Y 
Good Good Bad Y 
Good Good Medium Y 
Good Good Good Y 
There are several inferencing methods that can be implemented in the 
system. The inferencing method used in the inference engine is known as 
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the min inferencing (Appendix A.3), which assign the minimum value of 
the rule premise’s degree of truth to the output variable. Using the min 
inferencing method, the membership values (Table 4-4) are compared 
against the IF-ELSE rule table. The results are shown in Table 4-6.  
Table 4-6 Result of IF-ELSE rule 
Criteria Decision Final Membership 
Values T QD PDR 
Bad (0.7) Medium (0.6) Medium (0.5) PN 0.5 
Bad (0.7) Medium (0.6) Good (0.5) PY 0.5 
Bad (0.7) Good (0.3) Medium (0.5) PY 0.3 
Bad (0.7) Good (0.3) Good (0.5) Y 0.3 
Medium (0.3) Medium (0.6) Medium (0.5) PY 0.3 
Medium (0.3) Medium (0.6) Good (0.5) PY 0.3 
Medium (0.3) Good (0.3) Medium (0.5) PY 0.3 
Medium (0.3) Good (0.3) Good (0.5) Y 0.3 
In the first row of Table 4-6, the measured throughput T has a membership 
value of 0.7 in the Bad membership set, whereas the membership value of 
the QD in the medium membership set is 0.6 and that of the PDR in the 
medium set is 0.5, the decision according to the IF-ELSE rule in Table 405 
is ‘PN’ and the final membership value assigned will be the minimum of 
the three membership values, which is 0.5. 
At the third stage, the defuzzifier converts the resultant fuzzy decision sets 
into a precise quantity, which is used as the QoS satisfaction. When the 
value of the QoS satisfaction factor is higher than a certain threshold (for 
example 0.4), the connection’s QoS is treated as satisfied. Within the third 
stage, the UNION or OR function is first applied to identify the final value 
for each decision set. That means the maximum value of each decision 
set will be chosen to finally determine the QoS satisfaction factor. In the 
example, the values 0.3, 0.5 and 0.5 are used for decision sets Y, PY and 
PN respectively. Finally, the weighted average method, which defines the 
weighting of each decision matrix, is used to calculate the QoS satisfaction 
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factor. If the weightings assigned to each possibility are Y=0.8, PY=0.6, 





In this example, since the QoS satisfaction factor is quite large (compare 
to 0.4), the connection’ QoS is treated as satisfied, even though its 
actually assigned bandwidth is less than the guaranteed bandwidth. This 
is a totally different decision from the threshold-based scheduling 
algorithm.  
4.3.4  Improvement to the scheduling algorithm with free 
assignment strategy in return direction  
In this section, an enhancement is proposed for the scheduling algorithm 
to supplement the hybrid resource allocation strategy through the free 
assignment strategy to make use of spare resources in the return direction. 
The spare slots will be allocated to a group of connections (inactive 
connections) on a free assign basis. The benefits of the free assignment 
are listed as below: 
• Reduce collisions on contention slots. For example, if a UE Specific 
Signalling (UESS) connection is assigned resources by the free 
assignment, control plane data can be sent out without the UEs 
competing for the contention slots. Therefore, the probability of 
having a successful transmission on the contention slots by other 
UESS connections will be higher. This will eventually results in 
faster execution of system procedures, such as MT registration, MT 
attachment and PDP context establishment.  
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• With this algorithm, it is possible to predict whether there are newly 
arrived packets waiting in the connection’s queue by the user side, 
in order to reduce the end-to-end transmission time delay of the 
packets. 
• Increase the overall throughput since the prediction is able to 
allocate resources first even if no request has been received 
beforehand. 
 
Figure 4-10 Return scheduling algorithm with free assignment 
Figure 4-10 shows the complementary scheduling algorithm (shown in 
green) with free assignment strategy to the baseline scheduling algorithm 
in the return direction. In the baseline scheduling algorithm (combined 
Priority Queuing and Weight Faire Queuing), the demand assignment 
strategy is used to allocate satellite resources to the active connections. If 
there are still spare resources left after serving the active connections, the 
free assignment strategy is applied to allocate the resources to a target 
group of users (inactive connections).  
The order list (M+1, M+2 ... N), which indicates the transmission requests 
from different inactive connections, is generated on a round robin basis. It 
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has a lower priority to be processed by the layout function than the normal 
order list (1, 2 ... M), which is generated by the baseline scheduling 
algorithm. The number in the order list indicates the order of processing in 
the layout function. The transmission requests in the part of the order list 
(M+1, M+2 ... N) for inactive connections will be processed by the layout 
function on a round robin basis. The process will be completed when no 
further resource can be allocated to any of the inactive connections. 
4.4  Layout Operations and Algorithms 
The layout function produces the final resource allocation plan for both the 
forward and return directions. In the BGAN system, TDM/TDMA is used as 
the multiple access technology. In the forward direction, data is 
transmitted on a forward subband in a frame structure, which is further 
split into several turbo-coded FEC blocks. The forward layout assigns 
suitable code rates to the FEC blocks. Each FEC block can accommodate 
multiple MTs of the same code rate.  
4.4.1  Return Layout 
The function of the return layout is to derive the Return Schedule (RS) in a 
200 kHz subband based on the order list from the scheduling algorithm. 
The RS is generated every 40 ms to define the bearer type, its operating 
frequency and the code rate assigned to each MT connection according to 
the MT class and link quality status. For every 80 ms, two consecutive 
RSs will be carried in the forward frame to inform the MTs of their reserved 
time slots at a particular frequency for their specific connections.  
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4.4.1.1 Return Bearer Allocation Constraints 
The 40 ms RS is divided into two subframes: Subframe A and Subframe 
B, each covering 20 ms as shown in  Figure 4-11. The 200 kHz 
subband is partitioned into four T1 bearers, each occupying a bandwidth 
of 50 kHz. Six different bearer types made up of a combination of the four 
T1 bearers with durations of either 5 ms or 20 ms can be accommodated 
in each subframe. In total six return bearer types are supported in the 
system: 
• R5T1 with a duration of 5ms occupying one T1 bearer, i.e. a bandwidth 
of 50 kHz 
• R5T2 with a duration of 5ms occupying two consecutive T1 bearers 
• R5T4 with a duration of 5ms occupying four consecutive T1 bearers 
• R20T1 with a duration of 20ms occupying one T1 bearers 
• R20T2 with a duration of 20ms occupying two consecutive T1 bearers 
• R20T4 with a duration of 20ms occupying four consecutive T1 bearers 
The assignment of different bearer types within the 40ms frame is subject 
to the following system constraints [11]:  
1. Only 3 bearer type combinations between subframe A and subframe B 
are supported: R20-R20, R20-R5 and R5-R5 in a 40 ms frame. This 
implies that if subframe A is assigned with any R5 bearer type, 
allocation of bearer type R20 in subframe B is forbidden. An example is 
given in  Figure 4-11. 
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 Figure 4-11 Two subframes of 40 ms return schedule  
Within subframes A and B, each subframe is divided into a 16 equally 
portioned grids, as shown in Figure 4-12. Different bearer types will fit 
into one or more of the 16 slots according to the following rules: Each 
burst type is basically built up by consisting of a number (1 to 16) grids 
which are vertically or/and horizontally coterminous. The name of a 
burst type is in a format of R(X)T(Y): X indicates the slot period (5 ms 
or 20 ms) and Y indicates the number (1, 2 and 4) of occupied basic 
bearers. A list of burst types is given in Table 4-7: 
Table 4-7 Types of burst in the grid structure 
Burst type Start grid (top left corner) Number of grids Slot period  
R5T1 1 to 16 1 5 ms 
R5T2 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 2 5 ms 
R5T4 1, 5, 9, 13 4 5 ms 
R20T1 1, 2, 3, 4 4 20 ms 
R20T2 1, 3 8 20 ms 






















Figure 4-12 20 ms subframe with grid squares from 1 to 16 
2. R5 bearers belonging to the same MT within the same 20 ms subframe 
have to be assigned to different 5 ms slots. As an example, Figure 
4-13 (a) shows that allocating R5T2 to slots 1 and 2, and R5T1 to 4 is 
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not be allowed because the two bearers, both belonging to MT1, are 
scheduled to be transmitted at the same time slot (time slot 1) but at 
different frequency offsets, which is impossible. On the other hand two 
R5T2 bearers belonging to the MT1 and MT2 respectively allocated to 
the same time slot (time slot 2) but operating at different frequency 
offsets is totally legitimate. Similarly, the allocation of a R5T1 bearer 
belonging to MT1 in time slot 3 and R5T2 belonging to the same MT in 
time slot 4 but at two different frequency offsets will be totally 
legitimate. In analogy, if a R20 bearer belonging to a particular MT is 
assigned in the subframe, no further bearer belonging to the same MT 
can be assigned in the same subframe as shown in Figure 4-13 (b) 
although the remaining slots can be allocated to bearers belonging to 
other MTs. 
 
Figure 4-13 Bearer allocation conditions within a 20 ms subframe 
In the return layout, there are two types of bearer allocation: reserved slots 
for PS and CS user traffic connections and contention slots for connection 
requests signalling. For CS user traffic connections, output from the CAC 
will be input directly to the layout. For PS connections, the order list 
generated from the scheduling algorithm containing information about 
connections would be used as the input to the layout algorithm. For 
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connection requests, the number and type of the contention slots would be 
selected dynamically and assigned. The layout will firstly reserved slots for 
CS user traffic, followed by contention slots allocation and finally PS user 
traffic connections.  
The allocation of the contention slots (C) always starts from the end of the 
40 ms return frame as opposed to the allocation of reserved slots (R) for 
CS and PS connections which always start from the beginning of the 
frame. In addition, no contention slots can be allocated before any 
reserved CS slots on the same bearer as illustrated in Figure 4-14. 
According to the order of slots allocation in the return layout as indicated 
earlier in the layout, if a slot has been reserved for a CS connection in one 
of the bearers within the 200 kHz subband, contention slots allocations 
have to be handled in the next available bearer in the same subband. 
Figure 4-15 shows the slot allocations for reserved (CS) and contention 
requests connections. 
 
Figure 4-14 Contention slots allocation constraint 
 
Figure 4-15 Slots allocation (R slots and C slots) in the return flame 
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4.4.1.2 Return Bearer Allocation Algorithm 
The actual assignment of bearers in the layout is based on the connection 
QoS requirement specified in the ordered list provided by the scheduling. 
The proposed return layout algorithm firstly allocates the resources to the 
connections according to their order. Figure 4-16 shows a flow chart that 
illustrates the operation of the proposed return layout algorithm. 
 
Figure 4-16 Flow chart for the return layout algorithm 
The layout algorithm is summarised as following: 
1. Upon receipt of the ordered list, the Return Layout Algorithm reads the 
connection entries one at a time. After processing the higher priority 
order list, it starts to read the connection entries in the lower priority list 
one at a time. Each connection entry carries the following information:  
MTID and Request Bandwidth etc. The MTID is used to find the MT’s 
return link quality and the MT class by searching the MT information 
table. Based on the information, any supported bearer types for a 
particular connection can be calculated by searching the return bearer 
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table, which contains all the bearer types, the code rate of each bearer 
type and its associated data capacity. The supported bearer types 
within the table are sorted in an ascending order in terms of data 
capacity. 
2. A searching procedure starting from the smallest bearer on the bearer 
table is performed to identify a target bearer type for the connection. 
The first bearer type on the list to satisfy the requested bandwidth will 
be the target bearer type. Bearer types located below the target bearer 
type on the bearer table providing more data capacity are all suitable 
bearer types for that particular connection although they cannot 
provide as efficient resource utilisation as the target bearer type. 
Bearer types above the target bearer type are regarded as less 
favourable bearer types since they cannot provide sufficient resource 
for the requested bandwidth.  
3. If the target bearer type is identified, the next step is to determine the 
availability of the target bearer type by checking the availability of slots 
for accommodating the target bearer type in the return frame subject to 
the system constraints identified in section 4.4.1.1. The following 
situations will arise: 
a. If slots are available for the target bearer type, then the bearer 
allocation for that particular connection is complete and the next 
connection entry in the order list generated by the scheduling 
algorithm will be handled. 
b. If there are no available slots for the target bearer type within the 
return frame, the layout algorithm will then check for the availability 
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of slots for the next suitable bearer type on the list. This procedure 
repeats itself until the list in the bearer table is exhausted. Once 
available slot(s) is found to fit one of the suitable bearer types, the 
searching process will stop and the bearer allocation is complete. 
The next connection entry in the order list will be processed.  
c. If no available slots can be found for any of the suitable bearer 
types on the list, the algorithm will then check for the availability of 
slots from the less favourable bearer type list in reverse order. 
Since a single bearer of the less favourable bearer type list cannot 
provide sufficient resource to satisfy the requested bandwidth, 
multiple bearer(s) have to be identified. The available slots can be 
found to accommodate multiple bearer(s) subject to the constraints 
as described in section 4.4.1.1, these multiple bearer(s) will be 
assigned to the connection. The layout will process the next 
connection entry from the order list.  
4. However, if a target bearer type cannot be identified from the bearer 
table, i.e. a match of a single bearer type cannot be found from the 
bearer table, that can satisfy the QoS requested for the connection, 
multiple bearer(s) of less favourable bearer type(s) will try to be 
assigned to that connection. Available slots will be searched for the 
multiple bearer(s) within the 80 ms return frame. The available slots 
can be found subject to the constraints and procedures described in 
section 4.4.1.1 are allocated to the connection, the layout will proceed 
to the next connection entry in the current order list.   
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Only after all the connection entries in the order list have been processed, 
the return schedule, RSList, for the whole return frame is completed and 
the return layout algorithm terminates.  
4.4.2  Forward Layout 
For forward data transmission, a forward frame is periodically generated 
and sent out on a forward subband every 80 ms. Each forward frame 
consists of a Unique Word (UW) and a sequence of eight Forward Error 
Correction (FEC) blocks, each occupying a 10 ms time slot. Figure 4-17 
shows the structure of the forward frame. 
 
Figure 4-17 The structure of a forward frame 
The UW is used to indicate the code rate used in the first FEC block. All 
system information including the return schedule (RS) and the forward 
bearer code rate in the first FEC block (FEC1) of the forward frame. From 
FEC2 onwards, each block can carry CS data, PS data and signalling 
traffic. 
4.4.2.1 Code Rate Allocation 
Data allocated to the same FEC block is assigned with the same FEC 
code rate but different FEC blocks can have different FEC code rates 
based on the link quality of the MTs. Since the first FEC block contains 
broadcast information, the chosen code rate of this FEC block is normally 
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set to the lowest code rate to ensure that all MTs tuned to that forward 
subband can be supported regardless of their link qualities. If subsequent 
FEC blocks in the frame have different code rates from FEC1, the 
information would be indicated in a ForwardBearerCodeRate AVP field of 
FEC1. Multiple MTs can tune to the same forward subband but only one 
MT can receive data at a particular time.  
Starting from FEC2, each FEC block can accommodate multiple MT 
connections, which can be multiple connections belonging to the same MT 
or belonging to different MT. Traffic belonging to the same MT connection 
can be distributed over multiple FEC blocks.  
Initially, a FEC block is not assigned with any code rate. The code rate 
assigned to the first MT connection (hence MT) allocated to an empty FEC 
block will become the code rate of that FEC block. If the FEC block is not 
fully utilised by the first MT connection, additional connections, whether 
they belong to the same MT or different MTs can still be allocated to the 
same FEC block as long as its code rate is for use by all the MTs and until 
the FEC block cannot accommodate any further MT connections.  
The code rate assigned to an MT is based on its MT class and its current 
link quality condition. A forward bearer table containing different MT 
classes and their corresponding code rates under different link quality 
conditions is used to identify a reference code rate, CRref, for a MT 
according to the link quality condition of the MT at that particular moment. 
Any code rates lower than the CRref, are suitable for the MT but not 
necessarily efficient. Code rates higher than the CRref, may not be able to 
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satisfy the specified packet error probability because of their lower error 
correcting capability. 
The procedures of the forward layout for CS connections allocation and 
PS connections allocation are almost same. The forward layout for the PS 
connections is based on the connection QoS requirement specified in the 
order list provided by the scheduling algorithm in the same way as in the 
return layout. Hence, the first connection in the order list will be satisfied 
first. If surplus bandwidth is still available after the servicing the 
connection, then the remaining resources would be given to the next 
connection in the order list. The same procedure will be repeated for each 
connection in the order list until all connections are serviced or no surplus 
bandwidth is available. Figure 4-18 shows a flow chart that illustrates the 
operation of the forward layout algorithm. 
 
Figure 4-18 Flow chart for the forward layout algorithm 
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The following section summarises the forward layout algorithm for PS 
connections allocation:  
1. Upon receipt of the ordered list, the Forward Layout Algorithm first 
reads the connection entries in the list one at a time. Each connection 
entry includes the MTID and Requested Bandwidth etc. The MTID is 
used to find the corresponding MT class and its forward link quality in 
a MT information table, which carries the information of all MTs, such 
as MT class and current link quality in both directions. A range of 
suitable code rates can be generated by searching the forward 
BearerTable, which shows the mapping relationships from MT class 
and forward link quality to the best code rate, according to the MT 
information. The highest suitable code rate is treated as the CRref For 
the MT.  
2. For a connection entry on the list, its CRref and required bandwidth, 
Breq will be indicated. The algorithm will search for a FEC block 
assigned with CRref,.If such a block is found, it will check the available 
resource, BFEC, on the FEC block.  
a. If BFEC ≥ Breq, then Breq will be allocated to the connection in that 
FEC block and the algorithm will process the next connection 
entry.  
b. If BFEC < Breq, then BFEC will be allocated to the connection and a 
search for one or more FEC blocks assigned with CRref, continues 
but the resource requested for the connection will be updated in 
each search to (Breq = Breq - BFEC) until the requested bandwidth is 
satisfied or no further block can be found to allocate the requested 
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bandwidth in each search. If the requested bandwidth can be 
satisfied, the algorithm will then process the next connection. 
Otherwise the process will move to the step 3. 
3. In the case where resource is not available in the FEC block 
assigned with CRref, the layout algorithm will start searching for any 
un-assigned FEC block. The first un-assigned FEC block will be 
assigned with a code rate of CRref and resource will be allocated to 
the connection from the newly assigned FEC block. If the requested 
resource for the connection can be satisfied, the algorithm will 
process the next connection entry. Otherwise this step will be 
repeated for the same connection with the updated bandwidth 
request. 
4. In the case where an un-assigned FEC block is not available, a 
procedure is triggered to find one or more FEC blocks assigned with 
a code rate in the range of suitable code rates for the connection. If 
they are available, the FEC block with the highest surplus capacity is 
used by the connection without changing its code rate. After resource 
allocation, if the connection’s resource request is satisfied, the 
algorithm will process the next connection entry. Otherwise this step 
will be repeated for the same connection with the updated bandwidth 
request. 
5. In the case where FEC blocks with suitable code rates are not 
available, the algorithm tries to find a FEC block with higher code rate 
than the connection’s CRref. If such a block can be found, the code 
rate of that FEC block will be changed to CRref, without affecting 
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connections already allocated to this FEC block. Resource will be 
allocated to the connection from this FEC block. If the connection’s 
bandwidth request is satisfied, the algorithm will process the next 
connection entry. Otherwise this step will be repeated for the same 
connection. . 
6. If nonetheless the connection’s resource request cannot be satisfied 
after following the previous steps, the request for this connection is 
skipped and the algorithm will process the next connection entry.  
7. When there is no further resource left in the forward frame or all the 
PS connections haven been served, the layout is completed for the 
current frame. The forward layout algorithm will terminate and a 
forward schedule will be generated.  
4.5  Summary 
This chapter has investigated the general radio resource management 
requirements on dynamically allocating radio resources for the fast speed 
data transmission in BGAN system. The RRM function- scheduler plays a 
very important role in achieving the requirements. 
The first part of the chapter gives the design of functional model for the 
scheduler that aims to divide the scheduler into the services involved in 
dynamic resource allocation. The Unified Functional Methodology is 
adopted to provide detail functional descriptions of services in the 
scheduler using functional entity description, information flow and 
functional entity action. It describes how the functional entities cooperate 
with each other and how the scheduler integrates with BGAN system.  
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In the second part, three novel scheduling algorithms are proposed for the 
scheduling module of the scheduler. The baseline scheduling algorithm is 
designed according to the general RRM requirements. It aims to provide 
the fairest services not only within the service class but also between 
different service classes. The threshold-based scheduling algorithm is 
provided based on the baseline scheduling algorithm in order to improve 
the performance of system by considering the radio channel factor and 
maintain the good fairness of services. The fuzzy scheduling algorithm has 
the similar idea as the threshold-based scheduling algorithm but using the 
fuzzy logic concept in the decision of QoS satisfaction. It has the benefit in 
dealing with the exceptional situation, such as misbehaving traffics and 
has the flexibility in controlling the balance between the fairness and 
improvement. A supplementary return scheduling algorithm using free 
assignment strategy is proposed to add to the hybrid resource allocation 
strategy. Its targets are to decrease the probability of collisions when 
users compete for the contention slots and reduce the ETE transmission 
time delay for both control plane traffics and user plane traffics. 
In the last part of the chapter, the return layout algorithm and forward 
layout algorithm are designed according to the general RRM 
requirements. They can achieve the high resource utilization during the 
resources allocation subject to the constraints of BGAN system. 
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Chapter 5 :   SDL VALIDATION FOR SCHEDULING 
MECHANISM   
5.1   Introduction 
SDL (Specification and Design Language) is a language used to design 
the signalling specification and behaviour of telecommunication systems 
because since the language provides a formal specification method for 
describing behaviours of a system. It is easy to implement the functions to 
a very detailed level, such as the functional entities in each protocol layer. 
It is very usefully to trace the signalling between different functional 
entities and to validate transition of them. SDL simulation can also be used 
for the validation of the specification and evaluation of the performance of 
the system. However, normally a SDL model has to be developed from 
very core basic models because there are not too many choices of from 
the default models. Its simulation is very time consuming and usually takes 
quite a long time to simulate a short period of time in the real world. 
The dynamic scheduling framework is first implemented in the SDL model, 
which is created to design and validate the signalling architecture of the 
UMTS compatible satellite system (BGAN). The focus is on validating the 
system integrity and to simulate the interaction between the protocol 
layers and the communication between RNC and MT(s) via satellite as 
well as the system performance validation for both the control plane and 
user plane. The complete SDL model implements the actions and 
information flows not only within in the scheduler functional model 
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(designed in section 4.2) but also between the scheduling function entities 
and other RRM functional entities. The reason to firstly implement the 
designed baseline scheduling algorithm (in section 4.3.1) and layout 
algorithms (in section 4.4) in the SDL model is because the SDL 
simulation provides a suitable way to accurately evaluate the behaviour of 
the algorithms in the target system. The RRM functions, such as CAC, 
Scheduling, Layout and Link Adaptation, are implemented in the SDL 
model. The system validation will investigate the system’s behaviour with 
different RRM algorithms. Once the validation is finalised, OPNET will be 
used to evaluate the performance of the scheduling algorithms designed 
for the network architecture. 
5.2  SDL Validation Framework 
SDL is widely used as a standard language for definition of 
telecommunication systems. The design flows from SDL can be converted 
into software automatically widely used [88] in telecommunications 
systems. The following hierarchical entities defined in the SDL model can 
be used for the framework definition of the system: System, Block, 
Process, Service and Procedure. A system framework can be partitioned 
into a hierarchical model consisting of hierarchical entities. A SDL System 
is made up of several Blocks. Each SDL Block can contain more Blocks or 
Processes. A Process contains a finite state machine which is the actual 
programming code of the implemented behaviour. If a process has more 
than one functional behaviour, the behaviours may be put into separated 
Services within the Process. Procedures can be used to factorize common 
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parts. They may be declared anywhere, when they are in the visible scope 
from the caller.  
 
Figure 5-1 Entity creation diagram in BGAN SDL framework architecture 
Figure 5-1 shows the overview of the system architecture for the design of 
the SDL model highlighting the relationship between the parent processes 
and their child processes. The system is divided into the following major 
block entities: 
• UE Stack: Represents the BGAN specific protocol stack in the user 
equipment. 
• RNC Stack: Represents the BGAN specific protocol stack in the 
radio network controller (RNC). 
• Simulation Manager: Mainly used for simulation purposes for 
setting up different simulations according to the configuration files 
and writing into the log files particularly for system validation. 
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• Satellite: Responsible for transferring the packets to and from the 
MT and the RNC without any delay.  
Within the UE Stack and the RNC Stack, the different protocol layers are 
also represented by blocks. The octagons indicate processes in the 
blocks. They can be created statically or dynamically. The Layer Managers 
inside the RNC, the Satellite and the Simulation Manager should be 
statically created together with the signal paths. A dashed line represents 
the creation of a child process initiated by its parent processes whereas 
the solid lines in black between the Layer Managers and the Satellite 
entity represent signalling/data path between processes. The solid lines in 
red indicate the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) to transmit information 
between the different processes when there are not direct signalling links 
between them. Most RRM functions, which are involved in the dynamic 
radio resources scheduling framework, are presented as services in the 
BCt processes. The information for the RRM functions is transmitted not 
only between the services but also between different layers. The 
signalling/data paths and service access points (SAP) used for the 
information are shown in Figure 5-2.  
As a centralised dynamic scheduling framework is implemented for the 
BGAN system, the RRM functionalities are implemented inside the RNC 
BCt. Figure 5-2 shows the internal layout of the BCt process for the SDL 
implementation, where the RRM algorithms are modelled as individual 
SDL services. This implies that at any one time, only a single service can 
be executed within the BCt process. In terms of common data 
management, a database with multiple tables is defined and used by all 
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services within the process. The arrow connecting any two services 
represents a communication path (uniquely named as Px) between the 
two entities whereas the dashed red line represents a RPC, and the 






































Figure 5-2 RNC internal BCt architecture 
•  The following provides a brief description of each functional service 
in the RNC BCt process:CACM: Performs admission control for 
both CS and PS connections. 
• Queue Manager: Handles the queue status reports from the BCn 
layer (RNC) and the MT(s).  
• Scheduling: Performs traffic scheduling in forward/return direction. 
• Layout: Performs layout function for forward/return direction. 
• Link Adaptation: Handles link quality reports and selection of 
appropriate code rates. 
• COM_BCt: Handles all the common signalling to/from the AL. 
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• RX: Receives and distributes the incoming data from the UE side. 
• TX: Performs data polling from the AM_DH(s) for frame 
construction. 
The SDL model has been created with the purpose of validating the 
design for the RRM framework and the system architecture [83, 89, 90]. 
Figure 5-3 (screenshot from the SDL software) provides an overview for 
the hierarchical structure of the SDL framework.  
 
Figure 5-3 BGAN SDL system 
Figure 5-3 shows the BGAN SDL system, which is implemented according 
to the architecture design (shown in Figure 5-1). It consists of four SDL 
blocks: BGAN UE, BGAN RNC, Satellite and Simulation Manager. The 
signalling/data paths are provided between the blocks and also between 
the UE block and the environment. For example, the single direction path 
from the Simulation Manager to the UE is used for the configuration of 
different simulations when the simulations start; and the bi-direction path 
between UE and environment is used to manually change simulation 
parameters after it starts running.  
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Figure 5-4 Complete protocol stacks in UE side and RNC side 
Figure 5-4 shows the protocol stacks implemented in the UE block (left) 
and the RNC block (right). The protocol stacks consist of the UMTS NAS 
layer and the BGAN specific layers in the satellite air interface. Each layer 
in the stack is implemented as a SDL block with the SDL channels which 
are presented as the Service Access Points (SAP) between the different 
layers.  
Figure 5-5 gives an example of the RNC BCt layer block which consists of 
one BCt Layer Manager process and multiple BCt processes. The BCt 
processes are created by the BCt Layer Manager process and the number 
of created BCt processes depends on simulation configuration. All the 
RRM functionalities are performed in the BCt process as the process is in 
charge of the assigned radio resources in the forward and return 
subbands. 
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Figure 5-5 BCt layer SDL block  
 
Figure 5-6 Functional services inside RNC BCt process 
Figure 5-6 shows that the BCt process consists of several functional 
entities which are responsible for different procedures such as data 
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transmission and RRM functionalities. All the functional entities are 
implemented as services as shown in the figure. The communication paths 
between the services are also implemented according to the design shown 
in Figure 5-2. The common information needed by individual service can 
be obtained from the database.  
5.3  Validation Scenarios 
The SDL model is used to validate the behaviour of the dynamic 
scheduling framework and to evaluate the performance of the designed 
scheduling algorithm. There are still constraints on the SDL model, for 
example, the satellite propagation delay, which is currently not taken into 
account and only CBR traffic is considered. 
In this section, the validation scenarios are going to be defined to verify 
that the link adaptation, scheduling and layout algorithms can operate 
correctly and fairly. For each simulation, the following performance 
parameters can be calculated from the simulation results: 
• Queuing Delay: This measures the waiting time of a packet spent in 
the BCn queue which is calculated by the equation:  
arrival creationDelay T T= −                              (5-1) 
where Tarrival is the simulation time at which the packet arrives at the 
AL layer in the MT, and Tcreation is the simulation time at which the 
packet was created in the corresponding AL layer in the RNC. This 
delay does not account for any processing time.  
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• Throughput: This represents the data transferred from the RNC to 
the UE at the PDCP level. This parameter measures the amount of 
data that is transferred in a given time period in kbps. 
• Packet Discard Ratio: This is the ratio of the packets discarded to 
the total number of the packets (include discarded packets and 
transmitted packets) in a given interval of time. Packets are 
discarded due to the expiration of the discard latency time in the 
BCn queues. 
• Resource Consumption: This can be measured on a per connection 
basis or for the whole system at the BCt level. Resource 
consumption with and without coding are both shown. The fraction 
of the resources consumed can be calculated by accumulating the 
resource allocation of the forward FEC blocks with or without 
coding. 
The system performance for the scheduling algorithm is analysed when 
the channel is changed from a heavily loaded condition to a lightly loaded 
condition. A lightly loaded condition for the forward channel means that 
there are enough resources for all the requirements of the MTs which are 
associated with the forward channel. If the channel is in a heavily loaded 
condition, the resources of the channel cannot fulfill the requirements of 
the MTs and congestion will occur. Changing the channel condition from a 
heavily loaded condition to lightly load condition can be achieved by 
changing the MTs’ link condition from bad to good. This is because when 
an MT is in bad link, the traffic of the MT is assigned a low FEC code rate, 
resulting in the addition of more redundant code with the data. Therefore, 
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more bandwidth is required. On the other hand, an MT in a good link may 
require less bandwidth to transmit the same amount of data. In order to 
farce the system into heavily loaded situation so as to assess performance 
of the algorithm, the QoS configurations of the scenarios are artificially 
designed. 
In the scenarios, multiple MTs with single data connection are registered 
and the simulation results are stored in the text files. Using the results, 
several graphs can be plotted. For all scenarios, the system performance 
will be checked when the channel condition is changed from bad to good; 
the same data connections are established with CBR traffic generated at a 
constant rate of 80 bytes/10ms (equivalent to 64 kbps). The scenarios are 
listed as follows: 
Scenario 1: Two MTs with single connection (different QoS 
requirements) 
The objective of this scenario is to validate the correct operation of the 
scheduler and proves that the guaranteed bandwidth requirements are 
fulfilled when the system is lightly loaded. The QoS configuration for 
scenario 1 is listed in Table 5-1. The Traffic Type indicates the traffic class. 
The FwdGBW is the guaranteed number of bits delivered within a period 
of time in the forward direction for a connection. The FwdMBW is the 
maximum number of bits delivered within a period of time. The Discard 
Latency indicates the maximum waiting time of the packets in the queue. 
Table 5-1 QoS configuration for SDL scenario 1 





Connection 1 Streaming 500 (50kbps) 700 (70kbps) 0.5 sec 
Connection 2 Streaming 500 (50kbps) 500 (50kbps) 0.5 sec 
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In this scenario, two data connections are set up, with both connections 
having a guaranteed bandwidth equivalent to 50 kbps, but Connection 1 
has a maximum bandwidth equivalent to 70 kbps whereas Connection 2 
has no additional bandwidth available. The simulation period is 20 
seconds. During the simulation, the channel condition of all MTs will be 
changed from bad to good when the simulation time is approximately 10 
second. 
Scenario 2: Four MTs with connection in the same traffic class  
The objective of this scenario is to validate the operation of the scheduler 
in assigning resources to connections belonging to the same traffic class 
but with different QoS requirements. Table 5-2 are listed the QoS 
configuration for scenario 2. 
Table 5-2 QoS configuration for SDL scenario 2 





Connection 1 Streaming 500 (50kbps) 700 (70kbps) 0.5 sec 
Connection 2 Streaming 500 (50kbps) 800 (80kbps) 0.5 sec 
Connection 3 Streaming 500 (50kbps) 800 (80kbps) 0.5 sec 
Connection 4 Streaming 500 (50kbps) 1000 (100kbps) 0.5 sec 
 
In this scenario, four data connections with identical guaranteed bandwidth 
requirements but different maximum bandwidth requirements are 
established. This is going to show whether the connection’s actual data 
rates are affected differently by the requirements. 
On the single forward subband, only three of the connections can be given 
capacity to match their guaranteed bandwidth (500 Bytes/80ms = 50 
kbps), when they are in the bad link condition. Therefore a heavily loaded 
condition is simulated and packet discards should be seen as congestions 
events. When the links become good, the maximum bandwidth should be 
used to clear the packets in the queues, therefore no packet discards 
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should be seen. The simulation for the second scenario will be run for 30 
seconds. The link condition of all MTs will be changed from bad to good 
when the simulation time is 15 second. 
Scenario 3: Four MTs with connection of different traffic class  
This scenario validates the operation of the scheduler algorithm in 
assigning resources to the connections belong to the different traffic 
classes. The QoS configuration for scenario 3 is listed in Table 5-3. 
Table 5-3 QoS configuration for SDL scenario 3 





Connection 1 Conversational 500 (50kbps) 700 (70kbps) 0.5 sec 
Connection 2 Conversational 500 (50kbps) 900 (90kbps) 0.5 sec 
Connection 3 Streaming 500 (50kbps) 700 (70kbps) 0.5 sec 
Connection 4 Streaming 500 (50kbps) 900 (90kbps) 0.5 sec 
 
This scenario is similar to Scenario 2 but the four connections now belong 
to two different traffic classes. Within the same traffic class, the 
connections have different maximum bandwidth requirements. All the 
connections have the same guaranteed bandwidth requirements. The 
simulation for this scenario will be run for 30 seconds. The channel 
condition of all MTs will be changed from bad to good when the simulation 
time is 15 sec. This can change the channel from a heavily loaded 
condition to a lightly loaded condition. 
For each scenario, a signalling connection (UESS) is established initially 
for each MT when it is registered. The QoS requirements for the signalling 
connections are listed in Table 5-4: 
Table 5-4 QoS configuration for signaling connection 





Signalling Interactive THP 1 50 (5kbps) 50 (5kbps) 1.5 sec 
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5.4  Validation Results and Analysis 
In this section the operation of the user plane in terms of successful 
transmission of traffic from the RNC to the MT is validated along with the 
correct operation of the RRM algorithms, in particular the scheduling, 
layout and link adaptation. The performance parameters: queuing delay, 
throughput, packet discard ratio and resource consumption can be 
calculated from the simulation results for validation. 
Scenario 1: Two MTs with single connection (different QoS 
requirements) 
In this scenario, two MTs with single connections are set up, with both 
connections having a guaranteed bandwidth equivalent to 50 kbps, but 
MTID1 having a maximum bandwidth equivalent to 70 kbps whereas 
MTID2 has no additional bandwidth available. 
Figure 5-7 shows the queuing delay experienced by the data packets 
calculated using equation (5-1). The system is lightly loaded in this 
scenario irrespective of the link condition. In the figure, the vertical broken 
line indicates the time that the link condition is changed from bad to good. 
For Connection 1, the maximum bandwidth requirement can provide 
sufficient bandwidth to fulfil the traffic requirements so that the average 
queuing delay experienced by the packets is approximately constant at 
0.125 sec. However the queuing delay for Connection 2 increases at the 
early stage and then becomes constant close to 0.5 sec (the discard 
latency requirement). Since the guaranteed and maximum bandwidth of 
the connection is 50 kbps, the bandwidth provided cannot fulfil its traffic 
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requirements. The packets have to wait longer in the queue before they 
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Figure 5-8 Resource consumption & throughputs for SDL scenario 1 
Figure 5-8 shows the measured throughputs (data rate) at the AL layer 
and the resource consumption at the BCt layer. The resource consumption 
is calculated using the data in the text file - FECAssignFile.txt (an example 
shown in Figure 5-9) which records the allocated data and code index 
(code_index) on per connection per FEC block basis. The code index is 
either 6 (bad link – code rate of 0.334) or 11 (good link – code rate of 
0.642) for the class of MT in this scenario. The code rate (CRi) defines the 
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ratio of data bits to coded bits in the ith FEC block, and therefore equation 
(5-2) can be used to calculate the amount of encoded data mcodedD  in bits 
carried in the mth forward frame:  

















18                                   (5-2) 
where jallocD  is the amount of allocated data in bytes in the j
th connection 
of the ith FEC block; 
 CRi  is the allocated code rate in the ith FEC block; 
 Nc is the number of connections with data allocated in the ith FEC 
block. 
In equation (5-2), it is assumed that there are 8 FEC blocks per frame, and 
that the first FEC Block is used to carry the relevant return schedules and 
hence is not counted in the outer summation.  
To calculate the throughput after encoding in the BCt layer, denote Nm be 
the next nearest number of frames transmitted during 1 second duration. 
Since the duration of a forward frame is 80ms, a total of 12.5 frames will 
be transmitted and this gives Nm a value of 13. Thus, the throughput, RBCt, 














codedBCt DDR                             (5-3) 
The throughput at the AL is calculated in a similar manner, by just 
calculating the number of packets received in the previous second and 
multiplying that value by 640 (80 bytes/packet and 8 bits/byte). 
As can be seen in Figure 5-8, there is a horizontal red broken line which 
indicates the maximum capacity (523.6 kbps) of the forward channel. It is 
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a cumulative value of the 7 FEC blocks’ capacity. The pink broken line 
represents the cumulative input data rate. The orange line with squares is 
the resource consumption of the forward channel in kbps which is much 
lower than the capacity of the forward channel in both bad link period and 
good link period. This proves the system is lightly loaded. The change in 
link condition has no effect on the AL throughputs, but has a noticeable 
effect on the resource consumption (after coding). This proves that the link 
adaptation algorithm is performing as expected – when the link condition is 
changed to the good link, less forward error protection is required so the 
amount of coded data decreases.  
The graphs for the throughput show that the average data rate for 
Connection 1 is 64 kbps, whereas for Connection 2 it is only 50 kbps. The 
green broken line with diamonds indicates the cumulative throughput of all 
data connections (Connection 1 and Connection 2). The cumulative 
throughput is lower than the cumulative input data rate shown by the pink 
line. This is due to the fact that although both connections have the same 
guaranteed bandwidth, Connection 1 also has a maximum bandwidth 
value, which means that in its case the scheduler algorithm assigns 
sufficient data capacity to transmit all the data in the queue thereby 
leading to an overall bandwidth of 64 kbps. This proves that the scheduler 
and layout algorithms is performing correctly in terms of assigning data 
capacity according to the guaranteed bandwidths of the connections and 
then assigning any remaining capacity according to the maximum 
bandwidths. This is verified by looking at the FECAssignFile.txt, a small 
section of which (in bad link condition) is shown in Figure 5-9. 
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Figure 5-9 Part of FECAssignFile.txt for scenario 1 
Looking at Figure 5-9, it is possible to see how the layout assigns data 
capacity to connections within a forward frame. The layout assigns 
capacity based on the ordered list of connections from the scheduling 
algorithm which includes a QoS requirement defining the required amount 
of data that needs to be allocated space in the frame. However, the layout 
function also assigns capacity for the BCn & BCt headers as the required 
capacity from the scheduling is purely based on data in the queue. So for 
the guaranteed bandwidth of 500 bytes/80ms, the layout has to assign a 
data capacity of 536 bytes (500 for data and 36 for headers). It does this 
for each connection by assigning two full FEC Blocks (250 Bytes in Bad 
Link condition) plus 36 Bytes in another FEC Block. Then it assigns a 
further 148 Bytes (140 for data and 8 for headers) to Connection 1, which 
gives an equivalent data bandwidth of 640 Bytes/80ms (500 + 140). 
The discarded packets only happen on Connection 2 and the packet 
discard ratio is 25%. Because the maximum bandwidth requirement of 
Connection 2 is 50 kbps, the actual assigned bandwidth (approximately 50 
kbps) should not be higher than that even though there is spare bandwidth 
in the subband. As the output throughput (50 kbps) of Connection 2 is 
much less than its input data rate (64 kbps), many packets are discarded. 
This validates that the scheduling algorithm provides the services strictly 
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according to the QoS requirements to maintain the fairness among the 
different users. The satellite system can benefit from this in serving the 
connections carrying misbehaving traffics to prevent them from requesting 
more bandwidth than their fair share, especially when the system is 
heavily loaded.  
Scenario 2: Four MTs with connection in the same traffic class  
The aim of this scenario is to look at the operation of the system on 
connections with different QoS requirements under heavily loaded 
condition. The four MTs have different maximum bandwidth requirements. 
However the connections all have the same guaranteed bandwidth 
requirements. The CAC admits all the connections, but in fact only three 
out of the four connections at any one time can be given capacity to match 
their guaranteed bandwidth (50 kbps) when the system is in the bad link 
condition. Therefore packet discards are foreseen.  
Figure 5-10 shows the queuing delay experienced by the packets in the 
system. In the bad link period, the subband is in a heavily loaded condition 
and the algorithms can only try to satisfy the guaranteed bandwidth 
requirements of the connections first. As the four connections have 
identical guaranteed bandwidth requirements, they have very similar long 
queuing delays because the assigned bandwidth is not sufficient to meet 
the 64 kbps input data rate. However once the link condition is changed to 
good, the delays steadily decrease as the maximum bandwidth parameter 
comes into effect and the queues are gradually emptied. From the figure, it 
is shown that Connection 1 has the slowest delay reduction speed and 
Connection 4 has the fastest. This is because the scheduler assigns the 
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resource according to the connection’s maximum bandwidth requirement. 
Since Connection 1 has the smallest maximum bandwidth requirement (70 
kbps), fewer resources are assigned to it. Therefore, it takes longer to 
empty its queue compared to the other connections. Connection 2 and 
Connection 3 have the same reduction in delay because they have the 
same maximum bandwidth requirements (80 kbps). Connection 4 have the 
sharpest fall in delay as it has the highest maximum bandwidth 
requirement (100 kbps). When the queues are empty, the queuing delays 
become constant as the system can send data at a rate appropriate to the 
input data rate.  
 
Figure 5-10 Queuing Delay for SDL scenario 2 
 
Figure 5-11 Throughputs for SDL scenario 2 
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Looking at Figure 5-11, it is easy to see the difference the change in link 
condition makes to the throughputs in the AL. In the bad link condition, the 
average throughput is around 40 kbps which is below the guaranteed 
bandwidth (50 kbps) of the connections. Since the input data rate is set as 
64 kbps, the resource consumption reaches the maximum capacity of the 
subband. Since all connections belong to the same traffic class and have 
the same guaranteed bandwidth requirements, radio resources are equally 
allocated among them. The examination of the FECAssignFile shows that 
in each frame only three of the connections get their guaranteed 
bandwidth requirements (536 bytes including headers) and the fourth 
connection only gets the residual capacity of 142 bytes. This is shown in 
Figure 5-12 which shows four frames of data from the FECAssignFile.txt 
when the system is in the bad link condition. In the first frame (colour 
coded: pink) the connection with a tBCnID of 51 (Connection 1) gets 142 
bytes of data in FECBlock 4. In the second frame it is the connection with 
a tBCnID of 61 (Connection 2) that gets the residual capacity, whereas in 
the third frame the connection with less capacity is that with a tBCnID of 
71 (Connection 3) and in the fourth frame it is the connection belonging to 
MTID4 (Connection 4). This pattern continues throughout this file when the 
link is bad. The fairness of the scheduling and layout algorithm are verified 
by this as each connection in turn is given less capacity in a frame.  
When the link condition becomes good, the throughput of each connection 
increases to its highest value. Connection 1 has the lowest throughput 
(around 70 kbps), because it has the lowest maximum bandwidth 
requirement. Since Connection 2 and Connection 3 have the same 
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maximum bandwidth requirement, they have the same throughputs 
(around 80 kbps). Connection 4 has the highest throughput, so its queue 
is the first to be emptied. However it does not reach its full potential 
throughput (100 kbps) due to the capacity of the subband. When a 
connection’s queue is emptied, its throughput becomes equal to the input 
data rate (64 kbps). 
 
Figure 5-12 FECAssignFile in bad link condition for scenario 2 
The four connections have the similar packet discard ratios when the 
system is in the bad link, i.e. when the system is heavily loaded. After the 
link condition is changed to good, no packets are seen to be discarded as 
the actual assigned bandwidths are close to their maximum bandwidth 
requirements, which are higher than the input data rates.  
This scenario validates the assumption that the scheduling and layout 
algorithm can fairly distribute the bandwidth among the connections of the 
same traffic class.  
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Scenario 3: Four MTs with connection of different traffic class 
The aim of this scenario is to look at the operation of the system on the 
connections with different traffic classes under heavily loaded condition. 
Similar to scenario 2, the four connections all have the same guaranteed 
bandwidth requirements. However within the same traffic class, different 
maximum bandwidth requirements are applied. Again only three out of the 
four connections at any one time can be given capacity to match their 
guaranteed bandwidth (50 kbps) when the system is in the bad link 
condition. Therefore packets can be seen to be discarded.  
Figure 5-13 shows the queuing delay experienced in scenario 3. In the 
bad link condition, the queuing delays gradually increase to the highest 
values (close to 0.5 sec) then become constant, which is similar to those 
experienced in scenario 2. Once the link condition improves, the queuing 
delays steadily decrease as the maximum bandwidth requirements come 
into effect. In this scenario, when the link condition is good, the system 
resources are enough to provide for all the connections’ maximum 
bandwidth requirements. It is shown that Connection 2 and Connection 4 
get the highest rate of decrease in the queuing delay as they have the 
same highest maximum bandwidth requirements compared to the settings 
of the other two connections. 
Figure 5-14 shows the simulation results of throughput for scenarios 3. 
When system is in a bad link condition, the connections involving the 
conversational class (Connection 1 and Connection 2) have higher 
throughputs than the connections of the streaming class (Connection 3 
and Connection 4). Because only three out of the four connections can be 
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given capacity to match their guaranteed bandwidth requirements at any 
one time, radio resources are firstly allocated to the conversational class 
connections to satisfy their guaranteed bandwidth requirements. Then the 
residual resources are allocated to the streaming class connections even if 
they have the same guaranteed bandwidth requirements. This proves that 
the conversational class connections are given a higher priority. When the 
link condition becomes good, the throughput of each connection increases 
to its highest value to empty the queuing packets. Since Connection 2 and 
4 have the highest throughputs (approximately 90 kbps), their queues can 
be emptied faster. Connection 1 and Connection 3 have lower throughputs 
(approximately 70 kbps) which results in a longer time to empty their 
queues. When a connection’s queue is emptied, its throughput becomes 
equal to the input data rate (64 kbps). Again the conversational class 
connections are given a higher priority by the scheduling algorithm. 
Therefore, the conversational class connection is more efficient in 
emptying its queue compared to the streaming class connection even they 
have the same QoS requirements (max bandwidth requirement).  
Figure 5-15 shows the packet discard ratios. All the connections discard 
packets during the bad link period, ecause the conversational class 
connections get a higher throughput than the streaming class connections, 
fewer packets should be discarded from the conversational class 
connections. This is verified in the diagram, which shows that the packet 
discard ratios of Connection 3 and Connection 4 are much higher than the 
system average discard ratio (the red broken line); In contrast the packet 
discard ratios of Connection 1 and 2 are much lower.  
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Figure 5-15 Packet discard ratio for scenario 3 
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This scenario validates that the connections of higher priority class can be 
provided with a better QoS service by the scheduling algorithm, where 
fairness in resource allocation between different service classes is also 
maintained. The validation proves that the baseline scheduling algorithm 
can fairly allocate bandwidth to different connections not only within the 
same service class but also among the different service classes.  
5.5  Summary 
The baseline scheduling algorithm completes the basic RRM functionality 
for the BGAN system. It has been implemented and validated in SDL, with 
the objective of testing the fairness of the algorithm within the same traffic 
class. Within the same traffic class, different types of service can be 
provided according to their QoS requirements. The fairness of the 
algorithm is also considered when providing services between different 
traffic classes. Services are strictly provided to the connections in 
accordance to their QoS requirements. The validation proves that 
bandwidth can be fairly assigned to the connections.  
One of the major tasks in this thesis is to fulfil the general requirements for 
the RRM functions.  
Table 5-5 provides a summary the general RRM requirements (mentioned 
in section 4.1) that has been satisfied/fulfilled. The OPNET simulation 
referenced in the table is introduced in the next chapter. 
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Table 5-5 Satisfaction of general RRM requirements 
Requirements Ref Satisfied Comments 
1) Yes • SDL validation: refer to scenarios “Single MT with 
Multiple Connections”, “Two MTs with Single 
Connections” and “Four MTs with Single 
Connections (different QoS requirements)”. 
2) Yes • This is a function to modify the layout function to 
support different physical bearer. 
• SDL validation: refer to scenario “Three MTs with 
Single Connections (return direction). 
3) Yes • Has tested the processing time for one forward 
subband and one return subband during each 
scheduling interval by OPNET simulation. Under 
the Windows environment, most CPU resources 
(more than 90%) can be used for the simulation.  
4) Yes • BCn layer: connection queue. 
• BCt layer: queue manager, scheduling, layout, link 
adaptation. 
5) Yes • CAC should guarantee one MT is associated with 
one forward subband. Scheduling can make all 
MTs associated with one forward subband to send 
data on it. In handover situation, a MT’s data 
should be scheduled on two forward subband. 
6) Yes • Layout guarantees that no collisions occurs during 
resources allocation for a MT at a time. 
7) Yes • For each MT class, supported bearers are listed in 
a bearer table. Layout assigns bearers based on 
the MT’s class. 
8) Yes • The first FEC block is assigned by the layout with 
the lowest code rate so that all listening MTs can 
decode it.  
9) Yes • Scheduling generate transmission requests and 
try to maintain the good QoS of each connection. 
• Layout attempts to minimise the number of return 
schedules. Such as the layout function will try to 
assign one bearer to satisfy one transmission 
request rather than multiple bearers which can 
increase the number of return schedules. 
10) Yes • Has tested the OPNET simulation on single CPU 
windows laptop. 
11) Yes • Guaranteed rate is considered during resource 
allocation. SDL validation: refer to scenarios “Four 
MTs with Single Connections (same QoS 
requirements)” and “Four MTs with Single 
Connections (different QoS requirements)”. 
12) Yes • Maximum rate requirements are considered if 
there are available resources left in the system. 
• SDL validation: refer to scenarios “Four MTs with 
Single Connections (same QoS requirements)” 
and “Four MTs with Single Connections (different 
QoS requirements)”. 
13) Yes • Scheduling firstly guarantee that the resources 
are fairly allocated to meet their guaranteed 
requirements when resources are oversubscribed. 
• SDL validation: refer to scenarios “Four MTs with 
Single Connections (same QoS requirements)” 
and “Four MTs with Single Connections (different 
QoS requirements)”. 
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Requirements Ref Satisfied Comments 
14) Yes • Scheduling tries to maintain the fairness between 
connections. 
• SDL validation: refer to scenarios “Four MTs with 
Single Connections (same QoS requirements)” 
and “Four MTs with Single Connections (different 
QoS requirements)”. 
15) Yes • Scheduling distributes resources following the 
priority order: 
1. Interactive THP 1 
2. Conversational Class guaranteed data 
3. Streaming Class guaranteed data 
4. Interactive THP 2 
5. Interactive THP 3 
6. Background Class  
7. Conversational Class maximum data 
8. Streaming Class maximum data 
• To service transmission requests with the highest 
priority first (with resources allocated fairly 
between requests of the same priority), and then 
to service connections with the lower priorities. 
16) Yes • Link adaptation updates the link quality of each 
MT. 
• Layout assigns code rate based on the latest link 
quality of a MT. 
17) Yes • Only one return subband is associated with one 
forward subband, so only one return schedule is 
transmitted per forward subband.  
18) Yes • Layout can generate any combination of the 
supported bearers as long as the constraints are 
not violated, although these bearers must not 
overlap in either frequency or time domain. 
• In the SDL model, the layout can support 2 return 
bearer types; In the OPNET model, the layout can 
support 6 return bearer types. 
19) Yes • Layout can optimise return schedules, while at the 
same time, meets the QoS requirements of the 
system. 
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Chapter 6 :   SIMULATION FRAMEWORK FOR 
SCHEDULING ALGORITHM 
6.1  Introduction 
When a new system is designed or when an enhancement is developed 
for a system, they must be evaluated to check whether they are suitable 
and beneficial. It is not a good idea to build an entire system before the 
system is evaluated because it is a long and costly process. If they can be 
identified in the earlier stage of the design cycle, the cost of repairing can 
be lowered. Simulation is one effective method to provide a quicker, 
simpler and more cost effective method to resolve this problem and is 
widely applied in engineering, business, physics and computer science. 
6.1.1  OPNET Simulation Method 
OPNET is chosen as the simulation method to evaluate the performance 
of the designed scheduling algorithms for the satellite system. OPNET 
Modeler is a professional simulation software. It is suitable for all phases 
of study including model design, simulation, data collection, and data 
analysis. OPNET supports model reuse. Therefore, most models are 
based on lower level models developed before and stored in model 
libraries. Three modelling domains are mainly used in OPNET, as shown 
in Figure 6-1. 
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Figure 6-1 Hierarchical architecture of modelling in OPNET 
Network Domain: Used to define the topology of a communication 
network. A network model may contain any number of instances of node 
models. In order to break down the complexity of the network, fixed, 
mobile and satellite subnetwork instances are provided in the network 
model. The subnetwork model is the same as network model and can 
contain nodes, links, and other subnets. In addition, it can be nested to 
any depth to construct complex topologies. 
Node Domain: Describes node’s architecture. A node model can consist 
of any number of process modules (source, sink, and processor) and 
connections. In the real world, a node can represent any type of 
computing and communicating equipment such as routers, terminals and 
satellites, and so on. 
Process Domain: Describes logic and behaviour of real world processes 
(protocols, algorithms, and applications), specified using graphical state-
transition-diagrams and C/C++ language (coding in three primary places: 
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Enter Executive, Exit Executive and Transition Executive). Processes are 
triggered by interrupts which represent the occurrence of an event. 
Processes can also be dynamically created by other processes, for 
example in simulating dynamic establishment of TCP connections. A 
dynamic process is referred to as a child process; conversely, the creating 
process is referred to as the parent process.  
6.2  OPNET Simulation Framework 
A complete OPNET model of the satellite network architecture has been 
created in OPNET Modeler version 10.5 to simulate the communications 
between MTs and RNC via satellite. The proposed dynamic scheduling 
framework (in chapter 4) has been implemented in the model in order to 
evaluate and compare the performances of different scheduling 
algorithms. Similar to the architecture of the SDL model of the RNC (in 
chapter 5), the MT and RNC are modelled with the multiple protocol 
layers. The OPNET simulation framework is introduced in the following 
section.  
 
Figure 6-2 OPNET network for BGAN system 
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Figure 6-2 shows the OPNET simulation network for the BGAN system. As 
the model is used to evaluate the performance of the RRM functionalities 
of the satellite radio resources, it only consists of three types of node 
models: Satellite, RNC and MT. The core network of the satellite system is 
not modelled in the simulation framework. A brief description of the model 
is provided below. 
• Satellite: Responsible for transferring the packets to and from the MT 
and the RNC with a specific propagation delay which is configurable. It 
has the ability to detect the packet collisions that occur when multiple 
MTs compete for the same contention time slot in the return direction. 
In the real world, the corrupted packets involved in collisions normally 
cause further failed retransmissions, so they are automatically 
discarded in the simulation. 
• RNC: Represents the Radio Network Controller in the satellite network 
where the RRM functionalities related to the dynamic scheduling 
framework are implemented. It simulates one end of an application. 
The traffic source can be dynamically created for each ETE application 
in the forward direction here.  
• MT: Represents the mobile terminal which is treated as another end 
point of the application. The MT is capable of dynamically creating 
traffic sources in the return direction. A wireless channel model is 
implemented in each MT to simulate the dynamic channel condition 
between the MT and the RNC. 
• Figure 6-3 shows the attributes provided in each node model. They 
are used to configure the simulation scenarios. For the satellite, the 
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propagation delay can be changed by changing the Propagation 
Delay attribute. The attributes of RNC are used to configure the 
RRM functions and the QoS requirements for all UESS 
connections. There are two set of attributes in the MT: Channel 
Configuration and Data Connection Configuration. The Channel 
Configuration provides the parameters used in the wireless channel 
modelling. The attributes in the Data Connection Configuration set 
are used to configure a number of connections. For each 
connection, the QoS requirements and the traffic models in both 
directions has to be set.  
 
Figure 6-3 Attributes of each node model 
Figure 6-4 shows the three protocol layers: application layer, BCn layer 
and BCt layer, which are implemented in the RNC node (left) and the MT 
node (right). Each layer in the protocol stacks is implemented as a process 
model. The links indicate the communications between them. The 
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Application process model is in charge of the establishment of application 
connections. A child process named Source_Sink, where the traffic model 
is implemented in, is dynamically called by the application process to 
simulate the traffic source and sink for each established connection. 
Corresponding to the connection establishment, the BCn process need to 
set up a queue by calling a child process named BCn_Queue_UM, where 
the connection’s packets are waiting before they can be transmitted or 
discarded. In the RNC node, two RRM functionalities are extracted from 
the BCt process and implemented in two separated processes: Scheduler 
and CAC. The BCt process has the responsibility of sending and receiving 
data via satellite and performs the link adaptation function for return link. 
The Scheduler process implements the sub-functionalities: Queue 
Manager, Scheduling and Layout involved in the dynamic scheduling 
framework. A dummy CAC function is implemented in the CAC process to 
admit all connections’ establish requests. In the MT node, the BCt process 
has similar functionalities to the BCt process in the RNC node. It is also 
required to perform wireless channel modelling for both forward and return 
channel of each MT. 
 
Figure 6-4 Protocol layers in the RNC node and the MT node 
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6.3  OPNET Process Model 
6.3.1  Traffic Model 
 
Figure 6-5 Traffic modelling process model 
Figure 6-5 shows the state transition diagram in the traffic modelling 
process model (Source_Sink), which mainly performs as a traffic 
generator. This process model is dynamically created as the child 
processes of the Application process. There are two unforced states [91]: 
INIT and Active and three forced states: ON_OFF, pk_generate and 
ParentEv in the diagram. 
INIT state: When a connection is to be established, the Source_Sink 
processes are dynamically created in the MT and RNC. The INIT state is 
entered firstly, where the statistical variables for the traffic generator and 
traffic sink of the connection are initialised. As this is an unforced state, the 
process does not transition to the next state until an event happens.  
Active state: When the procedures of the connection establishment are 
confirmed to be complete in both the MT and RNC, the Active state is 
entered where the process waits for different events in order to perform 
different procedures.  
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ParentEv state: When a packet of a connection arrives at the Application 
process (the parent process) from the lower layer, the packet is forwarded 
to the child process (Source_Sink) corresponding to the connection via a 
parent event. Then the Source_Sink enters the ParentEv state to process 
the parent event. Some statistical variables will be calculated, such as 
ETE delay and throughput, before the packet is destroyed. As this is a 
forced state, it moves back to the Active state after completing the 
procedure.  
pk_generate state: This state is entered when the traffic generator is 
required to generate a packet. The packet is created with a specific packet 
size and sent down to the lower layer. The time of the next packet 
generation can be calculated using a fix interval value or by following a 
mathematic distributions. Once a packet is generated, an event for the 
next packet generation is scheduled. After the completion of the 
procedure, the Active state is entered. 
ON_OFF state: This state is only activated when the traffic generator is 
configured to have the ON and OFF state when generating packets. The 
state is entered when there is a need to switch between the two states and 
for scheduling events for the next switch. Packets can be generated only 
during the ON state. Any pre-scheduled packet generation must be 
cancelled if the traffic generator is switched to the OFF state.  
A traffic generator with such state transition diagram defined in the traffic 
modelling process model is able to generate different type of traffics, such 
as CBR, Poisson and Self-Similar traffic etc..  
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6.3.2  Scheduler Model 
 
Figure 6-6 Scheduler process model in RNC node model 
Figure 6-6 shows the state transition diagram in the scheduler process 
model, which performs the three RRM sub-functionalities: Queue 
Manager, Scheduling and Layout. There are two unforced states and eight 
forced states in the diagram:  
INIT state: When the simulation starts, this state initialises the statistical 
variables for the scheduler.  Then simulation moves to the idle state. 
Idle state: When there are no active events, the simulation will move to 
the idle state. 
RNCQStatus state: This is responsible for updating the queuing 
information about the connections inside the RNC and for measuring the 
statistical data of the QoS. This state is triggered by the event driven 
signalling from the RNC BCn layer, based on the changes in the status of 
the queues. 
ConCreate state: This state is use to add information on the new 
established connection admitted by the CAC function in the scheduler. 
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This state is driven by the interrupt from the CAC process after a new 
connection establishment request is admitted. 
CheckSig state: This state is entered when an interrupt is triggered from 
the BCt process. There are three types of interrupts: link adaptation 
request, queue update request and schedule request. Based on the 
different type of the interrupts, three possible states can be entered.  
LinkUpdate state: When the interrupt from the BCt process is link 
adaptation request, it moves to the LinkUpdate state. Its responsibility is to 
update the information about the MTs’ forward and return link quality in the 
scheduler.  After completing the procedure, the simulation moves back to 
the Idle state. 
MTQStatus state: This state performs similar procedures to the 
RNCQStatus, such as updating queue information and measuring QoS for 
the MT.  
Contention state: If the interrupt from the BCt process is the schedule 
request, which is driven periodically (every 80 ms), this state is first 
entered to reserve the contention slots in the return schedule within the 
scheduling period. Then it moves to the scheduling state. 
Scheduling state: In this state, the proposed scheduling algorithm is 
implemented to generate the return and forward order list which are used 
by the layout procedure. Different scheduling algorithms can be 
programmed here in order to compare their performance. 
Layout state: The proposed layout algorithms are implemented to 
produce the final schedule plans for the forward and return direction within 
the scheduling period based on the order lists.  
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6.4  Simulation Scenarios and Results for Designed 
Scheduling Algorithms 
The baseline scheduling algorithm has been validated using SDL to 
demonstrate the fairness of the service for resource allocation. In this 
section, the OPNET model has been developed to analyze and show the 
improvement of system performance following the implementation of the 
new algorithms. In addition, the simulation results will also demonstrate 
that fairness is still maintained with the new algorithms. For simplification, 
the new algorithm are called “threshold algorithm” and “fuzzy algorithm”, 
respectively, in later part of this section).   
6.4.1  Simulation Scenarios and Parameters 
The OPNET simulation scenarios and parameters are defined to analyse 
the system performance under different scheduling algorithms. The 
following performance parameters are calculated from the simulation 
results for each scenario: 
• End-to-End Delay (sec): This measures the simulation time taken 
for a packet to be transmitted between RNC and MT.  It is 
calculated using the packet generation time on the transmission 
side and the packet arrival time at the receiving end. This delay 
includes queuing delay, transmission delay and propagation delay. 
• Throughput (kbps): This represents the amount of data being 
successfully transferred between RNC and MT in a given time 
period. 
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• Packet Discard Ratio: This is the ratio of discarded packets to the 
total number of the packets being transferred (including both 
successful and unsuccessfully transfer) within a given interval of 
time. The reason for discarding packets is due to the expiration of 
the discard latency time for the packets in the connection queues. 
A special parameter called Fairness Index is used to give quantitative 
measure of the fairness in radio resource allocation. It is calculated using 

















11                                                 (6-1) 
where n indicates the total number of users who are asking for resources 
and xi represents the allocated resources to the ith user. The index 
measures the equality of resources allocation to a specific number of 
users. All the users should have the same QoS requirements and belong 
to the same service class. For the users with different QoS requirements, 
some normalisation may be required. The roundedness of the index is 
between 0 and 1. If all users get the equal amount of resources, the 
fairness index is 1, which means the system is 100% fair. If the fairness 
index is 0.1, this indicates that the system is 10% fair and 90% unfair. In 
the current work, the fairness index is only calculated for scenarios in 
which the users have the same QoS requirements. 
The defined scenarios are designed to show the behaviour of the 
algorithms when the satellite radio channel condition is overloaded. An 
overloaded condition indicates that there are not enough resources for 
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providing guaranteed services or good QoS for all the MTs associated with 
the channel. Therefore congestion will occur. If the channel is in a lightly 
loaded condition, there will be enough radio resource to fulfil the 
guaranteed requirements of the MTs. The link condition of each MT is 
dynamically changed between bad and good. When an MT is in a bad link 
condition, the traffic of the MT is assigned with a low FEC code rate, 
resulting in more redundant bits associated with the data. Therefore, more 
bandwidth is required. On the other hand, an MT in a good link requires 
less bandwidth to transmit the same amount of data.  
Scenarios are defined for the simulation based on the traffic 
characteristics: simulation with traffic in the same class (single class), 
different class (mixed class) and misbehaving traffic (Selfish nodes 
aggressively generate excessive traffics in order to require more 
bandwidth than their faire share), as described in the following sections. 
The QoS requirements used in each scenario are extracted from [31]. 
6.4.1.1 Single class of traffic scenarios  
The scenarios defined in this section are going to show how the resources 
are distributed using different algorithms for the single class. In order to 
simulate the channel in a heavily congestion condition, multiple MTs are 
first registered, with each MT establishing a single data connection to 
provide the same type of service in the forward direction. The number of 
connections is then incremented until their QoS cannot be satisfied when 
the baseline scheduling algorithm is applied. Two types of applications are 
considered: Video (CBR traffic) and Voice (VBR traffic). Each MT uses the 
same link modelling process model. The quality of a MT’s link condition 
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dynamically changes between the bad state and good state. Four types of 
MT links are considered: fast fading, slow fading, urban and motorway. 
For fast fading link condition, the mean bad period and the mean good 
period for each MT’s link are both set to 0.32 second; For slow fading link 
condition, the mean bad period and mean good period for each MT’s link 
are set to 10 seconds. In the city, the mean bad period is longer than good 
period because of signal shadowing and multipath fading from the 
buildings [93]. In contrast, the bad period is shorter than good period on 
the motorway [2]. For each scenario, the period of simulation is 1800 
seconds. The configuration for the scenarios, including QoS requirements, 
traffic generator and link model, is given in Table 6-1 and Table 6-2.  
In Table 6-1, four scenarios are defined for the video streaming 
applications under four types of channel environment. Each video 
application is generating CBR traffic at 32 kbps in forward direction.  
Table 6-1 Scenario configuration for video applications 




UMTS class Streaming Streaming Streaming Streaming 
Guaranteed (kbps) 32 32 32 32 
Maximum (kbps) 40 40 40 40 
Transfer delay 
(sec) 
0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49 
Discard latency 
(sec) 
0.98  0.98  0.98  0.98 
Packet error rate 10-2 10-2 10-2 10-2 
Application 
Traffic  
Traffic type CBR CBR CBR CBR 


















Type Fast fading Slow fading Urban Motorway 
Mean good (sec) 0.32 10 3 6 
Mean bad (sec) 0.32 10 12 2 
Table 6-2 gives the definitions of the scenarios for voice applications. An 
ON-OFF traffic generator is used to generate VBR traffic. In order to 
generate voice traffic, the traffic generator is ON 40% of time and OFF 
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60% of the time. When it is in the ON state, 26 kbps traffic is constantly 
generated in the forward direction. When it is OFF, no traffic is generated. 
Zero guaranteed bit rate means there is not guaranteed bit rate for the 
Interactive class service. 
Table 6-2 Scenario configuration for voice applications 




UMTS class Interactive Interactive Interactive Interactive 
Guaranteed 
(kbps) 
0 0 0 0 
Maximum (kbps) 40 40 40 40 
Transfer delay 
(sec) 
0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49 
Discard latency 
(sec) 
1.47  1.47  1.47  1.47  
Packet error rate 10-2 10-2 10-2 10-2 
Application 
Traffic  
Traffic type VBR VBR VBR VBR 


































Type Fast fading Slow fading Urban Motorway 
Mean good (sec) 0.32 10 3 6 
Mean bad (sec) 0.32 10 12 2 
6.4.1.2 Mixed class of traffic scenarios 
The scenarios defined in this section are going to demonstrate how the 
resources are distributed when different algorithms are implemented for 
the mixed class. This simulation aims to emulate the scenario in which 
some users are watching streaming video and others are surfing the 
Internet. In order to simulate the channel in heavy congestion condition in 
this class, a fixed number of streaming class connections are first 
established and the number of background class connections increases 
until the QoS of any data connection cannot be satisfied when the 
baseline scheduling algorithm is applied. Each MT uses the same link 
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modelling process model and requires the establishment of a single data 
connection of streaming class or background class. Two practical link 
types are considered: urban and motorway. The period of each simulation 
is 1800 seconds. The configuration for the scenarios, including QoS 
requirements, traffic generator and link model, is given in the following 
table: 
Table 6-3 Scenario configuration for the mixed type of applications 




UMTS class Streaming Background Streaming Background
Guaranteed (kbps) 32 0 32 0 
Maximum (kbps) 40 40 40 40 
Transfer delay 
(sec) 
0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49 
Discard latency 
(sec) 
0.49 0.98  0.49 0.98  
Packet error rate 10-2 10-2 10-2 10-2 
Application 
Traffic  
Traffic type CBR VBR CBR VBR 
















ON period (sec)  Pareto  
(1, 1.2) 
 Pareto  
(1, 1.2) 
OFF period (sec)  Pareto  
(1, 1.2) 




Type Urban Urban Motorway Motorway 
Mean good (sec) 3 3 6 6 
Mean bad (sec) 12 12 2 2 
The connection for the streaming class will generate traffic at 32 kbps in 
the forward direction. The VBR traffic which is generated using the self 
similar process is used for the background class using an ON-OFF traffic 
generator. The period of ON state and OFF state is calculated using 
Pareto Distribution. When the process is in the “ON” state, 32 kbps traffic 
is constantly generated. 
6.4.1.3 Misbehaving traffic scenarios 
The scenarios defined in this section are designed to demonstrate the 
behaviours of the designed algorithms when there are misbehaving traffics 
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in the system. Misbehaving traffics are generated by selfish nodes in order 
to gain more access to the resources by manipulating their traffic 
parameters. This, for example occurs when a connection generates 
excessive traffic compared to its QoS requirements and SLA agreement to 
consume more bandwidth. The target environment for this simulation is to 
ensure that maximum number of connections with satisfied QoS is 
supported in the system. In order to create the simulation, the values of 
the maximum supported connections under different channel condition 
were obtained from the simulation results for the single class of traffic 
scenarios (6.4.2.1). Two of the connections are configured to carry 
misbehaving traffics and all the connections provide streaming class 
services with the same QoS requirements. Each MT has the same link 
model and requires the establishment of a single data connection from the 
streaming class. Two practical MT link condition are considered: urban 
and motorway. The period of each simulation is 1800 seconds. The 
configuration for the scenarios with misbehaving traffics and normal 
traffics, including QoS requirements, traffic generator and link model, is 
given in Table 6-4. 
The misbehaving traffic and normal traffic are both CBR traffics but with 
different speed. The misbehaving traffic is generated at a speed of 64 
kbps which is much higher than the maximum bit rate requirement. This 
indicates that it requests for more bandwidth than what they should be 
given according to the service level agreement. The normal traffic is 
generated at 32 kbps, which is the same to the guaranteed bit rate 
requirements. 
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Table 6-4 Scenario configuration for normal and misbehaving traffics 




UMTS class Streaming Streaming Streaming Streaming 
Guaranteed 
(kbps) 
32 32 32 32 
Maximum 
(kbps) 
40 40 40 40 
Transfer delay 
(sec) 
0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49 
Discard 
latency (sec) 
0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 
Packet error 
rate 
10-2 10-2 10-2 10-2 
Application 
Traffic  






























Type Urban Urban Motorway Motorway 
Mean good 
(sec) 
3 3 6 6 
Mean bad 
(sec) 
12 12 2 2 
6.4.2  Simulation Results and Analysis 
Simulation results are collected for the scenarios defined in the previous 
section. They are described and analysed in this section. 
6.4.2.1 Simulation results for single class of traffic 
Scenario 1: 
This section provides the simulation results to show the performances of 
the proposed scheduling algorithms when providing the same streaming 
class services for video traffics under fast fading link environment. When 
total number of the connections increases, the load condition of the 
forward subband becomes higher. Using the same set of configuration 
parameters and the same number of the connections, simulations are 
carried out using the proposed scheduling algorithms. The following 
figures compare the overall throughput, end-to-end delay and packet 
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discard ratio respectively for the three algorithms when the number of 



















































Figure 6-8 Overall ETE delay by three algorithms 
 
Figure 6-9 Overall packet discard ratio by three algorithms 
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The following observations are noted from those figures: 
1. Figure 6-9 shows the overall throughput of the three algorithms when 
the number of connections established on the same subband changes 
from 1 to 8. In the simulation model, the theoretical peak data rate of a 
forward subband is between 175 kbps (bad link) and 336 kbps (good 
link). The highest overall throughputs of the three algorithms are within 
the theoretical range of (175 – 336 kbps). It is found that when there 
are 7 established connections, their QoS can no longer be satisfied 
using the baseline scheduling algorithm. When the number of 
connections is more than 6, the fuzzy algorithm provides a higher 
overall throughput than the other two algorithms. This is due to the fact 
that the fuzzy algorithm will allocate resources to connections with 
higher link quality in the low priority group, resulting in a more efficient 
use of the radio resource. In the case of 7 connections, each video 
application is generating CBR traffic at a rate of 32 kbps, the total 
required bandwidth is 224 kbps. By applying the baseline algorithm 
and threshold algorithm, the average throughput is about 206.4 kbps, 
which is much lower than the requested bandwidth. The lack of 
bandwidth increases the packet dropping ratio in the connection 
queues (shown later). In contrast, by using the fuzzy algorithm, the 
average throughput is about 220.8 kbps, which is just 3.2 kbps lower 
than the required bandwidth.  
2. As shown in Figure 6-8, when using the baseline or threshold 
algorithms, the ETE delay increases from below 0.4 second to about 
1.2 second when the number of connections increases from 6 to 7 (the 
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overloaded condition). After 7 connections, the ETE delay becomes 
stable with a maximum bound of 1.2 second, which is the sum of the 
maximum queuing time (from the discard latency attribute) and satellite 
propagation time. 
In contrast, the increase in the ETE delay is less dramatic when the 
fuzzy algorithm is applied, where increasing the number of connections 
from 6 to 7 results in increasing the ETE delay from 0.4 second to 
around 0.7 second, which is still lower than the discard latency 
requirement. Even after 7 connections, the ETE delay still did not reach 
the maximum bound of 1.2 second.  This is because the fuzzy 
algorithm provides more efficient resource utilisation and more packets 
are sent out from a connection in its scheduling turn because it is able 
to estimate the value of the satisfaction factor more accurately than the 
other two algorithm. As a consequence, the waiting time of packets 
also decreases in the queues. 
3. In the simulation, it is assumed that a connection’s queue size is 
unlimited. A packet is discarded only when the expected delivery time 
of the packet expires. When the number of connections is less than 7, 
there are no discarded packets in any of the three algorithms, as the 
system is not overloaded yet. When the number of connections 
increases to 7, the PDR increases to about 7%, which exceeds the 
acceptable PDR (1%), for the baseline or threshold algorithms as 
shown in Figure 6-11. In contrast, the fuzzy algorithm can maintain its 
PDR at around 1%, which satisfies the QoS requirement. Since the 
fuzzy algorithm can provide a higher throughput, the time for a packet 
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waiting to be transmitted from a queue is subsequently shorter leading 
to a lower packet discard probability than that experienced in the 
baseline and threshold algorithms.  
As described above, the fuzzy algorithm can improve the performance of 
the system in terms of throughput, ETE delay and PDR compared to the 
baseline and threshold algorithm. It implies that when baseline or 
threshold algorithms are applied, the system can support up to 6 
connections in total on a single subband, whereas 7 connections can be 
supported for the fuzzy algorithm if all the QoS requirements are to be 
satisfied.  
Normally the system improvement and service fairness are two conflicting 
theories. In the system design, when the fuzzy algorithm makes the 
improvements to the system, it also tries to maintain good fairness in 
resource allocation. The algorithms were evaluated for fairness using the 
fairness index described in section 6.4.1 . The results are shown in 
Figures 6-12 to 14 for the baseline, threshold and fuzzy algorithms 
respectively for 7 connections. The diagrams shows the throughput of 
each MT together with the fairness index (FI), which gives the quantitative 
measure of the fairness in radio resource allocation and is calculated 
based on the throughputs sampled every 0.25 second. The individual 
throughput reflects the strategy in resource allocation for that specific 
scheduling algorithm. In general, even though the fairness for the fuzzy 
algorithm suffers degradation in the fairness index, the values obtained 
are still acceptable for the target system.  
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Figure 6-10 Throughput of each MT by baseline algorithm 
 
Figure 6-11 Throughput of each MT by threshold algorithm 
 
Figure 6-12 Throughput of each MT by fuzzy algorithm 
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A more detailed observation is summarised below:  
1. The trends of average throughput (29.5 kbps) among the connections 
under the baseline and threshold algorithms are rather similar. 
However, for the fuzzy algorithm, the trends are not as clear because 
the algorithm is trying to allocate resources efficiently through an 
estimation of the satisfaction factor, leading to higher fluctuations in the 
throughput trends but an increase in the throughput (31.6 kbps) of each 
connection.  
2. The baseline and threshold algorithms provide the fairer services (the 
value of FI is about 0.96) than the fuzzy algorithm. When there is a 
shortage of radio resources in the system, one of suggestions is to 
provide the fairest services among users. The baseline and threshold 
algorithms are designed based on this idea. Nevertheless, the fairness 
of fuzzy algorithm is still maintained at an acceptable level (about 
0.88). This demonstrates that the fuzzy algorithm can optimise the 
system performance and at the same time, maintain reasonable 
fairness under the fast fading link environment. 
Scenario 2: 
The only difference between this scenario and the previous one is that 
slow fading is considered in here. Again, the overall throughput, ETE delay 
and PDR for the three algorithms are presented and compared in Figures 
6-15 to 17 respectively.  















































Figure 6-14 Overall ETE delay by three algorithms 
 
Figure 6-15 Overall packet discard ratio by three algorithms 
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The results exhibit similar behaviour as those presented for Scenario 1. 
However, the following points are observed: 
1. When the number of the connections is 7, the average throughputs 
achieved by the baseline algorithm and threshold algorithm, are both at 
about 202.4 kbps as opposed to the 206.4 kbps obtained in Scenario 
1, whereas the average throughput is about 207.1 kbps using the fuzzy 
algorithm as opposed to the 220.8 kbps. This general decrease in 
throughput performance under slow fading condition is due to the 
longer fade duration, resulting in the lower code rate being allocated to 
the connections for a longer duration of time and more packets being 
discarded. Nevertheless, the fuzzy algorithm still performs better than 
the other two algorithms under slow fading condition. However, the 
(fuzzy) algorithm performs better in fast fading condition.  
2. The ETE delay increases more gradually for both baseline and 
threshold algorithms in comparison with their results shown in Figure 6-
16 where the ETE delay remains relatively constant when the number 
of connections is below 7 and increases dramatically when the system 
becomes overloaded with 7 connections, after which the ETE delay 
remains relatively constant again. This is due to the system suffering 
from light congestion when the number of connections increases to 6 
under the slow fading environment, causing an increase in the packet 
queuing time. For the fuzzy algorithm, the trend is similar to that 
exhibits in fast fading (Scenario 1) although there is a gradual increase 
when the number of connection increases from 5 to 6 as opposed to 
the relatively constant value shown in Figure 6-10. In the situation of 6 
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connections, both threshold and fuzzy algorithms have the similar 
improvement in the ETE delay over baseline algorithm, because of 
better efficiency in their resource allocation schemes. When the 
number of connections increases to 7, the subband is overloaded 
which results in heavy congestion. In this situation, the fairness of 
service is the primarily concern of the threshold algorithm. As a result, 
it performs exactly the same as the baseline algorithm. 
3. As shown in Figure 6-17, packets start being discarded for all three 
algorithms, albeit at a small PDR which is still within the QoS 
requirement, when the number of connections reaches 6 under slow 
fading condition in comparison to zero packet drops under fast fading 
condition. This is consistent with the ETE delay behaviour shown in 
Figure 6-16. When the number of connections reaches 7, the PDR 
increases to a 9% using the baseline algorithm and threshold algorithm 
and to about 7% using the fuzzy algorithm. The increase in PDR in the 
fuzzy algorithm under slow fading condition when the system is 
overloaded is much higher than that under the fast fading condition 
(around 1% as shown in Figure 6-11). This is because under slow 
fading condition, the average duration of bad link quality is much longer 
than the packet discard time requirement; as a result packets waiting in 
the queue have a higher probability to be discarded in comparison to 
the fast fading condition. This means that the system cannot support 
more than 6 connections (CBR streaming traffic at 32 kbps) on a single 
forward subband regardless of the choice of the scheduling algorithm 
under slow fading condition.  
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4. In general, the simulation results show that the fuzzy algorithm still 
performs better than the other two algorithms. However, the 
improvement is not as significant as it has for fast fading condition. In 
addition, the threshold algorithm is shown to have improvement in ETE 
delay over the baseline algorithm in lightly congestion condition.  
In terms of fairness, again the three algorithms can all achieve a fairness 
level of above 0.8, as shown in Figures 6-18 to 20 where a number of 7 
connections have been simulated like in scenario 1, with the baseline and 
threshold algorithms providing the fairest services (the value of FI is about 
0.98). The fuzzy algorithm provides a fluctuating FI because it tries to 
optimise the radio resource utilization under the long bad period (heavy 
congestion). The improvements on the system performance are at the 
expense of fairness in service. However in the long good period, fairer 
services are provided because of the lightly loaded condition of the 
subband. The FI is still maintained at a good level (about 0.88). 
 
Figure 6-16 Throughput of each MT by baseline algorithm 
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Figure 6-17 Throughput of each MT by threshold algorithm 
 
Figure 6-18 Throughput of each MT by fuzzy algorithm 
Scenario 3: 
The only difference between this scenario (urban) and the previous two 
scenarios (fast fading and slow fading) is that the mean good duration is 
much shorter than mean bad duration. In Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, the 
mean good duration equals to mean bad duration. Again, the overall 
throughput, ETE delay and PDR for the three algorithms are presented 
and compared in Figures 6-21 to 23 respectively.  
















































Figure 6-20 Overall ETE delay by three algorithms 
 
Figure 6-21 Overall packet discard ratio by three algorithms 
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The results exhibit similar behaviour as those presented for Scenario 1. 
However, the following points are observed: 
1. When the number of connections is 7, the average throughputs 
achieved by the baseline algorithm and threshold algorithm, are both at 
about 169 kbps as opposed to the 206.4 kbps obtained in Scenario 1, 
whereas the average throughput is about 175 kbps using the fuzzy 
algorithm as opposed to the 220.8 kbps. This big decrease in 
throughput performance under urban condition is due to the longer bad 
duration than good duration, resulting in the lower code rate being 
allocated to the connections for a longer duration of time and more 
packets being discarded. Nevertheless, the fuzzy algorithm still 
performs better than the other two algorithms under urban condition.  
2. The ETE delay gradually increases and reaches the maximum bound 
of 1.2 second for fuzzy algorithm. For all the algorithms, the increase of 
their ETE delay starts from 6 connections in comparison with the 
results shown in Figure 6-10 where the ETE delay remains relatively 
constant low when the number of connections is below 7. This is 
because the system is overloaded when the number of connections 
increases to 6 under the urban environment, causing an increase in the 
packet queuing time.  
3. As shown in Figure 6-23, packets start being discarded for all three 
algorithms at a high PDR, when the number of connections reaches 6 
under urban condition in comparison to zero packet drops under fast 
fading condition. This is consistent with the ETE delay behaviour 
shown in Figure 6-22. The PDR (8%) is improved using the fuzzy 
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algorithm in comparison to the PDR (10%) using the baseline algorithm 
and threshold algorithm, but they are still not within the acceptable 
level (1%). This means that the system cannot support more than 5 
connections (CBR streaming traffic at 32 kbps) on a single forward 
subband regardless of the choice of the scheduling algorithm under 
urban condition.  
4. In general, the simulation results show that the fuzzy algorithm still 
performs better than the other two algorithms. However, the 
improvement is not as significant as it has been for fast fading 
condition.  
In terms of fairness, when a number of 7 connections have been 
simulated, similar to scenario 1, the baseline algorithm and threshold 
algorithm can provide the fairest service (the value of FI is above 0.9) and 
the fuzzy algorithm provides a fluctuating FI performance above 0.7. This 
is because the algorithm tries to optimise the radio resource utilisation 
under the long bad period (heavy congestion).  
 
Figure 6-22 Throughput of each MT by baseline algorithm 
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Figure 6-23 Throughput of each MT by threshold algorithm 
 
Figure 6-24 Throughput of each MT by fuzzy algorithm 
Scenario 4: 
The only difference between this scenario (motorway) and the Scenario 3 
(urban) is that the mean good duration is much longer than the mean bad 
duration. Again, the overall throughput, ETE delay and PDR for the three 
algorithms are presented and compared in Figures 6-27 to 29 respectively.  














































Figure 6-26 Overall ETE delay by three algorithms 
 
Figure 6-27 Overall packet discard ratio by three algorithms 
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The results exhibit similar behaviour as those presented for Scenario 1. 
However, the following points are observed: 
1. When the number of the connections is 7, the average throughputs 
achieved by the three algorithms, are all at about 223 kbps higher than 
the results (206 kbps, 206 kbps and 220 kbps) obtained in Scenario 1. 
This is due to the longer good duration period than the bad duration 
period, resulting in the higher code rate being allocated to the 
connections for a longer duration of time and more packets being 
transmitted. Nevertheless, the fuzzy algorithm still performs better than 
the other two algorithms when 8 connections are established using the 
motorway scenario.  
2. Under motorway condition, the average ETE delay is lower than that 
under the fast fading condition for all three algorithms due to the higher 
throughput, as shown in Figure 6-28. In addition both threshold and 
fuzzy algorithms have the similar improvement in the ETE delay over 
baseline algorithm for 7 connections, because of the better efficiency of 
the resource allocation scheme.  
3. As shown in Figure 6-29, packets start being discarded for all three 
algorithms, albeit at small PDRs which are still within the QoS 
requirement, when the number of connections reaches 7 under 
motorway condition in comparison to high PDRs under fast fading 
condition. This indicates that the subband is not overloaded yet and 
only light congestion occurs. When the number of connections reaches 
8, the PDRs using the three algorithms reach an unacceptable level of 
more than 1%, but they are still much lower than the results obtained 
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for the 8 connections in Scenario 1. This means that a single subband 
can support 7 connections (CBR streaming traffic at 32 kbps) 
regardless of the choice of the scheduling algorithm under motorway 
condition. 
In terms of fairness, a number of 7 connections have been simulated, 
similar to Scenario 1. All the three algorithms can provide the fairest 
service, with the average value of FI above 0.95. This is because the 
subband is under a lightly congested environment.  
 
Figure 6-28 Throughput of each MT by baseline algorithm 
 
Figure 6-29 Throughput of each MT by threshold algorithm 
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Figure 6-30 Throughput of each MT by fuzzy algorithm 
Scenario 5: 
This scenario simulates burst voice traffics on the Interactive class 
connections. The simulation is performed under fast fading environment. 
Similar methodologies were implemented like for previous scenarios. The 
ON-OFF traffic generator is used to generate the burst traffic. In the ON 
state, 26 kbps traffic, which is lower than the maximum bit rate 
requirement, is constantly generated. As the average data rate of the burst 
voice traffic is much lower than the video traffic used in previous 
scenarios, the maximum number of the connections reaches 22 in this 
scenario. Figures 6-33 to 35 compare the overall throughput, ETE delay 
and PDR respectively for the three algorithms. 
The following observations are noted from those figures:  
1. Figure 6-33 shows that the fuzzy algorithm can provide a higher overall 
throughput than the other two algorithms when the number of MT 
increases from 20 to 22, which is approaching the overloaded 
condition. This is due to the same reason in the previous scenarios that 
the fuzzy algorithm will allocate resources to connections with higher 
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link quality in the low priority group, resulting in a more efficient use of 
the radio resource.  
In the case of 22 connections, each connection of the interactive class 
is generating VBR traffic at an average rate of 10.5 kbps, the total 
required bandwidth is about 231 kbps. By applying the baseline or 
threshold algorithms, the average throughput is about 205 kbps, which 
is much lower than the requirement due to the overloaded condition. 
This lack of bandwidth causes packet being discarded inside queues 
(shown in later figures). In contrast, the average throughput achieved 
by the fuzzy algorithm is about 221 kbps, which is better than the other 
two algorithms.   
2. As shown in Figure 6-34, the ETE delay increases gradually for the 
three algorithms when the number of connections is higher than 14. 
The increase in the end to end delay of the fuzzy algorithm is much 
lower than the baseline and threshold algorithm. This is because the 
fuzzy algorithm provides more efficient resource utilisation and more 
packets are sent out from a connection in a scheduling turn if the QoS 
of the connection is determined to be satisfied and its link quality is 
good. The fuzzy algorithm enable a more accurate prediction of the 
satisfaction factor and thus influence the amount of data being sent 
out. As a consequence, the waiting time of packets also decreases in 
the queues. The threshold algorithm has the almost same ETE delay 
as the baseline algorithm except for the case with 18 connections. This 
is because the threshold algorithm has a similar behaviour to the fuzzy 
algorithm when there is light congestion on the subband.   













































Figure 6-32 Overall ETE delay by three algorithms 
 
Figure 6-33 Overall packet discard ratio by three algorithms 
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3. When the number of connections is up to 14, no discarded packets is 
detected for any of the three algorithms, as the system is not 
overloaded yet. When the number of connections increase, the PDR 
increases from an acceptable level to an unacceptable level. The fuzzy 
algorithm can maintain its PDR at a lower rate than the other two 
algorithms. This is because the fuzzy algorithm can provide a higher 
throughput, resulting in a shorter waiting time in the queue and a lower 
packet discard probability than that experienced in the baseline and 
threshold algorithms.  
The simulation results show that the fuzzy algorithm can improve the 
system performance when the interactive class connections carry the burst 
voice traffic generated by the MTs with fast fading links. In terms of 
fairness, the three algorithms can all achieve a fairness level of about 
0.85, as shown in Figure 6-36, where a maximum number of 22 
connections have been simulated. This shows that the fuzzy algorithm can 
provide a relatively high degree of fairness compared to the baseline 
algorithm, while at the same time improve the system performances. The 
reason why the fairness level achieved by the baseline algorithm in this 
scenario is lower than the fairness level in previous scenarios (generating 
CBR traffic), is that in this scenario, VBR traffics are generated which may 
result in different amount of bandwidth being required by the connections 
at a particular time. Therefore, in this scenario, the baseline algorithm will 
allocate different amount of bandwidth to each connection according to its 
requirement, which may result in a lower fairness index.  















Figure 6-34 Fairness index of three scheduling algorithms 
Scenario 6: 
The only difference between this scenario and Scenario 5 is that slow 
fading is considered in here. Again, the overall throughput, ETE delay and 
PDR for the three algorithms are presented and compared in Figures 6-37 
to 39 respectively.  
The results exhibit similar behaviour as those presented for Scenario 5. 
However, the following points are observed: 
1. When the number of the connections is 22, the average throughputs 
achieved by the baseline algorithm and threshold algorithm, are both at 
about 200.9 kbps, respectively as opposed to the 205.4 kbps obtained 
in Scenario 5, whereas the average throughput is about 207.7 kbps 
using the fuzzy algorithm as opposed to 220.7 kbps. This general 
decrease in throughput performance under slow fading condition is due 
to the longer fade duration, resulting in the lower code rate being 
allocated to the connections for a longer duration of time and more 
packets being discarded.  
 













































Figure 6-36 Overall ETE delay by three algorithms 
 
Figure 6-37 Overall packet discard ratio by three algorithms 
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2. The PDR using the three algorithms under slow fading condition when 
the system is overloaded is higher than that under fast fading 
condition, especially for the fuzzy algorithm. This is because under 
slow fading condition, the average duration of bad link quality is much 
longer than the packet discard time requirement and as a result, 
packets waiting in the queue have a higher probability of being 
discarded in comparison to the fast fading condition. 
3. In general, the simulation results show that the fuzzy algorithm still 
performs better than the other two algorithms. However, the 
improvement is not as significant as those for the fast fading condition.  
In terms of fairness, again the three algorithms can all achieve a fairness 
level of above 0.8, as shown in Figure 6-40 where 22 connections have 
been simulated, similar to scenario 5, with the baseline and threshold 
algorithms providing a fairer services (the value of FI is about 0.85). The 
fuzzy algorithm provides slightly lower FI (about 0.84) but this is still at an 
acceptable level. Therefore, it can be concluded that the improvements on 















Figure 6-38 Fairness index of three scheduling algorithms 
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Scenario 7: 
The only difference between this scenario (urban) and the previous two 
scenarios (fast fading and slow fading) is that the mean good duration is 
much shorter than mean bad duration. Again, the overall throughput, ETE 
delay and PDR for the three algorithms are presented and compared in 
Figures 6-41 to 43 respectively.  
The results exhibit similar behaviour as those presented for Scenario 1. 
However, the following points are observed: 
1. When the number of the connections is 22, the average throughputs 
achieved by the baseline algorithm and threshold algorithm, are both at 
about 168 kbps as opposed to the 205 kbps obtained in Scenario 5, 
whereas the average throughput is about 175 kbps using the fuzzy 
algorithm as opposed to the 221 kbps. This big decrease in throughput 
performance under urban condition is due to the longer bad duration 
and a shorter good duration, resulting in the lower code rate being 
allocated to the connections for a longer duration of time and more 
packets being discarded.  
2. For all algorithms, the ETE delay becomes higher from 16 connections 
onwards. This is because the subband is overloaded when the number 
of connections increases to 16 under the urban environment, causing 
an increase in the packet queuing time, which differs for the fast fading 


















































Figure 6-40 Overall ETE delay by three algorithms 
 
Figure 6-41 Overall packet discard ratio by three algorithms 
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3. As shown in Figure 6-43, packets start being discarded for all three 
algorithms with a high PDR, when the number of connections reaches 
16 under urban condition in comparison to almost zero packet drops 
under fast fading condition for 16 connections. This is consistent with 















Figure 6-42 Fairness index of three scheduling algorithms 
In terms of fairness, 22 connections are again simulated, similar to 
Scenario 5. The results, which are shown in Figure 6-44 demonstrate that 
all three algorithms can achieve a fairness level of above 0.8.  
Scenario 8: 
The only difference between this scenario (motorway) and Scenario 7 
(urban) is that the mean good duration is much longer than the mean bad 
duration. Again, the overall throughput, ETE delay and PDR for the three 
algorithms are presented and compared in Figures 6-45 to 47 respectively.  













































Figure 6-44 Overall ETE delay by three algorithms 
 
Figure 6-45 Overall packet discard ratio by three algorithms 
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The results exhibit similar behaviour as those presented for Scenario 5. 
However, the following points are observed: 
1. When the number of connections is 22, the average throughputs 
achieved by the three algorithms, are all at about 229 kbps higher than 
the results (205 kbps, 205 kbps and 221 kbps) obtained in Scenario 5. 
This is due to the longer good duration compared to the bad duration, 
resulting in the higher code rate being allocated to the connections for 
a longer duration of time and more packets being transmitted.  
2. Under motorway condition, the average ETE delay is lower than that 
under the fast fading condition for all three algorithms due to the higher 
throughput, as shown in Figure 6-46. In addition both threshold and 
fuzzy algorithms have improvement in the ETE delay over the baseline 
algorithm after 18 connections, with a better performance for the fuzzy 
algorithm.  
3. As shown in Figure 6-47, packets start being discarded for all three 
algorithms, albeit at a small PDRs, around the QoS satisfied level (1%), 
when the number of connections reaches 22 under motorway condition 
in comparison to high PDRs under fast fading condition. This indicates 
that the subband is not overloaded yet and only light congestion 
occurs.  
In terms of fairness, 22 connections have been simulated, similar to 
Scenario 5. As shown in Figure 6-48, the three algorithms can all achieve 
a fairness level of above 0.8. In comparison to Scenario 5, both baseline 
and fuzzy algorithms can provide fairer services, with average FI of about 
0.87. 















Figure 6-46 Fairness index of three scheduling algorithms 
Table 6-5 Summary of simulation results for the CBR traffics 
Scenarios and Parameters Baseline Threshold Fuzzy 
Scenario 1 
(fast fading) 
Supported max No. of  MTs 6 6 7 
Mean throughput (7MTs) 206.6 kbps 206.8 kbps 220.9 kbps 
Mean ETE delay (7MTs) 1.17 sec 1.16 sec 0.65 sec 
Mean drop rate (7MTs) 7.4 % 7.3 % 1.1 % 
Scenario 2 
(slow fading) 
Supported max No. of  MTs 6 6 6 
Mean throughput (7MTs) 202.4 kbps 202.4 kbps 207.1 kbps 
Mean ETE delay (7MTs) 0.98 sec 0.98 sec 0.69 sec 
Mean drop rate (7MTs) 9.3 % 9.3 % 7.2 % 
Scenario 3 
(Urban) 
Supported max No. of  MTs 5 5 5 
Mean throughput (6MTs) 172.0 kbps 172.0 kbps 175.8 kbps 
Mean ETE delay (6MTs) 1.14 sec 1.14 sec 0.85 sec 
Mean drop rate (6MTs) 10.1 % 10.1 % 8.2 % 
Scenario 4 
(Motorway) 
Supported max No. of  MTs 7 7 7 
Mean throughput (8MTs) 243.1 kbps 243.1 kbps 249.6 kbps 
Mean ETE delay (8MTs) 0.96 sec 0.96 sec 0.55 sec 
Mean drop rate (8MTs) 4.6 % 4.6 % 2.1 % 
 
Table 6-6 Summary of simulation results for the VBR traffics 
Scenarios and Parameters Baseline Threshold Fuzzy 
Scenario 5 
(fast fading) 
Supported max No. of  MTs about 18 about 18 about 18 
Mean throughput (20MTs) 204.7 kbps 205.1 kbps 207.7 kbps 
Mean ETE delay (20MTs) 0.90 sec 0.86 sec 0.55 sec 
Mean drop rate (20MTs) 3.2 % 3.0 % 1.8 % 
Scenario 6 
(slow fading) 
Supported max No. of  MTs about 18 about 18 about 18 
Mean throughput (20MTs) 198.6 kbps 198.4 kbps 199.8 kbps 
Mean ETE delay (20MTs) 0.93 sec 0.93 sec 0.65 sec 
Mean drop rate (20MTs) 5.3 % 5.4 % 4.7 % 
Scenario 7 
(Urban) 
Supported max No. of  MTs about 16 about 16 about 16 
Mean throughput (18MTs) 170.8 kbps 170.8 kbps 171.5 kbps 
Mean ETE delay (18MTs) 1.12 sec 1.12 sec 0.96 sec 
Mean drop rate (18MTs) 10.1 % 10.0 % 9.7 % 
Scenario 8 
(Motorway) 
Supported max No. of  MTs about 22 about 22 about 22 
Mean throughput (22MTs) 229.5 kbps 229.6 kbps 229.0 kbps 
Mean ETE delay (22MTs) 0.67 sec 0.56 sec 0.46 sec 
Mean drop rate (22MTs) 0.9 % 0.8 % 1.1 % 
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Table 6-5 and Table 6-6 give a summary of the simulation results for the 
single class of traffic scenarios. For each scenario, it indicates the 
supported maximum No. of MTs with satisfied QoS, and a set of simulation 
results for a particular No. of MTs (causing overloaded condition) is shown 
to compare the performance by the three proposed scheduling algorithms. 
6.4.2.2 Simulation results for mixed class of traffic 
Scenario 1: 
In this section, the simulation results show how the radio resources are 
assigned among the different class connections by different scheduling 
algorithms under the urban link environment, which has a shorter mean 
good duration compared to the mean bad duration. In each scenario, fixed 
four streaming class connections and varied number of background class 
connections are registered in order to simulate different load conditions on 
a single subband. Using the same set of configuration parameters and the 
same number of connections (fixed 4 streaming connections), simulations 
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Figure 6-47 Overall throughput by three algorithms 
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Figure 6-47 shows the overall throughput using the three algorithms when 
the number of mixed class connections associated with the subband 
changes from 5 to 9. In each algorithm, the overall throughput is higher 
when the number of connections is increased. This proves that a higher 
number of connections increase the load of the subband. For 7 mixed 
class connections, the threshold algorithm and fuzzy algorithm both 
provide a higher overall throughput than the baseline algorithm, as they 
can make efficient use of the radio resources, which results in more data 
being transmitted. The results also show that the fuzzy algorithm performs 
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Figure 6-48 Average throughput of each connection 
Figure 6-48 shows the average throughputs of connections in the same 
class under the three algorithms. In the figure, the horizontal axis means 
the number of background class connections. For a particular number of 
connections, the left three columns and right three columns represent the 
average throughputs for the connections belonging to the streaming and 
background class, respectively. For results with three background class 
connections, the throughput of the streaming class connections is 
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maintained very close to the guaranteed bit rate (32 kbps) by the baseline 
algorithm (31.90 kbps), threshold algorithm (31.28 kbps) and fuzzy 
algorithm (31.89 kbps). At the same time, the throughput of the 
background class connections is increased through the use of the 
threshold algorithm (11.87 kbps) and fuzzy algorithm (10.93 kbps) 
compared to the baseline algorithm (10.87 kbps). Similar behaviours can 
be seen from the simulation results after three background class 
connections. The reason is that the two algorithms have the ability to 
assign the resources, which was allocated by the baseline algorithm, from 
the streaming class connections (high priority class) to the background 
class connections (low priority class), if the algorithms detect that 
satisfactory QoS services have been provided to the streaming class 
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Figure 6-49 Average ETE delay of each connection 
Figure 6-49 shows the average end-to-end (ETE) delays of the 
connections for the three algorithms. Using the baseline algorithm, the 
ETE delays of the streaming class connections are roughly the same, but 
the ETE delays of the background class connections are higher when the 
number of background class connections is increased. Because the 
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streaming class connections are of a higher priority class compared to the 
background class connections, the streaming class connections receive 
the best QoS services and as a result, the background class connections 
suffer from congestion. The threshold algorithm and fuzzy algorithm can 
improve the ETE delays of the background class connections by assigning 
more resources borrowed from the streaming class connections. However, 
the ETE delays of the streaming class connections deteriorated close to 
the unsatisfactory level when using the threshold algorithm. In contrast, 
the fuzzy algorithm still maintains relatively low ETE delays for the 
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Figure 6-50 Packet discard ratio of each connection 
Figure 6-50 shows the PDRs of the connections for the three algorithms. 
When using the baseline algorithm, there are no discarded packets in the 
streaming class connections. Packets are only discarded in the 
background class connections. In the case of 2 background class 
connections, the subband becomes overloaded causing the PDR (10%) 
for the background class connections to reach an unacceptable level 
compared to the PDR’s requirements of 1% using the baseline algorithm. 
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The same simulations are carried out using the threshold and fuzzy 
algorithm. Discarded packets can be found in both classes with higher 
PDRs in the background class than in the streaming class. This shows 
that the streaming class connections (high priority class) receive better 
QoS services than the background class connections (low priority class). 
The threshold algorithm provides the lowest PDRs for the background 
class compared to the other two algorithms, but also causes the PDRs for 
streaming class to increase to an unacceptable level of about 2%. In 
contrast, the fuzzy algorithm still maintains low PDRs (close to 0%) for the 
streaming class connections, while at the same time also decreases the 
PDRs for the background class connections. 
The simulation results show that the baseline algorithm provides services 
to the different connections strictly based on their QoS requirements. The 
higher priority class is always served first and the algorithm therefore 
provides fairness for the different classes. This, however, may result in the 
extreme situation where too good QoS service is provided to higher 
priority class and too bad QoS service is provided to lower priority class. 
However, it can be said that if a connection has been provided with 
satisfactory QoS, it is then not so important whether the connection is 
fairly served. Based on this idea, the threshold algorithm and fuzzy 
algorithm is proposed where resources from the higher class connections, 
which have been provided with satisfied QoS services is assigned to low 
priority class connections. The purpose is to optimize the overall 
performances in the system, while at the same time, maintaining the 
fairness among the different classes. 
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It also can be seen in the simulation results that the fuzzy algorithm 
achieve better performance for several parameters, such as the overall 
throughputs, in comparison to the threshold algorithm. This due to the 
allocation of connections to the low priority group by the two algorithms so 
that resources can be more efficiently when they are assigned to the 
connections with good link in the low priority group. By using the threshold 
algorithm, the background class connections are always allocated to the 
high priority group as their QoS is hardly measured as satisfied due to 
their high ETEs and PDRs. However, this is also a shortfall of the 
threshold algorithm. This is because there are no guaranteed bit rate 
requirements in the background class. Therefore, if a background class 
connection is assigned any bandwidth, it should be treated as receiving 
satisfied QoS service. The threshold algorithm is unable to detect this but 
the fuzzy algorithm is capable of doing this. Therefore, the fuzzy algorithm 
may allocate a background class connection to the low priority group as 
long as it is assigned some amount of bandwidth (thus, treated as 
receiving satisfied QoS service).  
Scenario 2: 
The only difference between this scenario (motorway) and the previous 
scenario (urban) is that the mean good duration is much longer than the 
mean bad duration. Again, the overall throughput, average throughput, 
ETE delay and PDR for the three algorithms are presented and compared 
in Figures 6-53 to 56 respectively when the number of background class 
connections established on the subband changes from 1 to 7.  
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Figure 6-53 Average ETE delay of each connection 
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Figure 6-54 Packet discard ratio of each connection 
The results exhibit similar behaviour as those presented for previous 
scenario. However, the following points are observed: 
1. When the number of the total number of the mixed class connections is 
9, the overall throughputs achieved by the baseline, threshold and 
fuzzy algorithms are all at about 202 kbps higher than the results (169 
kbps, 170 kbps and 171 kbps respectively) obtained in the previous 
scenario. This is due to the longer good duration compared to the bad 
duration, resulting in the higher code rate being allocated to the 
connections for a longer duration of time and more packets being 
transmitted.  
2. Figure 6-54 shows that the fuzzy algorithm can provide the highest 
average throughputs for the background class without affecting the 
average throughputs for the streaming class under the overloaded 
condition (6, 7 background class connections). In comparison, the 
highest average throughputs for the background class is provided by 
threshold algorithm when the subband is overloaded (since 2 to 5 
background class connections) as shown in Figure 6-50. 
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3. As shown in Figure 6-56, the fuzzy algorithm provides the lowest PDRs 
for the background class and maintains the PDRs for the streaming 
class at a satisfactory level under the overloaded condition. This is 
consistent with the behaviour of the average throughputs for the single 
class shown in Figure 6-54.  
When there is only light congestion on the subband (from 4 to 5 
background class connections), an interesting behaviour is observed: 
the baseline algorithm achieves a PDRs (1.11 % and 1.19 %) for the 
background class that is just above the satisfied level (1%); the fuzzy 
algorithm exhibits slight improvements (1% and 1.16%) but this is still 
not achieving the requirements of the system; In contrast, the threshold 
algorithm can provide satisfactory PDRs (about 0.5%) at the expense 
of increasing the PDRs (0.15% and 0.28%) for streaming class. This is 
a good example in balancing the resource allocation between different 
priority classes in order to maximise the total number of the 
connections with satisfactory QoS. In the two situations (4 and 5 
background class connections), the baseline and fuzzy algorithm both 
have the difficulties in supporting 4 and 5 background class 
connections for the required PDRs. However, this is not the case for 
the threshold algorithm. At the same time, the fairness of the services 
between different priority classes is still well maintained by the 
threshold algorithm as the streaming class (high priority) has much 
lower PDRs than the background class (low priority). 
In general, the simulation results show that the fuzzy algorithm performs 
better than the other two algorithms when the subband is overloaded. The 
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improvements are better than those reported for urban condition. When 
there is light congestion on the subband, the threshold algorithm exhibits 
better performance. 
6.4.2.3 Simulation results for misbehaving traffic 
Scenario 1: 
In this section, the simulation results show how the radio resources are 
allocated between the connections carrying misbehaving traffics and the 
connections carrying normal traffics using the three different scheduling 
algorithms. Based on the results of Scenario 3 in the single class traffics 
simulation, the maximum number of the streaming connections (CBR 
traffic at 32 kbps) is set to five to be supported on a single subband with 
satisfactory QoS. In this scenario, a total number of 5 streaming class 
connections including 2 for misbehaving traffic and 3 for normal traffic are 
simulated. All the connections have the same QoS requirements in order 
to see the effect of introducing misbehaving traffic to the system. The 
comparisons of the simulation results using the three algorithms are given 
as follows. 
Figure 6-57 shows the overall throughputs of all the connections using the 
three algorithms. The threshold algorithm and fuzzy algorithm can provide 
higher overall throughputs than the baseline algorithm, as they can use 
the radio resources more effectively.  
Figure 6-58 shows the overall end-to-end (ETE) delay for the streaming 
class traffic over the forward subband. The baseline algorithm generates 
the lowest overall ETE delay. It is not affected by misbehaving traffics, as it 
attempts to provide fair services to the connections strictly in accordance 
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to their QoS requirements. The threshold algorithm generates the highest 
overall ETE delay, which is close to the unacceptable value. This proves 
that misbehaving traffic can significantly affect the performance of the 
algorithm. There is slight effect on the fuzzy algorithm and the overall ETE 
delay is just a little bit higher than the baseline algorithm, but these values 














































Figure 6-56 Overall ETE delay by three algorithms 
Figure 6-56 shows the average throughput of the connections which are 
separated into two groups: misbehaving and normal traffic. Both the 
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threshold and fuzzy algorithm increases the average throughput of the 
misbehaving connections. However, the average throughput of the normal 
connections is decreased in the threshold algorithm. In contrast, the fuzzy 
algorithm managed to maintain the average throughput of the normal 
















Misbehaving 35.02613333 38.4864 36.41671111
Normal 31.89392593 31.59395556 31.89368889
Baseline Threshold Fuzzy
 























Misbehaving 1.217677973 1.216287237 1.214420827
Normal 0.338445884 0.950855853 0.348799665
Baseline Threshold Fuzzy
 
Figure 6-58 Average ETE delay of misbehaving traffics and normal traffics 
Figure 6-58 shows the average ETE delay of the misbehaving connections 
and normal connections. The average ETE delay of the misbehaving 
connections is almost the same in all three algorithms, because of the long 
queuing time (many packets are discarded); However the average ETE 
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delay of the normal connections is quite different, which results in the 
different overall ETE delay. The lowest ETE delay of the normal traffic is 
achieved through the baseline algorithm, which means that packets in the 
normal connections can be transmitted immediately. The fuzzy algorithm 
can also quickly transmit the packets and behaves similarly to the baseline 
algorithm. In contrast, when using the threshold algorithm, the normal 



















Misbehaving 45.04435727 39.62118004 42.85642649
Normal 0 0.9080236 0
Baseline Threshold Fuzzy
 
Figure 6-59 Average PDR of misbehaving traffics and normal traffics 
Figure 6-59 shows the PDRs of the misbehaving connections and normal 
connections for the three algorithms. When using the baseline algorithm 
and fuzzy algorithm, there are no discarded packets in the normal 
connections, so all the discarded packets originate from misbehaving 
traffics. In contrast, the normal traffic suffers a rather high PDR (0.9%) 
from the effects of the misbehaving traffic when using the threshold 
algorithm. Even though the PDR of normal traffic using the threshold 
algorithm is still acceptable (less than 1%), it is unfair for normal traffic to 
assign their bandwidth to misbehaving traffics. 
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In the scenario, if a connection is allocated with the deserved bandwidth 
according to the service level agreement and the carried traffic is not 
misbehaving, all the packets in the connection should be transmitted 
without any being discarded. The baseline algorithm can fairly distribute 
the resources among all the connections to guarantee that bandwidth is 
allocated to each deserved connection. The fact that no packets were 
discarded from the normal connections proves that the baseline algorithm 
can provide the fairest services to connections without any effect from 
misbehaving traffic in the system. The main design idea of the threshold 
algorithm and fuzzy algorithm is to use the resources more efficiently 
among the connections as long as they receive the required QoS services. 
When the normal connections have been provided with a good QoS, they 
will be put into the low priority group in which the radio resources are more 
efficiently allocated by the algorithms. Based on this concept, the 
threshold algorithm was tricked by the misbehaving connections because 
of their long ETE delays and high PDRs. As a result, they are always 
allocated to the high priority group and therefore, rob resources from the 
normal connections in the low priority group. That is the reason why the 
normal connections suffer longer ETE delays and high PDRs. It shows 
that the threshold algorithm cannot maintain the fairness of resource 
allocation between normal and misbehaving connections. In contrast, the 
fuzzy algorithm is able to detect the characteristics of the misbehaving 
connections by using its expert rule based engine to detect that the 
connections are QoS satisfied and should be classed into the low priority 
group. 
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Scenario 2: 
The difference between this scenario (motorway) and the previous 
scenario (urban) is that the mean good duration is much longer than the 
mean bad duration. Again, based on the results of Scenario 4 in the single 
class traffics simulation, the maximum number of streaming connections 
(CBR traffic at 32 kbps) to be supported on a single subband with 
satisfactory QoS is set to 7. In this scenario, a total number of 7 streaming 
class connections including 2 misbehaving traffics and 5 normal traffics 
are simulated. The performances for the three algorithms are presented 















































Figure 6-61 Overall ETE delay by three algorithms 





















Misbehaving 32.61226667 37.99146667 41.48302222
Normal 31.88700444 31.60682667 31.69621333
Baseline Threshold Fuzzy
 























Misbehaving 1.213570212 1.212211381 1.208045288
Normal 0.345004102 0.842627471 0.449278178
Baseline Threshold Fuzzy
 


















Misbehaving 48.87148138 40.44628541 34.98129343
Normal 0 0.876039028 0.598221612
Baseline Threshold Fuzzy
 
Figure 6-64 Average PDR of misbehaving traffics and normal traffics 
The results exhibit similar behaviour as those presented for previous 
scenario.  
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6.5  Simulation Scenarios and Results for Scheduler 
with Free Assignment Strategy 
The free assignment strategy has been proposed as a complementary 
method to the BGAN scheduling algorithm in Chapter 4. In this section, 
OPNET simulation is provided to show the improvement in the system 
when the free assignment strategy is implemented in the return direction.  
6.5.1  Simulation Scenarios and Parameters 
Free assignment in the scheduling algorithm can benefit both control plane 
and user plane of BGAN system. Two set of simulation scenarios are 
defined to evaluate the performance improvement in the control and user 
plane respectively.  
6.5.1.1 Control plane scenarios 
In the BGAN satellite system, before a MT starts receiving services from 
the core network, a series of control plane procedures need to be 
performed, where a sequence of signalling messages are transmitted for 
each system procedure. For example, when an MT is switched on, it first 
registers with the network and sets up a UESS connection to connect to 
the BGAN RNC. After a successful registration procedure, the GPRS 
attachment procedure is executed to attach the MT to the core network so 
that it is ready for implementing any services provided in the BGAN 
system. If the MT sets up an application such as a VoIP service, the PDP 
context activation procedure is triggered to establish a packet switching 
connection between the MT and core network. Transmission of signals 
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between MT and RNC within each procedure can take up a lot of time. 
Therefore, the free assignment in the scheduling algorithm is designed to 
decrease the time taken to execute the procedures.     
The simulation scenarios for the control plane are focused on the time 
taken by the control plane procedures. In the simulation, every MT only 
requests to establish one data connection (background class). For each 
MT, the simulation records the time taken to complete a successful 
attachment and establishment procedure. The simulation is repeated for 
different number of MTs to observe the effect of multiple MTs trying to 
register with the network. It is expected that the number of MTs in the 
system will effect the time taken by the procedures due to the complexity 
in competing for the resources on the return direction as the same fixed 
number of contention time slots are scheduled in all scenarios. When the 
number of MTs is increased, the probability of collisions within the 
contention time slots will be higher. In order to simulate the worst case 
scenario, all MTs will start their registration requests at the same time. If 
any procedure of a MT fails to complete, the procedure will restart after 3 
sec so that all failed procedures can restarted at the same time. The 
configuration indicates a fast fading channel model. Three different 
scenarios in terms of data connections are simulated:  
• No traffic in either directions; 
• Traffic only in the forward direction; 
• Traffic only in the return direction.  
As each MT randomly chooses the contention time slot it uses to compete 
for resources, which is stochastic in nature, the generated results are 
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dependent on the initial seeding of the random number generator in the 
simulation. For each scenario, the simulation is run 50 times with different 
random seeds with a simulation period of 100 sec. The configuration of the 
simulation for the UESS and data connection of each MT is given: 
Table 6-7 QoS requirements and traffic generator configuration 
Connection Simulation Parameters 
UESS QoS Service 
UMTS class Interactive 
THP 1 
Guaranteed (kbps) 5 
Maximum (kbps) 5 
Transfer delay (sec) 1.0 




UMTS class Background 
THP 2 
Guaranteed (kbps) 0 
Maximum (kbps) 20 
Transfer delay (sec) 1.0 
Discard latency (sec) 3.0  
Packet error rate 10-3 
Application 
Traffic  
PDU size (Byte) Constant (80) 
PDU interval (sec) Constant (0.04) 
ON-OFF Enable 
ON period (sec) Exponential (0.5) 
OFF period (sec) Exponential (0.5) 
 
From the table it can be seen that ON-OFF traffic is going to be generated 
for data connection. The calculation of ON period and OFF period follows 
the exponential distribution with the mean values of 0.5 and 0.5 
respectively. In the ON state, CBR traffic is generated with a data rate of 
16kbps. The average data rate of the ON-OFF traffic is 8 kbps. 
6.5.1.2 User plane scenarios 
As the free assignment is proposed as a complementary method to the 
scheduling algorithm in the return direction, the defined scenarios for user 
plane only consider data connections with traffic in the return direction. 
The End-to-End delay of a PDU packet is the main performance 
parameter considered when showing the differences in the scheduling 
algorithms. Four MTs are used in the scenarios. Each of the MT 
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establishes a data connection for the background class. All four data 
connections have the same QoS requirements, but carry traffic with 
different characteristics in the return direction. The simulation period is 
1000 sec. The simulation configuration for the data connection of each MT 
is given in Table 6-8: 
Table 6-8 QoS requirements and traffic generator configuration 
Simulation Parameters Con1 Con2 Con3 Con4 
QoS 
Service 
UMTS class Background Background Background Background
THP 2 2 2 2 
Guaranteed 
(kbps) 
0 0 0 0 
Maximum 
(kbps) 
40 40 40 40 
Transfer delay 
(sec) 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Discard 
latency (sec) 
3.0  3.0  3.0  3.0  
Packet error 
rate 























ON-OFF Disable Disable Enable Enable 
ON period 
(sec) 











From the table it can be seen that all the data connections have the same 
QoS requirements but different traffic characteristic. Con1 and Con2 
generate CBR traffics with data rate of 32 kbps with a constant PDU size 
and interval time. The traffic on Con2 has longer a PDU interval time. 
Con3 and Con4 generate VBR traffics (ON-OFF) with constant PDU at a 
rate of 32 kbps and 64 kbps respectively for the ON period. The ON and 
OFF period are fixed to 2 sec. Therefore, the average data rate of the ON-
OFF traffic for Con3 and Con4 are 16 kbps and 32 kbps respectively 
during the entire simulation time. 
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6.5.2  Simulation Results and Analysis 
Simulation results are collected for the scenarios defined in the previous 
section. They are described and analysed in this section. 
6.5.2.1 Simulation results for control plane 
The main purpose of the control plane scenarios is to show the effect of 
the free assignment strategy on the time taken to complete the control 



































Figure 6-65 Comparison of average taken time by attachment with/without 
free assignment 
Figure 6-65 shows the comparison of the average taken time for 
completing the attachment procedure for the cases with and without free 
assignment under the three types of traffic condition. The points in the 
figure indicate the mean time of attachment for a specific number of MTs 
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when the scenario is executed for 50 times. They are calculated using the 





















           (6-2) 
where a set of values x11, x21, . . . , xmn present a collection of the samples 
for a specific scenario and xij  presents the taken time by the ith MT since 
its first attempt to its successful attachment in the jth simulation. m 
presents the number of MTs in the scenario and n presents the number of 
simulations with different random seeds.  
It can be seen that the average taken time by attachment is decreased 
significantly by applying the free assignment in every scenario. This is 
because the free assignment strategy has the ability to assign spare 
resources to inactive connections (UESS connections). For example, by 
performing the free assignment strategy, some steps that are required for 
resource reservation from the MT can be skipped to improve the 
performance of the system. In addition, this strategy also reduces the 
probability of collisions during resource contention since some inactive 
connections are already assigned resources before they need to compete 
for resources. For example, in the scenarios of single MT without free 
assignment, the attachment time is the shortest (2.826 sec), as there are 
no collisions in requesting for resources. After applying the free 
assignment strategy, the time decreases to 1.82 sec because two 
resource reservation steps were skipped, which amount to two round trip 
satellite delay time (almost 1 sec).  
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In free assignment, the average attachment time of the scenarios with only 
return data traffic is higher than the other scenarios with no traffic or with 
only forward traffic. The difference becomes more visible when the number 
of MTs is increased. This is because when resources are assigned to the 
return traffic, the available spare resources, which can be used by the free 



































Figure 6-66 Comparison of average taken time by establishment 
with/without free assignment 
Figure 6-66 shows the comparison of the average time to complete the 
PDP context establishment procedure for scenarios with and without free 
assignment with three types of traffic condition. The results exhibit similar 
behaviour to the attachment process and the average time to complete the 
PDP context establishment procedure is decreased significantly by 
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applying the free assignment strategy, particularly when there is no return 
traffic. This allows the MT to set up an application service in a shorter time. 
6.5.2.2 Simulation results for user plane 
The main purpose of this scenario is to show the results of the End-to-End 
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Figure 6-67 Comparison of overall End-to-End delay with/without free 
assignment 
In the scenarios, all the data connections have the same QoS 
requirements. The comparison of the overall End-to-End (ETE) and 
average ETE delay is shown in Figure 6-67 for both strategies. From the 
results, it can be seen that by applying the free assignment strategy, the 
average ETE delay is decreased. The same reason for the decrease in the 
time taken for the control plane procedures also applies here. As the free 
assignment allocates resources to inactive connections, some of the steps 
required to reserve resources reservations are skipped. This inadvertently 
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reduces the probability of collisions at the same time. It can also be seen 
from the figure that delay jitters (variation in delay over time from point-to-
point) also improved. This is because the new traffic in a inactive 
connection cannot be sent out until resources are assigned to them, which 
may take at least one round trip satellite delay. By applying the free 
assignment, the waiting time can be greatly reduced. The results for each 
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Figure 6-69 Comparison of End-to-End delay for connection 2 
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Figure 6-71 Comparison of End-to-End delay for connection 4 
From Figure 6-71, it can be seen that all connections benefited from the 
free assignment in terms of the average ETE delay. This is particularly true 
for connection 3, where there are bigger improvements in the ETE delay 
(shorten by 0.28 second) and jitter, as it carries an ON-OFF VBR traffic. 
Under the baseline scheduling algorithm, when a connection is in the 
inactive state and the traffic changes from the OFF state to the ON state, 
the connection needs to compete for contention slots again and would be 
required to send out a resource reservation request. When the scheduler 
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successfully receives the request, the return resources can then be 
assigned to the connection. This results in a large number of resource 
reservation requests in for an ON-OFF VBR traffic. By applying the free 
assignment strategy, the resource reservation requests were avoided and 
this significantly shortens the queuing time of the packets. For the 
connections with CBR traffic, connection 2 has a better improvement 
compared to connection 1. This is because traffic on connection 2 has a 
longer packet interval time and a bigger PDU size and therefore, has 
similar features to the ON-OFF traffic. However, not such a big 
improvement was observed for connection 4, even though connection 4 
also has ON-OFF traffic. This is because a bigger amount of traffic than 
those specified by the service level agreement (QoS requirements) is 
generated during the ON period, which can be treated as misbehaving 
traffic. Even though the maximum bandwidth is assigned to the 
connection, a lot of packets still suffer long queuing delays. This is the 
reason for the long ETE delay.  
6.6  Scheduler Processing Time in OPNET 
Simulation 
In the BGAN system, a Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) technology is 
applied on the physical layer in the forward direction. The forward 
subbands with the TDM structure can occupy bandwidth of either 50 kHz 
or 200 kHz subband each, which has an 80 ms frame structure that is 
further split into several turbo-coded FEC blocks. In the return direction, 
the physical layer is a Multiple Frequency – Time Division Multiple Access 
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(MF-TDM) structure, with many bearer types available for data transport, 
including 5 ms and 20 ms bursts of various bandwidths and modulation 
schemes. In principle, a return schedule should be able to define any 
combination of 5 ms and 20 ms bearers within a 200 kHz subband to 
cover a period from 40 ms to 160 ms. Each forward subband could be 
associated with multiple 200 kHz return subbands, and the return 
schedules for the return subbands must be transmitted on the forward 
subband. 
The scheduling period shall be a configurable interval, and for operation 
with a 200kHz subband, the default scheduling interval is suggested to be 
either 80 ms or 160 ms [31]. This gives a requirement that a scheduling 
algorithm shall be able to operate in real time on reasonably dimensioned 
processing platforms. In other words, the processing time for a scheduler 
for calculating the schedules for all forward and return subbands within a 
BCt process must be less than 80 ms. 
In order to measure the processing time, the OPNET simulation is 
executed after compiling the code programmed in standard C/C++, which 
have been widely used in real time systems. In this simulation, the 
execution time of a scheduling algorithm performed in OPNET simulation 
is assumed to be the same as the time taken to implement the same 
algorithm in a real system because the system clock of the simulation is 
taken into consideration. Therefore, the OPNET simulation model is used 
as a methodology to check whether a scheduling algorithm can satisfy the 
real time constraint of the scheduling algorithm.   
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Figure 6-72 Scheduler process model 
Figure 6-72 shows the state diagram of the scheduler process model. For 
every 80 ms, the branch of states, which starts from the Contention and 
ends at the Layout, is triggered to execute scheduling and layout function. 
In order to calculated the branch’s execution time in milliseconds, a 
function clock(), which is provided by time.h in the C standard library is 
utilised [94]. The clock function tells how much system clock ticks are used 
since the beginning of the calling process. The elapsed clock ticks for the 
branch can be calculated by finding the difference between the value at 
the start and end of the process. Finally the value of the elapsed clock 
ticks should be divided by CLOCKS_PER_SEC, which defines the number 
of ticks per second, to provide the time in millisecond. The precision of the 
clock function is varied depending on the operating system.  
However, the processing time for the scheduling branch is too small to 
measured accurately. Therefore, a looping method is used to repeat the 
same process multiple times, for example 100 times, so that the execution 
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time can be calculated more accurately. The number of loops is 
configurable. From Figure 6-72, it can be seen that a path is connected 
from the Layout state to the Contention state. When the program finishes 
execution at the endpoint, the simulation will check whether the total 
numbers of loops have been reached. If the target value is not reached, 
the execution is looped back to the start and the same process is 
executed for scheduling and layout again. Otherwise, the sample of the 
accumulated execution time for all loops is recorded and the execution is 
moved to the Idle state.  
 
Figure 6-73 Simulation results by different random number seeds 
The OPNET simulation scenarios have been defined and implemented 
using the following parameters:  
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Table 6-9 QoS requirements and traffic generator configuration 





UMTS class Interactive 
THP 1 
Guaranteed (kbps) 5 
Maximum (kbps) 5 
Transfer delay (sec) 1.0 





UMTS class Streaming 
THP None 
Guaranteed (kbps) 16 
Maximum (kbps) 24 
Transfer delay (sec) 1.0 
Discard latency (sec) 1.0 
Packet error rate 10-2 
Application
Traffic  
PDU size (Byte) Constant (160) 
PDU interval (sec) Constant (0.08) 
ON-OFF Disable 
 
The configuration of the simulation for control plane connection (UESS) 
and user plane connection (Voice) is given in Table 6-9. Each MT 
establishes a single voice connection which generates a CBR (16 kbps) 
streaming class traffics in both the forward and return direction. The 
simulation aims to simulate increasing number of MTs in the system as the 
complexity of the algorithm increases with increasing number of MTs and 
may result in a higher execution time for the scheduling algorithm. 
Therefore, several scenarios are executed to test the baseline algorithm 
(simple process) and the fuzzy algorithm (most complex process) when 
the number of MTs is equal to 1, 4, 8, 12, and 24 respectively. The results 
of the threshold algorithm are not simulated here since the baseline 
algorithms represent the simplest scenario and the fuzzy algorithms 
constitute the most complicated algorithm. If the values for both these 
algorithms are within the required range, this indicates that all algorithms 
should execute within the required timeframe. Each scenario is simulated 
50 times with different random seeds with the simulation period set to 120 
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sec so that enough results can be collected for analysis. The scheduling 
algorithm is configured to loop 100 times inside the scheduler. 
 
Figure 6-74 Subbands resource utilization 
Figure 6-74 plots the measured resource utilization of the forward and 
return subband. It provides a reference for estimating the maximum 
number of MTs that can be accommodated on a subband. When there are 
12 MTs registered, the resource utilization reaches 100% for both forward 
subband and return subband. This indicates that the subband is in the full 
or overloaded condition and that congestions are expected to happen. In 
the real system, other RRM functions, such as CAC and Load Balancing, 
can try to avoid the situation by rejecting new connections and/or by 
retuning/handover to another subband. In this simulation, 24 MTs are 
allowed to establish bi-direction user plane connections to overload the 
subbands. This is required to generate so that the execution time for the 
worst case scenario for the scheduler in both directions can be measured  
A large number of samples of the scheduler’s execution time were 
collected and divided by 100 to determine the processing time of the 
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baseline scheduling algorithm since the algorithm is looped 100 times. In 
mathematics and statistics, the arithmetic mean ( ) and standard 
deviation (σ) can be calculated based on these values. The arithmetic 
mean is a measure of central tendency (the most commonly used type of 
average) which is the sum of a collection of samples divided by the 
number of the samples. The standard deviation is a measure of the 
dispersion of a collection of samples. The calculations can be describe by 




















σ                                                                 (6-4) 
where a set of values x1, x2, . . . , xn present a collection of the samples and 
N is the number of the samples. For each scenario, the mean and the 
standard deviation are computed based on the simulation results. 
Table 6-10 Execution time for baseline scheduler 
No. MT Traffic Mean execution time  x Standard Deviation σ 
1 forward & return 0.000045 sec 0.000054 sec 
4 forward & return 0.000065 sec 0.000058 sec 
8 forward & return 0.000105 sec 0.000068 sec 
12 forward & return 0.000203 sec 0.000133 sec 
24 forward & return 0.000329 sec 0.000208 sec 
 
Table 6-11 Execution time for fuzzy scheduler 
No. MT Traffic Mean execution time  x Standard Deviation σ 
1 forward & return 0.00005 sec 0.00005 sec 
4 forward & return 0.00008 sec 0.00008 sec 
8 forward & return 0.00030 sec 0.00030 sec 
12 forward & return 0.00052 sec 0.00050 sec 
24 forward & return 0.00113 sec 0.00090 sec 
 
Table 6-10 and Table 6-11 show the mean execution time and the 
standard deviation by the baseline scheduler and fuzzy scheduler 
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respectively when the number of MT associated with a pair of forward and 
return subbands is equal to 1, 4, 8, 12 and 24 respectively. The execution 
time takes into account both forward and return traffic, thus representing 
the worst case scenario. When the number of MTs is increased, the mean 
execution and standard deviation also increased. An important theorem in 
probability and statistics called Chebyshev’s inequality reveals that in any 
data sample, almost all the values are close to the arithmetic mean value 
[96]. The following formula provides a quantitative bound of probability for 
all distributions for which the standard deviation is defined: 
( ) 21kkxXP ≤≥− σ                                                       (6-5) 
In general, it means that at least (1 – 1/k2)*100% of the values are within k 
standard deviations from the mean. With increasing values of k, the 
probability is higher that the processing time is within k standard deviation.  
In order to determine the value of k in the equation, the BGAN system 
operation is taken into consideration, where a single BCt process can 
support a maximum 8 forward subbands and maximum 8 return subbands. 
In another word, they can be regarded as 8 pair of forward and return 
subbands. For the 8 pairs of subbands, the time constraint to produce the 
schedules is 80 milliseconds. Therefore, in the worst case scenario, 10 
milliseconds would be an upper bound processing time for a pair of 
subbands. Using the arithmetic mean value and the standard deviation in 
the worst case scenario (24 MTs), the values of k can be calculated to be 
46 and 10 for the baseline scheduler and fuzzy scheduler respectively 
when 10 millisecond is regarded as the upper bound. Based on the 
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theorem (Equation 6-7), and letting k = 46 and 10, the probabilities that the 
execution time for baseline scheduler’s execution time and the fuzzy 
scheduler’s execution time is less than 10 milliseconds is 99.95% and 
99%, respectively in the worst case scenario (24 MTs).  
The results prove that the execution time of the baseline scheduler and 
the fuzzy scheduler can meet the 80 milliseconds requirement adequately. 
The complexity of the threshold scheduler lies in between those of the 
baseline scheduler and fuzzy scheduler. Consequently, its execution time 
should meet the time constraints of the system. Therefore, in a real-time 
environment, the feasibility of the fast scheduling framework for the 
proposed scheduling algorithms is verified to be within the strict time 
constraint.  
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Chapter 7 :   CONCLUSION AND FURTHER 
DEVELOPMENT 
7.1  Conclusion 
The objective of this project is to design a real-time dynamic scheduling 
framework which can improve the overall performance of the radio 
resource management strategy in the UMTS-compatible satellite system 
and at the same time maintaining a good degree of fairness for service 
provision. 
A RRM framework for a UMTS-compatible satellite system is proposed 
concentrating on the dynamic scheduling framework. The key part of the 
RRM framework is the scheduler, which cooperates with other RRM 
function entities such as CAC and link adaptation to accurately and fairly 
allocate radio resources among the users. The scheduler is further divided 
into sub-functionalities: the queue manager, scheduling and the layout. 
The queue manager handles the queue status reports sent by MTs as well 
as the BCn; scheduling is the functional entity which schedules the 
connections’ transmission requests based on their queue status and QoS 
requirements; layout assigns suitable FEC code rates to the scheduled 
data in the order list (provided by the scheduling) depending on the MTs’ 
link condition and to reserve radio resources for them on the physical 
frames. The benefits of this framework are in its scalability and its ability to 
support distributed processing and storage of information. For instance, 
introducing new types of services with different capabilities requires 
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modifying only the scheduling sub-functions or new physical bearer types 
by modifying only the layout sub-function without the need of a complete 
redesign of the scheduler.  
Three scheduling algorithms have been proposed in this thesis:  
The baseline scheduling algorithm: The baseline scheduling algorithm 
aims to satisfy the general RRM requirements and constraints of the 
satellite system under consideration. It combines priority queuing (PQ) and 
weighted fair queuing (WFQ) algorithms in order to maintain the service 
fairness not only among different service classes but also within the same 
service class. The baseline scheduling algorithm interacts with the forward 
and return layout algorithms to generate the scheduling plans for the 
forward and return direction. SDL validation has been provided to verify 
the behaviour of the algorithms and the corresponding RRM framework. 
Results showed that the design satisfies the requirements and fulfills the 
following scheduling objectives: 
 The support of simultaneous operation of different types of services 
to the same terminal and to different terminals according to their 
QoS requirements;  
 The support for different physical bearer types;  
 Fair distribution of resources in the network, not only within the 
same traffic class connections but also between different traffic 
class connections;  
 Possibility to prioritise resource allocation to connections that have 
not been allocated resources in the previous scheduling 
connections due to insufficient resources.  
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 Optimum utilisation of the physical bearers.  
The performance of the baseline algorithm has been evaluated using the 
OPNET simulation tool in terms of its processing time for the generation of 
the frame schedules within the pre-defined scheduling interval of 80ms. A 
fairness index, which can give quantitative measure of the fairness in radio 
resource allocation based on the allocated bandwidth, has also been used 
to evaluate the degree of fairness of the baseline algorithm.  
The threshold-based scheduling algorithm: The baseline algorithm was 
set out to satisfy the general requirements of the system. However, the 
system performance in terms of resource utilisation efficiency may not be 
optimum. As a result, a threshold-based scheduling algorithm has been 
derived by extending the baseline algorithm to take into account the 
characteristics of the radio channel for dynamic resource allocation. The 
aim is to improve the system performances by efficiently utilising the radio 
resources and at the same time, maintaining good fairness of services. A 
new functional entity, the QoS Satisfaction Scalar (QSS), was defined to 
divide active connections into high priority group and low priority group 
based on their QoS. The high priority group, where the resources are fairly 
distributed, contains connections receiving QoS below the specified 
requirements. The low priority group, where resources are efficiently 
distributed using the link quality measurements, contains the connections 
that have already met their QoS requirements. The values of the QSS are 
based on the measurement of the current QoS performance against the 
service QoS guarantees to reflect the current service’s QoS satisfaction 
status. The OPNET simulations demonstrate that the threshold-based 
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algorithm can provide better performance compared to the baseline 
scheduling algorithm if the forward subband is lightly congested. At the 
same time it maintains a good degree of fairness, not only within the same 
traffic class but also between different traffic classes. However, under a 
heavily congested situation, its behaviour is similar to that of the baseline 
algorithm if the same level of fairness is maintained.  
The fuzzy scheduling algorithm: There are shortcomings in the 
threshold-based algorithm including its behaviour in allocating resources 
to misbehaving traffic or its inability to correctly detect the connection’s 
QoS satisfaction. As a result, the fuzzy algorithm is proposed to make use 
of expert based knowledge in the fuzzy logic controller, which employs a 
different decision making algorithm for estimating the QSS from the 
threshold-based algorithm to overcome the shortcoming of the threshold 
algorithm. In addition, the fuzzy algorithm has other advantages and 
provides a flexible balance between the fairness of services and the 
system performance, whether the subband is lightly or heavily congested.  
Simulations have been carried out to study and compare the performance 
of three scheduling algorithms under fast fading and slow fading 
conditions. In general, the results show that the fuzzy algorithm can 
provide much better system performance than the threshold-based 
algorithm in most situations, in terms of throughput, ETE delay and packet 
discard ratio under different QoS classes, different types of traffic and 
different channel conditions. However, it was also found that the 
performance improvement with the fuzzy algorithm under slow fading 
condition is not as significant as for those with fast fading condition. This 
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indicates that the fuzzy algorithm is more suitable for use under fast fading 
condition. 
In the design of the threshold and fuzzy scheduler, the algorithms include 
the requirement to run processes in sequence. Therefore, the process of 
generating transmission request order lists and the layout processes are 
triggered and have to be finished within each scheduling turn, in 
accordance to the requirements of the BGAN system. Therefore, a metric 
to measure the time required to complete each process is required to 
ensure that the algorithms is compliant with the requirements of the target 
system. This is integrated in the OPNET simulation. Although the process 
of determining the QSS using the fuzzy algorithm is more complicated 
than that using the threshold or baseline based algorithm, which may 
result in a longer processing and execution time, the simulation results 
also proves that the scheduling plans can be completed within the time 
constraint. 
In conclusion, the fuzzy scheduling algorithm is the best of the three 
proposed scheduling algorithms for the satellite system, if the fairness of 
services is not the most important consideration. This is because the 
algorithm provides better system performances, such as higher 
throughput, lower ETE delay and lower packet discard ratio. Even though 
the algorithm results in a lower degree of service fairness, the fairness 
level is still very well maintained compared to the baseline and threshold-
based scheduling algorithm. 
In terms of radio access in the return direction, a free assignment strategy 
has been proposed to utilise spare resources that have not been allocated 
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during the scheduling interval to further improve resource utilization in the 
system. By using the free assignment method, after all active connections 
have been assigned with the required resources, the scheduler distributes 
residual return resources to inactive connections in a Round Robin 
manner, based on the assumption that some of those inactive connections 
will become active. This, not only enables a better utilisation of the return 
link resources, but can also reduce the time taken to assign resources to 
previously inactive connections. The OPNET simulation results 
demonstrate that the time taken to finish the procedures in the control 
plane and the data ETE delay in the user plane are evidently shorter with 
the free assignment strategy. This strategy can provide better 
performance improvement on bursty traffic. 
7.2  Further Development 
While significant improvements have been made by using the fuzzy 
scheduling approach in terms of both throughput and fairness, further 
research can be carried out in the following areas. 
• Multicast extension: The 3GPP is currently standardising the MBMS 
framework to provide broadcast/multicast services in terrestrial mobile 
telecommunication systems. The broadcast nature of satellite systems 
makes its integration with the UMTS network particularly attractive and 
important. The Inmarsat BGAN satellite system, a UMTS-compatible 
satellite system, is also considering supporting multicast services, such 
as netted voice, push-to-talk voice and instance distance learning etc., 
to the satellite users. The scheduler considered in this thesis considers 
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only unicast transmission. The next step of development for the 
scheduler is to extend its functionality to support multicast.  
• Fuzzy inference engine improvement: In section 6.4.2.2, under 
lightly loaded condition, the threshold-based scheduling algorithm 
performs better than the fuzzy scheduling algorithm when balancing 
the resource allocation between different priority classes to maximise 
the number of the connections with satisfied QoS in the low priority 
class without affecting the connections’ QoS satisfaction in the high 
priority class. However, the fuzzy algorithm provides a more flexible 
way to change the scheduler behaviour by using different IF-THEN 
rules, which in turn may improve its performance, comparable to that of 
the threshold-based algorithm, under lightly loaded condition. It would 
be interesting to analyse and design different series of IF-THEN rules 
in order to optimize the performance of the fuzzy scheduling algorithm 
in different situations in terms of service type, channel environment and 
traffic characteristics by considering different criteria (or adding new 
criteria) in the fuzzy rules or different membership functions. Another 
way to improve the fuzzy algorithm is to provide the fuzzy logic with 
self-learning capability through the use of AI techniques, such as 
neural network, in order to optimise the decision in the inference 
engine. 
• Balance between service fairness and performance improvement: 
In the design of the fuzzy scheduling algorithm (section 4.3.3), the 
value of the QoS satisfaction factor is used by the defuzzifier function 
to decide whether a connection should belong to the high priority group 
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or to the low priority group. If all the connections are in the high priority 
group, the fuzzy algorithm is equivalent to the baseline algorithm and 
would provide the fairest services. If all the connections are in the low 
priority group, the fuzzy algorithm will provide the most efficient 
resource utilisation. So the value of QoS satisfaction factor has an 
important role of balancing between the fairest service and the most 
efficient resource utilisation. However, when there is a mixture of high 
and low priority connections, more simulations can be carried out to 
derive a reference configuration for the fuzzy scheduler in order to find 
an optimal point in balancing fairness and resource utilisation 
efficiency.  
• Bidirectional interaction between CAC and scheduler: In the 
current design of the RRM framework for the UMTS-compatible 
satellite system, the CAC provides the QoS requirements of the 
established connections to the scheduler. The scheduler then assigns 
radio resources to the connections based on their QoS requirements. 
In the future, it may be possible for the scheduler to provide feedback 
information to the CAC so that the CAC can make correct decisions 
based on this information to improve system resource utilisation. 
• Utilisation improvement on the radio resource of the return link: In 
section 4.3.4, the free assignment strategy has been proposed as an 
optional method to make use of the return residual resources on the 
inactive connections after all the active connections have been 
assigned resources. By using the Round Robin algorithm, each 
inactive connection will have the same chance to receive resources 
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which are assigned to inactive connections. However, if the inactive 
connection stays idle, the reserved resources will be wasted. In order 
to resolve this problem, it is possible to replace the Round Robin 
algorithm with predictive algorithms, so that the veracity of prediction is 
increased and the utilisation of the spare resources is improved. It is 
also possible to use the resources for random access in the contention 
slots. In this scenario, the spare resources are allocated as contention 
resources, which means that all connections can compete for them. 
This random access strategy is expected to increase the utilisation of 
the return resources. 
• Applying expert system in the load balancing: For the Inmarsat 
BGAN satellite system, the RRM function for load balancing is fast 
becoming an interesting topic due to the requirements to balance 
resources evenly across two or more subbands, to get optimal 
resource utilisation and to avoid overloading condition. The fuzzy 
scheduling algorithm has already made significant improvements on 
the system performance and the use of fuzzy logic in load balancing 
may be a possible solution. In particular, the concept of Multiple Object 
Decision Making (MODM) and Multiple Criteria Decision Making 
(MCDM) in the load balancing function may result in significant 
improvements in the load balancing algorithm due to its ability to 
assign priorities to different criteria used in the load balancing 
algorithm.  
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Appendix A :   PACKET SCHEDULING ALGORITHM 
In packet switching network, when more than one packet is waiting for 
transmission, the system must decide on which packet is to be transmitted 
first. This decision is made by the scheduling control entity where 
scheduling algorithms are implemented. An efficient scheduling algorithm 
can greatly reduce the probability of network congestion.  
  
Figure A-1 Structure of packet scheduling  
It is clear that scheduling plays an important role in radio resource 
management, interacting with other control functions in order to ensure 
that the traffic QoS requirements are respected. Packet scheduling is 
required anywhere where contention may occur. Usually they are 
implemented at the output queues of each traffic class/flow. Different 
classes/flows of traffic have different QoS requirements from the networks. 
The main function of scheduling usually consists of two main components 
(shown in Figure A-1): a classifier and a scheduler. A classifier allocates 
packets into different queues according to their different requirements and 
a scheduler that selects packets to send from the queues. When different 
scheduling algorithms are implemented in the scheduling process for a 
system, the different performances of the system are provided. 
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An ideal scheduling algorithm should [53, 97-100]:  
• Be easy to implement. 
• Provide fairness in resource allocation. 
• Be flexible in response to the QoS requirements of the user traffic and 
in accommodating different application requirements. 
• Satisfy the system performance requirements. 
Whether a scheduling algorithm is ideal can be measured in terms of 
system performance and algorithm complexity. System performance 
parameters include:  
• Throughput: The amount of packets transmitted in a given time period. 
• Packet loss: There are two main reasons for packet loss. One is 
because one or more of the queues are full and cannot admit more 
packets. Another due to that packets wait too long to be transmitted in 
the queues.   In both cases, the packets will be discarded. 
• End-to-End delay: Is the accumulation of transmission, queuing, 
propagation and processing delays from source to destination. The 
queuing delay can mainly be affected by Scheduling algorithm.  
• Delay jitter: Jitter is caused when the end-to-end delay is continuously 
changing because of the queuing delays in the transmission. Because 
of these varying delays within the networks, the time from when a 
packet is generated at the source until it is received at the receiver is 
not constant from packet to packet. 
The algorithm complexity will be evaluated in terms of its processing 
speed. It is the time taken to make scheduling decisions. If a scheduling 
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algorithm cannot provide scheduling decisions within a reasonable time 
because of its complexity in a real time system, it is not realistic. 
A lot of study and research have been done in scheduling area. In the 
following sub-chapters, some most widely used or referenced algorithms 
are presented. 
A.1  Classical Scheduling Algorithms 
A.1.1  Basic Scheduling Algorithms 
Some simple and basic scheduling algorithms are introduced as following: 
First In First Out (FIFO) [101]: This is the simplest scheduling algorithm 
where packets are transmitted in the same order in which they arrived at 
the output link queue. In other words, the earliest packet to arrive at the 
interface will be transmitted firstly. From the following figure, it can be seen 
that the order of departure for the packets is the same to the order when 
they arrive. 
 
Figure A-2 First In First Out algorithm 
Advantages:  
• Easy to implement. 
• Works well if there is no congestion. 
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Disadvantages:  
• Unfair according to QoS requirements. 
• Aggressive flows (such as misbehaving traffics) steal 100% of 
available bandwidth.  
• Impossible to guarantee bandwidth and delay. 
Priority Queuing [101]: This selects packets from the highest priority 
queue to be transmitted firstly. Packets in the same queue are scheduled 
using FIFO. In the following figure, the packet in black has higher priority 
than the one in red. Thus, although the second packet arrives earlier than 
the third one, when these two packets are waiting for serviced, the third 
packet has higher priority compared to the second packet.  
 
Figure A-3 Priority Queuing algorithm 
Advantages:  
• Higher priority queues yield lowest delay and delay jitter, and the 
highest bandwidth.  
Disadvantages:  
• Low priority queues starve if higher priority queues saturate the output. 
Round Robin [101]: The Round Robin scheduler selects packets from 
among different traffic queues, and the packets in each class have the 
same chance to be transmitted in a round. For example, a packet in queue 
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1 is first transmitted, followed by packet in queue 2. If queue 2 is empty, 
the scheduler will skip to next queue. Within the same queue, the FIFO 
principle is applied. 
 
Figure A-4 Round Robin algorithm 
Advantages: 
• Simplicity and ease of implementation. 
Disadvantages 
• Lack of flexibility. 
• Unfair for short packets. 
A.1.2  Modified Earliest Deadline First (MEDF) Algorithm 
Packets in different data flows have different delay sensitivity requirements. 
The Modified Earliest Deadline First (MEDF) scheduling algorithm, 
presented in [47] is designed to distribute packets delay time according to 
the QoS requirements of data flows in order to efficiently make use of 
system resources. For example, this can be implemented for the traffic 
classes defined for UMTS: the conversational class, the streaming class, 
the interactive class and the background class. In [47], the conversational 
class and the streaming class are for real time applications, including 
voice, and video. These can be presented as circuit switched data (CSD). 
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The interactive and background class are non real time applications, 
including e-mail and web browsing. These can be presented as packet 
switched data (PSD). Compared with CSD, PSD can tolerate higher 
packet delay and higher packet loss probability.  
MEDF is a modified version of Earliest Deadline First (EDF) algorithm. 
When each packet arrives, it is stamped with a modified deadline value. 
This modified deadline value can be calculated by the packet arrival time 
plus an offset Mi, which represents the limit of packet delay tolerance 
according the QoS requirement of traffic class i. If traffic class i is more 
delay sensitive than other traffic classes, the value of offset Mi is smaller. 
So among the packets arrived at same time, packets belonging to the 
traffic class i with smaller Mi will get earlier deadline value. MEDF 
schedules the packet with the earliest deadline value for transmission. 
This can guarantee that packets with a more stringent delay sensitive 
requirement are sent earlier.  
In [47], the performance of the MEDF scheduling algorithm is compared 
with the FIFO and Priority Queuing scheduling algorithms. The comparison 
is based on the scenario that two priority data flows are served in the 
system: one with low priority and another with a higher priority. The size of 
packets in these two data flows is set to be constant. Each packet takes 
one time unit to be sent. 
At time unit 1, two low priority packets arrived; at time unit 2, two low 
priority and one high priority packets arrived and at time unit 3, two high 
priority packets arrived. All these three schedulers are implemented. In 
MEDF, M0 represents the offset of high priority traffic class is set to 0 and 
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M1 for low priority traffic class is set to 1. The results of mean delay for 
these three schedulers are shown in the following table. 
Table A-1 Mean delay of two traffic classes under three scheduling 
algorithms [47] 
Scheduling algorithm Mean delay of low 
priority traffic 
Mean delay of high 
priority traffic 
FIFO scheduling algorithm 1.5 (time unit) 2.67 (time unit) 
Priority Queuing algorithm 3.25 (time unit) 0.33 (time unit) 
MEDF scheduling algorithm 2.75 (time unit) 1.00 (time unit) 
 
It is assumed that the packet delay limit (the maximum allowed delay time) 
for the two traffic source is 3 time units. By using the FIFO scheduling 
algorithm, both delay requirements for the two low priority traffic classes 
are satisfied, but the high priority traffic class gets the highest mean delay. 
This means the high priority traffic cannot get a high priority service. On 
the other hand, the Priority Queuing scheduling algorithm can give an 
absolute high priority service to high priority traffic class, but the mean 
delay result of low priority traffic class exceeds the packet delay limit. 
Therefore, it fails to satisfy the QoS requirement of low priority traffic. 
MEDF can satisfy these two requirements: both mean delays of two traffic 
classes are below the packet delay limit and high priority traffic class gets 
high priority service.  
MEDF can distribute services to different traffic classes according to their 
QoS requirements for optimum resource utilisation of the system. The 
algorithm is also simple to implement. The disadvantage is that it is difficult 
to select the offset Mi of traffic class i. Difference offset values invoke 
different scheduling behaviour. If the offset value is too small, the MEDF 
scheduling algorithm will implement like FIFO scheduling. If it is too big, 
MEDF scheduling will perform like Priority Queuing scheduling. 
Furthermore, aggressive flows may steal most of available bandwidth.  
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A.1.3  VirtualClock Scheduling Algorithm 
The VirtualClock algorithm [49, 50] is designed for Time Division 
Multiplexing (TDM) systems. In TDM systems, the same frequency 
bandwidth is divided into different channels when it is used in different 
time. The channel capacity is allocated to individual user only during 
specific time slots to eliminate interference between users. A user can only 
send data during the time slots they are assigned to. If a particular user 
has no data to be sent during the specified time slot, the channel capacity 
assigned to the time slot will be wasted. The VirtualClock algorithm allows 
the assignment of time slots only to users who have data to send. In a 
high speed packet switching network, different data flows have different 
QoS requirement. Therefore, it is difficult to monitor and control the 
transmission rate of statistical data flow for rate based traffic. The 
VirtualClock algorithm introduces a new way to resolve this problem by 
controlling the average transmission rate of data flow according to its 
reservation. This algorithm requires information regarding the packet flow 
in the networks, such as classes in which the data flows, the time of data 
transmission and the packets that are discarded in each flows.  
The VirtualClock algorithm can monitor and measure average data flows. 
The data flows are provided with various resource usages according to 
their average throughput reservation requirements. In another word, the 
algorithm provides per connection bandwidth allocation. In order to 
achieve this function, each packet from a data flow is ticked by a 
VirtualClock stamp. Each data flow has a VirtualClock. The order of the 
packets’ VirtualClock stamps is the order of packets’ transmissions. If a 
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data flow sends packets according its average throughput rate, its 
VirtualClock should be close to the real time. Below are the steps of the 
VirtualClock algorithm: 
1. When receiving a packet from flowi, compute the value Vticki ← 
PS/ARi, where PS is the Packet Size and ARi is the average 
transmission rate indicated in the request; 
2. Upon the arrival of the first packet from flowi, VirtualClocki ← real 
time; 
3. Upon receiving each packet from flowi, add Vticki to VirtualClocki, 
then stamp the packet with the value of VirtualClocki and insert it 
into queuei; 
4. Transmit packets by the order of increasing VirtualClock stamp 
values; 
5. When queue is full, new packets are dropped on arrival. 
The VirtualClock presents the statistical sharing nature of the data flow. 
When many packets are waiting in the queues, the order of packets 
determined based on the flow’s reserved transmission rates.  
However, a problem occurs in this algorithm. If bursty packets arrive from 
flowi, which has already been idle for a period of time, the queuing time will 
increase in other queues. This is because when the flow is idle, the 
VirtualClock of the flow is not increased until new packets are placed into 
the queue. This allows the idle flow to accumulate credits, which may 
increase its priority and thus, occupy the whole bandwidth. In order to 
resolve this problem, the algorithm can be improved by introducing an 
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auxiliary VirtualClock (auxVC) [49]. The VirtualClock is replaced by auxVC 
to ensure that no flow can increase their priority by accumulating credits. 
The improved algorithm is described below: 
1. When receiving the first packet from flowi, VirtualClocki and auxVCi 
are both set to the real time. 
2. Upon receiving each packet from flowi: 
Vticki ← PS/ARi; 
auxVCi ← max (real time, auxVCi); 
VirtualClocki ← VirtualClocki + Vticki; 
auxVCi ← auxVCi + Vticki; 
3. Stamp the packet with auxVC value and insert the packet into 
queue; 
4. Transmit packets by the order of increasing auxVC stamp values; 
5. When queue is full, the newly arrived packets are dropped. 
6. Upon receiving a specific number of packets from flowi: 
If (VirtualClocki - real time) > threshold, control actions 
should be taken. 
If (VirtualClocki < real time), VirtualClocki ←real time; 
7. To handle priority flows, real time can be replaced by (real time - P), 
where P is specified according data flow’s priority, its values are 
different from different data flow requirements. 
VirtualClock scheduling algorithm can provide the following functions: 
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• Each data flow receives a fair service, the algorithm provides per flow 
bandwidth allocation. 
• Running faster flows can be detected, they can be punished by longer 
queuing delay. 
• Different priority flows can receive different priority services. 
However, the algorithm cannot guarantee bounded transmission delays or 
lossless data transmission [49].  
A.1.4  Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) Algorithm 
Before introducing Weighted Fair Queuing, the Generalized Processor 
Sharing (GPS) algorithm should be introduced. 
GPS [51, 53] serves data in queues associated with data flows. Each 
queue has an associated weight. GPS provides services to the data flows 
which are non empty queues in proportion to their weights. Each data flow 
can receive a minimum service rate at any time. The minimum service rate 
MinRi for flowi is: 






                                 (A-1) 
where R is the link service speed rate, w1...wn are the weights and N is the 
total number of data flows. N includes the flows with empty queues. The 
bandwidth which is reserved for the flows with empty queues becomes 
surplus bandwidth. This surplus bandwidth is distributed to other flows with 
non empty queues in proportion to their weights. So the real service rate 
for data flow with non empty queue in a particular time t can be calculated: 
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where Ri(t) is the service rate for data flowi at time t and B(t) is the set of 
all data flows with non empty queues at time t. If the weight of one data 
flow is increased the packets delays in the data flow’s queue can be 
decreased. However this reduction may cause an increase in packets 
delays in other data flows.  
GPS is an ideal scheduling algorithm. It can provide fairness and 
protection among data flows. It can also provide guarantee bandwidth and 
low end to end delay for each flow. However, GPS is not realizable 
because it assumes that data can be served infinitesimal from each flow 
and all data flows can be served simultaneously. In GPS, packet is not 
served as a whole entity, it is infinitely divisible. But in real networks, only 
one data flow can be served at a time and the whole packet should be 
served before other packets can be served. Hence, GPS cannot be 
implemented in the real networks. 
Weighted Fair Queuing [51, 52] is a packetised version of GPS and tries to 
simulate GPS on a packet by packet basis. WFQ tires to provide identical 
service to GPS. The packets are served in WFQ in the same order as they 
would have been served in GPS.  
Weighted Fair Queuing is similar to Round Robin but the differences are 
that WFQ provides different class packets with different weights and takes 
packet length into consideration. WFQ also uses some form of virtual time 
like the VirtualClock algorithm, but the timing algorithm used in WFQ is 
more complicated.  
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Similarly to GPS, WFQ gives different priorities to special queues of data 
flows. The queue with higher priority class service will be given more 
weight. The packets in the higher weight classes will get more chance to 
be transmitted than those in the lower weight classes. WFQ is 
implemented by using virtual clock. Each packet is assigned virtual start 
time S(i,k,t) and virtual finish time F(i,k,t), where S(i,k,t) means start time of 
kth packet of flow i that arrives at time t and F(i,k,t) means finish time of kth 
packet of flow i that arrives at time t. They can be calculated as: 
{ })(),,,1(max),,( tRtkiFtkiS −=                    (A-3) 
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Where R(t) is the virtual time at time t, Pi is the ith packet’s length and wi is 
the weight of ith packet. When the first packet comes, there is no previous 
packet’s virtual finish time. The presentation of weight associated with 
each data flow can be different in different scenario. In some cases, the 
weight means the means service rate or guaranteed service rate, so the 
weight can be directly used in formula (A-4). But in other case, the weight 
presents the proportion of total service rate, so the weight has to be used 
to calculate sharing service rate, before it can be used in the formula.  
Two versions of Weighted Fair Queuing with different factors can be 
considered [101]: 
• FQ based on virtual start times (FQS): In this scheme, the packets that 
starts earlier is chosen to be transmitted 
• FQ based on virtual finish times (FQF): In this scheme, the packet that 
finishes earliest is chosen to be transmitted.  
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Figure A-5 Weighted Fair Queuing Algorithm 
As shown in the Figure A-5, each data flow is associated with a FIFO 
queue. So the packet in the head of each queue is the packet with the 
earliest virtual start/finish time of the queue. WFQ scheduler chooses one 
packet with smallest virtual start/finish time to be sent after going through 
the heads of all data flows’ queues. When the chosen packet’s service is 
completed, WFQ starts the next searching cycle. 
WFQ is designed to work as a packet-by-packet GPS and has all the 
advantages of GPS, such as the provision of data flow with bandwidth and 
delay guarantees. It works well with variable packet sizes and weights. 
However, the implementation complexity for WFQ is high and expensive 
for serving a large number of data flows’ queues. 
A.2  Wireless Scheduling Algorithms 
The previous scheduling algorithms are fit for error free environment. In 
this sense, they are more suitable for wireline networks. One of the 
differences between wireline networks and wireless networks is channel 
errors. Channel errors in wireless networks are bursty and location 
dependent [54, 55]. Location dependent channel errors may lead users to 
situations in which a session receives less service than it is supposed to 
when they are in different locations. The performance of these algorithms 
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have been evaluated in wireless networks and been compared with 
scheduling algorithms specifically designed for use in wireless networks. 
Results show that in general they are not suitable to be applied in wireless 
environment [54, 56-59]. 
On the other hand, the following algorithms have been specifically 
designed for wireless networks, some of which are derivatives of the 
algorithms described above: 
A.2.1  Fair Packet Loss Sharing (FPLS) Algorithm 
Fair Packet Loss Sharing algorithm [60] is designed for a suggested 4th 
generation mobile communication systems which uses time division/code 
division multiple access (TD/CDMA) wireless systems with packetised 
transmission. FPLS takes the QoS requirements of data flows into account. 
This scheduling algorithm is developed to provide QoS guarantees in 
terms of transmission delay in order to efficiently use the resources of the 
systems.  
As its name suggests, the main characteristic of FPLS, is the sharing of 
packet loses among all data flows according to their QoS requirements. 
The main objectives are to maximize the number of users supported by 
the systems and to maximize the resource utilization of the systems.  
FPLS considers two QoS parameters: transmission delay and Bit Error 
Rate (BER). In FPLS, each packet is assigned a value of timeout which is 
dependent on the transmission delay. The timeout of a packet can 
represent the urgent requirement of the packet. When a packet becomes 
the most urgent packet (MUP) but cannot be transmitted, it will be dropped. 
In order to satisfy the QoS requirements, FPLS will first schedule all MUPs. 
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When all MUPs are scheduled, non MUPs are considered in the order of 
increased timeout values. The BER OoS requirement includes two parts: 
transmission BER (TBER) and packet loss probability (PLP). Loss of 
packets occurs when the data flows’ queues are full or when the packets 
delay exceeds the delay boundaries. FPLS measures the packets losses 
over a long period and lets all data flows share the packet loss based on 
the PLP requirements. When a data flow drops too many packets it can be 
compensated in future. FPLS guarantees fair sharing of bandwidth. 
Therefore, no one data flow can be allocated with more resources if the 
resource is not enough for other data flows. When the resource is just 
enough for all data flows to satisfy their QoS requirements, the most 
optimise number of data flows is reached. This is the main objective of 
FPLS. 
FPLS needs to calculate the packet loss probability over a long period of 
time. But for data flows with short transmission period or unknown traffic 
rate distribution, the FPLS scheduler is not suitable. In such cases, FPLS 
should cooperate with other scheduling methods. 
A.2.2  Wireless Differentiated Service Packet Scheduling 
(WDSPS) Algorithm 
The scheduling algorithms described previously are mainly designed for 
wired telecommunication systems. With the development of wireless 
communication technology, more and more wireless technologies are 
deployed in new systems. In terms of resource allocation, wireless 
systems encounter more problems than wired systems. Even though the 
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algorithms described previously can also be applied to wireless systems, 
these algorithms do not consider the propagation characteristics of 
wireless systems. For example, in these algorithms, it is assumed that 
there are no differences between wired and wireless systems and both 
operate in error free conditions. 
Compared with wired systems, wireless systems have two unique 
characteristics: 
• Bursty channel errors: The channel condition in wireless network is not 
static and changes at all times. When the channel changes to a bad 
condition and packets cannot be transmitted successfully, bursty 
channel errors occurs [102].  
• Location-dependent channel capacity and errors: Mobile users can 
locate in different areas, which have different fading characteristics. 
Using the same channel, some users may receive data successfully 
and some may not [102].  
Because of these two reasons, the scheduling algorithms may not perform 
well in wireless networks even when they perform very well in wireline 
networks. In order to solve these problems, new scheduling algorithms are 
designed to consider the characteristics described above and constantly 
being proposed to solve the problems in wireless network condition to 
achieve the following objectives [56, 103-105]: 
• Simplification of the service provision in wireless network condition. 
• Efficient use of wireless resources depending on the characteristics of 
wireless channel errors. 
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• Solution to resolve HOL (Head of Line) blocking problem1. 
• Fair and differentiated services, not only to each class but also to each 
flow of a class. 
• Increase total throughput with delay compensation method to prevent a 
monopoly of the wireless link by a particular class or flow. 
Some of the potential solutions for wireless packet scheduling algorithms 
are described below: 
Channel State Dependent Packet Scheduling (CSDPS) [106]: This is 
the first work that mentions the necessity of employing a different 
scheduling procedure in a wireless network. CSDPS selects the first 
packet in the data flows which has an error free status. But this algorithm 
causes HOLB (Head of Line Blocking) and does not seem to offer any 
solution for guaranteeing QoS. 
Idealized Wireless Fair Queuing (IWFQ) [107]: This uses the concept of 
WFQ (Weighted Fair Queuing) as an error free service model. However, 
the algorithm only concentrates on flows that return to error free status 
from an errorneous status. 
Server Based Fair Approach (SBFA) [107]: This algorithm saves the 
corresponding slot in the bandwidth that is not in service and uses the 
saved slot when it is returned error free. However, it is difficult for this 
                                            
1When a flow is under channel error condition and the packet of this flow is HOL (Head of Line) in a class 
queue, no other packets in that class queue can be transmitted even they are belong to the flows which are 
under error free condition. Only when the flow returns to error free condition, the packets in the class queue can 
be severed. This kind of blocking problem is called HOL blocking problem. 
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algorithm to know how many slots should be designed for queuing 
services. SBFA offers fairness in the long term, not in the short term. 
The algorithms described above can provide differentiated services 
according to their QoS classes. But they cannot compensate the QoS 
within the same class for differentiated services. Therefore, a new 
scheduling algorithm, Wireless Differentiated Services Packet Scheduling 
(WDSPS) [61], was introduced to address this issue. WDSPS can 
consider the wireless network condition and overcome location dependent 
and burst channel errors. It provides fair services among classes and flows 
within a class. 
 
Figure A-6 Queue structure of AF class 
In WDSPS scheduling, data packets are classified into EF (Expedited 
Forwarding), AF (Assured Forwarding) and DE (Default) classes. WDSPS 
uses priority queuing algorithm for these classes. EF class has higher 
priority than AF class; AF class has higher priority than DE. If there is a 
packet to be served in the high priority class, the other low classes must 
not be served. AF class can be divided into sub-classes: AF1, AF2...AFn. 
WDSPS uses WFQ algorithm for these sub-classes. When a class/flow is 
detected with a channel error status, the service for the class/flow is 
stopped. When the class/flow returns to an error free status, it can receive 
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service again. And compensation can be provided to the class/flow. Figure 
A-6 is shown the structure used to provide compensation for a class/flow 
in WDSPS: 
The Lag Counter calculates the class and flow lags or leads. It includes 
two parts Class Lag Counter and Flow Lag Counter. Class Lag Counter 
shows the status of lag or lead for a class. When the class is in lag status, 
it means that the class has given up service because it has an error status. 
On the other hand, when a class receives more service because other 
classes have an error status, this class will be considered to be in the lead 
status. Compensation between classes can be provided based on Class 
Lag Counter. The Packet Queue stores the packets which are waiting for 
service. The Slot Queue stores the virtual finish time in WFQ for each 
flow’s packets. It can provide fair sharing information to WDSPS scheduler. 
WDSPS chooses the AF sub class with the smallest virtual finish time to 
be served in the slot queues. When the flow with the smallest virtual finish 
time in the chosen AF sub class is in an erroneous status, WDSPS will 
search other flows which are error free in the same AF sub class and 
choose the flow with smallest virtual finish time to be served. This can 
resolve the HOL (Head of Line) blocking problem. Slot Queue can also 
provide packet delay information to the WDSPS scheduler. When the 
packet queue is full, WDSPS scheduler can drop packets which arrive last 
or which are already in the queue but suffer the longest queuing delay 
according to their arrival time into the queue.   
The WDSPS scheduling algorithm has the following advantages: 
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• Provides differentiated and fair services between classes in a wireless 
network. 
• Increases the total throughput. 
• Decreases the average queuing delay and the packet drop ratio. 
• Provides compensation for the class and flow returning from a 
erroneous channel to error free status. 
A.2.3  Effort Limited Fair (ELF) Algorithm 
Effort Limited Fair scheduling algorithm [62] is an algorithm which also 
considers wireless channel conditions. ELF is different from previous 
scheduling algorithms which are also based on wireless channel condition. 
The previous scheduling algorithms try to identify the data flows in an 
erroneous state and stop serving these data flows. ELF, however, will not 
stop serving these data flow and will instead assign extra resource to the 
data flow in order to satisfy their QoS requirements. 
ELF extends WFQ by using dynamic weight adjustment. Traditional WFQ 
algorithm distributes resources to all data flows according to their weights. 
However, WFQ assumes that the data is error free. Therefore, the weights 
assigned to data flows can represent the reservation of throughput. In 
wireless systems, if a data flow still uses the same reserved bandwidth 
when it experiences an error, the data flow cannot be served to satisfy its 
QoS requirement. ELF tries to be fair by providing more resource to the 
data flows when they experience the dropping of packets. It can be 
achieved by increasing the weights of these erroneous data flows. When 
the data flows receive more resources the results are better. However, this 
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also means that the resources allocated to the other flows will be 
decreased. If a data flow requires quite a large bandwidth and gets a high 
packet drop rate, it will require extra resources to satisfy its QoS 
requirement. This is unfair for other data flows. Therefore, ELF has to limit 
the adjustment of weight for each data flow. The calculation of the weight 









min                          (A-5) 
where Ai is the adjusted weight for data flow i, Wi is the weight, Pi is the 
power factor which is used to limit to a maximum weight and Ei is the 





PE 1−= . When Ei < ciE , the adjusted weight Ai 
increases when Ei increases. When Ei≥ ciE , the adjusted weight Ai is 
assigned to its maximum weight. After the adjustment of weight, the 
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where B is the total link bandwidth.  
ELF can provide a fair effort to assign extra resources to the data flows in 
erroneous state to satisfy their QoS requirement. It can also prevent some 
data flows from monopolising the whole bandwidth. It will provide fair 
distribution of resources to data flow according to their QoS requirements. 
But ELF may also decrease the total throughput. 
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A.3  Expert System Algorithm 
An expert means a person having special knowledge or skill. Expert 
systems are intelligent computer programs those attempt to use 
knowledge and skills of one or more experts to solve the problems which 
require significant human expertise via inference procedures [108]. They 
solve the problems mostly in a narrow and specific domain. Expert 
systems are applications and subfield of Artificial Intelligence (AI). Two 
main architectural components are included in an expert system: 
Knowledge Base and Inference Engine [109]. The knowledge base 
contains the domain specific and control knowledge which is used to solve 
problems. The knowledge, which is inputted by the experts or learnt by the 
system itself, can be represented in various ways. The form of IF-THEN 
rules is one of the most commonly used ways to present knowledge. The 
inference engine consists one or more algorithms, which are able to 
perform the knowledge in the knowledge base to deduce further 
knowledge and information for solving problems. The knowledge base is 
the core of an expert system, no mater how powerful the inference engine 
is, if the knowledge is poor then the inferences will be poor. 
Normally expert systems are used to deal with the problems for which 
there is no unique right solution which can be provided by conventional 
algorithms. Some more sophisticated expert systems utilize robust 
mathematical framework, such as fuzzy logic, to evaluate data. An expert 
system with fuzzy logic concept is called fuzzy expert system. Fuzzy 
expert systems are knowledge base or rule based systems consisting of 
fuzzy IF-THEN rules [110]. They have the advantageous in flexibly 
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operating with the data, which is approximate rather than precise, by 
taking into account real world uncertainties. For example, to solve the 
problem whether a user satisfy the quality of service in terms of packet 
delay, if the target packet delay is 1 second and the actual measured 
packet delay is 0.9 second and 1.1 second, by conventional algorithms the 
precise answers are provided with satisfied (true) and unsatisfied (false) 
respectively. In fact human users cannot really sense the 0.2 second 
difference in real world, so it is difficult to tell whether they are satisfied. 
Fuzzy logic introduces imprecise data concept, such as probably satisfied 
and probably not satisfied etc., to range the degree of truth of a statement 
between 0 and 1 instead of two constrained precise values (true, false). 
Fuzzy expert system can be used to model non-linear functions with 
arbitrary complexity. The core part of a fuzzy expert system is the Fuzzy 
Logic Controller (FLC). It takes the crisp values of criteria as inputs to 
produce an approximate output for systems, which are too complex to 
model or non-linear. The FLC consists of four major elements (shown in 






Figure A-7 Fuzzy Logic Controller structure  
Fuzzifier: Is a membership function, which can be a curve or line, to map 
the input crisp values of criteria into fuzzy sets which have a varying 
degree of each membership in a set. One crisp value in a fuzzy set can 
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have membership in more than one set. For example, one value of bit 
error rate can be mapped into low, medium or high. The fuzzy sets are 
used with the fuzzy rules. 
Fuzzy rules: Is known as the knowledge base which gives the knowledge 
of the appropriate fuzzy operation based on the fuzzy sets. They are 
usually defined as a series of IF-THEN rules. An example of the IF-THEN 
rule in handover management which consider two criteria is: IF signal 
strength is bad and QoS is undesirable THEN handover is YES.  Where 
“signal strength is bad and QoS is undesirable” is the premise and “YES” 
is the output variable for the rule. 
Interference: Performs the appropriated fuzzy operation based on the 
fuzzy rules, which have the truth value for the premise, to obtain a set of 
resultant fuzzy decisions for each variable. There are two commonly used 
inferencing methods: MIN Inferencing and PRODUCT Inferencing.  In min 
inferencing, the output variable is assigned with the minimum value of the 
rule premise’s degree of truth. In product inferencing, the output variable is 
scaled by the rule premise’s degree of truth. 
Defuzzifier: Converts the fuzzy decision set into a precise quantity that 
can be applied to a target system. Firstly the final crisp value of each 
output variable is computed based on the fuzzy decision set. There are 
two common methods: Centroid method and Maximum method. In the 
centroid method, the final crisp value of an output variable is calculated by 
finding the center of gravity of its fuzzy decision set. In the maximum 
method, the final crisp value of an output variable is the maximum value 
among its fuzzy decision set. Then the Weighted Average Method is used 
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to convert the set of the output variables’ final crisp values into a precise 
quantity. The weighting matrix is constructed to define the weighting of 
each output variable. 
A lot of research works have been done to prove that fuzzy logic expert 
systems can be implemented on many different areas and proved good 
performances: an intelligent mechtronic system with FLC to control car 
maneuvers [111]; some fuzzy logic based Call Admission Control (CAC) 
algorithms are proposed for different wireless network systems [77, 78, 
112]; Fuzzy logic concept is also applied as new approach to handover 
management for mobile terminals [87].  
ELF can provide a fair effort to assign extra resources to the data flows in 
erroneous state to satisfy their QoS requirement. It can also prevent some 
data flows from monopolising the whole bandwidth. It will provide fair 
distribution of resources to data flow according to their QoS requirements. 
But ELF may also decrease the total throughput. 
Fuzzy expert system is good at the modelling of reasoning schemes 
based on uncertain or imprecise information. The fuzzy logic concept is 
easy to understand. It allows organizations to clarify the logic of their 
decision making that are most important or relevant to them. It is easy to 
add more functionality. But fuzzy expert system cannot adapt to changing 
environments, unless knowledge base is changed.  
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Appendix B :   MULTIPLE ACCESS TECHNIQUE 
A multiple access scheme provides a way in establishing a dedicated 
channel to a user for transmission. This technique permits multiple users 
to simultaneously send traffic flows via satellite. In other words, it allows 
the sharing of the capacity of a satellite transponder among many user 
terminals. In order to divide the available physical resources of a satellite 
system, special access schemes are used. There are several different 
ways to create channels which allow users to access the physical 
resources. The dedicated channel to be allocated to a specific user can be 
divided in terms of frequency, time and code. In general for satellite 
network, the uplink channel uses multiple access schemes, whereas 
downlink uses multiplexing. Different access schemes can provide 
different physical resource capacities. The most common types of multiple 
access techniques are: Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA), Time 
Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and Code Division Multiple Access 
(CDMA). They are briefly introduced as follows [113]: 
• FDMA was the initial multiple access technique for satellite 
communication systems. It is the simplest technique which divides the 
total available transponder bandwidth into equal size and non 
overlapping channels. A guard band between channels is required to 
avoid channel interference. Each user is permanently allocated a pair 
of channels (uplink and downlink) when initiating or receiving a call. 
The transmission capacity of a user is limited by its allocated channel 
bandwidth. Once a channel is allocated to a user; it cannot be 
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assigned to others during a call. If the user has a constant and steady 
traffic for a long period, FDMA is efficient. However, FDMA is inefficient 
for bursty traffic.  
• TDMA divides the available transponder bandwidth into short periods 
of time (known as time slots). The time slots are organized in a higher 
level periodic time structure (called frame). In the basic form of TDMA, 
each user can only access one time slot per frame, so the length of 
frame determines how often a user can transmit data. Many users can 
share a common transponder bandwidth by assigning different time 
slots to them. For a group of users, each of them may have a different 
distance from the satellite, and each user has to transmit within the 
assigned time slots. Thus it is demanded that all users are 
synchronized by some form of reference clock to guarantee each of 
them can transmit in the time slot which is exclusively allocated to it. 
Normally the reference clock occurs at the start of each frame. 
Compared with FDMA, TDMA has the flexibility in bandwidth allocation 
depending on the requirements. For example if a user requires more 
bandwidth, more time slots can be allocated to it. And without 
employing guard bands, TDMA can make use of the whole available 
transponder bandwidth. The bad point of TDMA is that the entire 
transponder bandwidth will be allocated to a user, even if the user does 
not require it.  
• CDMA technique allows the total transponder bandwidth to be 
accessed by all active users simultaneously. For each user’s 
transmission there is an assigned unique code (called scrambling 
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code) which is only known to the transmitter and receiver. The 
transmitted signals of different users are spread over a wider band. For 
each receiver a suitable code is used to distinguish the different 
simultaneous transmitted signals in the same band. In order to obtain 
spread spectrum transmissions, the application of CDMA can be 
divided into two main techniques [1]: Direct Sequence CDMA (DS-
CDMA) and Frequency Hopping (FH-CDMA). CDMA technique can 
greatly increase capacity of a satellite transponder. For frequency re-
use, unlike FDMA and TDMA, CDMA can re-use the same frequency in 
all spot beams. But when more users access the same band, higher 
level of interference will happen. The capacity of CDMA system is 
dynamic depending on the level of interference.  
Each single type of the multiple access schemes has its own advantages 
and disadvantages. A hybrid scheme can mix the different techniques and 
possibly combine the advantages and overcome the disadvantages of 
individual schemes. In satellites system, the most common hybrid scheme 
is to combine FDMA and TDMA, which is called Multi Frequency TDMA 
(MF-TDMA). In MF-TDMA scheme, the whole transponder bandwidth is 
firstly divided into several different frequency channels, before applying 
the TDMA technique. This scheme inherits the advantages from both 
FDMA and TDMA, and has better flexibility in capacity allocation. 
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Appendix C :   DATA STRUCTURE AND MESSAGE FORMAT FOR SCHEDULING FRAMEWORK 
The table shows the data structure, message format and parameters carried in each message shown in Section 4.2. 
Figure C-1 Scheduling Data Structures & Message Formats 
Originating Entity Terminating Entity Message Name Parameters Type Field Format 
r1. Interface between RQH and QM 





r2. Interface between MQH and QM 




r3. Interface between QM and FwdBCnInfo 
QM FwdBCnInfo UPDATE_Qreq.ind tBCnID Integer   
FwdQueueSize Integer  
DiscardSize Integer  
FwdTimeFront Integer  
FwdTimeFront Integer  
r4. Interface between QM and RetBCnInfo 
QM RetBCnInfo UPDATE_Qreq.ind tBCnID Integer  
RetQueueSize Integer  
RetTimeFront Integer  
RTimeFront Integer  
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Originating Entity Terminating Entity Message Name Parameters Type Field Format 
r5. Interface between FSH and FwdBCnInfo 
FSH FwdBCnInfo BCN_INFOreq.ind MT List Structure Int MTID 
FwdBCnInfo FSH BCN_INFOresp.conf Forward 
Connection List







r6. Interface between FLC and MTInfo 
FLC MTInfo MT_INFOreq.ind MT_ID Integer  
MTInfo FLC MT_INFOresp.conf Forward MT 
Information List 
Structure Int MTClass 
Int FwdLinkQ 
r7. Interface between FSH and FSOrderList 
FSH FSOrderList ORDER_CREreq.ind Sorted 
Connection List






r8. Interface between FSH and FLC 
FSH FLC LAYOUT_TRreq.ind FwdSubbandID Integer  
FLC FSH SCH_TRreq.ind FwdSubbandID Integer  
r9. Interface between FLC and FSOrderList 
FLC FSOrderList ORDER_INFOreq.ind    
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Originating Entity Terminating Entity Message Name Paramete
rs 
Type Field Format 
r10. Interface between FLC and FSList 










r11. Interface between FLC and RSList 
FLC RSList RS_INFOreq.ind RetSubbandID Integer  
RSList FLC RS_INFOresp.conf Return 
Scheduling 
Layout Plan 






r12. Interface between RLC and MTInfo 
RLC MTInfo MT_INFOreq.ind MTID Integer  
MTInfo RLC MT_INFOresp.conf Return MT List Structure Int MTClass 
Int RetLinkQ 
r13. Interface between RSH and RetBCnInfo 
RSH RetBCnInfo BCN_INFOreq.ind MT List Structure Int MTID 
RetBCnInfo RSH BCN_INFOresp.conf Return 
Connection List
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Int MTID 
Originating Entity Terminating Entity Message Name Parameters Type Field Format 
r14. Interface between RSH and RSOrderList 
RSH RSOrderList ORDER_CREreq.ind Return Sorted 
Connection List





r15. Interface between RSH and RLC 
RSH RLC LAYOUT_TRreq.ind RetSubbandID Integer  
RLC RSH SCH_TRreq.ind RetSubbandID Integer  
r16. Interface between RLC and RSOrderList 
RLC RSOrderList ORDER_INFOreq.ind    
RSOrderList RLC ORDER_INFOresp.conf Return Sorted 
Connection List




r17. Interface between OH and RSList 
OH RSList RS_INFOreq.ind RetSubbandID Integer  
RSList OH RS_INFOresp.conf Return 
Scheduling 
Layout Plan 






r18. Interface between OH and FSList 
OH FSList FS_INFOreq.ind FwdSubbandID Integer  
FSList OH FS_INFOresp.conf Forward 
Scheduling 
Layout Plan 
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Int CodeRate 
Originating Entity Terminating Entity Message Name Parameters Type Field Format 
r19. Interface between TC and RSH 
TC RSH SCH_TRreq.ind    
r20. Interface between RSH and FSH 
RSH FSH SCH_TRreq.ind RetSubbandID Integer  
r21. Interface between TC and OH 
TC OH OUT_TRreq.ind SubbandID Integer  
r22. Interface between RLC and RSList 










r23. Interface between FLC and FwdCSList 
FLC FwdCSList CS_INFOreq.ind FwdSubbandID Integer  
FwdCSList FLC CS_INFOresp.conf Forward CS 
Connection List






r24. Interface between RLC and RetCSList 
RLC RetCSList CS_INFOreq.ind RetSubbandID Integer  
RetCSList RLC CS_INFOresp.conf Return CS 
Connection List
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